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INTRODUCTION
This Annual Report Js the sixth of a series describin_ the
results of research conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey on
behalf of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This
report, which covers the period .July I, 1964 to July i, 1965, Is i_-_
four volumes correspondin_ to three main areas of research: Pa:t
A, Lunar and Planetary Investigations; Part B, Crater Investigations;
Part C, Cosmic Chemistry and PetroloFy ; and _Part D, Spacc Flight
Investigations; and a map supplement. An additional volume presents
in abstract form summaries of the papers in Parts A-D.
The major long-range objectives of the astrogeologic studies
program are to determine and map the stratigraphy and structure of
the Moon's crust, to work out from these the sequence of events
that led to the present condition of the Moon's surface, and to
determine the processes by which these events took place. Work
being carried out that leads toward these objectives includes a
program of lunar geologic mapping; studies on the discrimination
of geologic materials on the lunar surface by their photometric,
polarimetric, and infrared properties; field studies of structures
of impact, explosive, and volcanic origin; labor&tory studies on
the behavior of rocks and minerals subjected to shock; and study
of the chemical, petrographic and physical properties of materials
of possible lunar origin and the development of special techniques
for their analysis.
Part B, Crater Investigations, contains the results of field
and laboratory studies of craters and related phenomena. Field
investigations have been made of naturally formed craters and
roots of craters: _i) the Flynn Creek structure in east Tennessee,
(2) the Sierra Madera structure in west Texas, (3) the Manicouagan
Lake structure in Quebec, Canada, and (4) the Moses Rock diatreme
in Utah. The first three are thought to be eroded impact structures;
the fourth is the root of a maar-type crater.
vii
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sResults of two experimental studies of impact craters are
reported in (I) "Craters Produced by Missile Impacts," and (2)
"Hypervelocity Impact Craters in Pumice"; a third paper provides
a compilation of data cn craters formed by explosives. Another
paper describes a new technique for field explosive shock experiments.
Surmnaries of field and laboratory studies of shock-induced
changes in rocks are given in three papers: (I) 'Impact Metamorphism,"
(2) "Nickel-Iron Spherules from the Aouelloul Glass of Mauritania,
Africa," and (3) "Influence of Stress History on Low-Temperature
Thermoluminescence of Halite."
viii
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HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF THE FLYNN CREEK CRATER, TENNESSEE:
FINAL REFORT
N 57- 19390
By David J. Roddy ..
INTRODUCTION
The Flynn Creek structure in north-central Tennessee (fig. I)
consists of a partly exhumed crater about 330 feet deep and 11,500
feet in diameter that is filled with breccia and Upper Devionian !
shale and Lower Misslsslpplan chert that were deposited after the
crater formed. The crater is surrounded by a folded and faulted
rim composed of Middle and Upper Ordnvlclan limestones, and its
center is occupied by a hill of uplifte_ Lower Ordovlcian strata
(figs. 2, 3).
The origin of this unusual structure has been t_. subject of
controversy for nearly a century Of the various ori_j$:_sproposed,
i_pact and volcanic gas-phreatlc explosions have bee__ ,_i_gested
as the most likely causes, _,tt only one shcrt, Inconcl_.,ve study
_,as been actually directed _oward this problem (Wilscc ,nd Born,
193b). Most of the specific: information presented !,,_ was gath-
ered during the recent study by- _he author, and i_ _, now appar-
ent that the structural deformation _s very ,.nt,_,,_ ._nd is restrict-
ed to the area occupied by the crater and _.,_e_.,_rroundingstrata in
the rim. The deformation and chaotic mixing ot fragments in the
breccia, and the presence of a large ejected mass of breccia on
the rim Imply the occurrence of at least one dynamic event, presum-
ably violent in nature. The observed deformational features could
have originated at r very near the ground surface during middle
Paleozolc time, and only a moderate amount of erosion might have
occurred before the crater was buried. Reconnaissance studies of
-- several hundred square miles surrounding the Flynn Creek area show
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that the normal regional attitude of the strata is undeformed and
=_ nearly flat lying. Until now no synthesis of this recent informa-
tion with other available data has been made, and arguments for
different origins have been left to speculation.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the most likely mode
of origin of the crater at Flynn Creek. The arguments are based
on the author's recent geological and laboratory studies (Roddy,
1963, 1964a, 1964b, 1965, 19_6) and on the published and unpub-
lished studies of a number of other workers. A second aim is to
present as complete a post-crater history as possible.
GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE FLYNN CREEK CRATER
The geologic history of the crater at Flynn Creek is important
for two reasons: it aids in I) determining the origin of the crater
and in 2) establishing the time of formation. A thorough under-
standing of geologic history has been necessary to show that the
crater has been only moderately eroded. This information has
helped establish that the observed structural deformation at Flynn
Creek is at or near the original level of the crater. Without this
knowledge, structural comparisons could not be made between the
Flynn Creek crater and other craters known to have formed at the
ground surface, such as meteorite impact and maar craters. The
time of formation of the crater is necessary for an understanding
of the rates of erosion and of depositional filling The age of
the crater is also relevant to studies of the rate of terrestrial
impact cratering.
The geologic environment of the Interior Lowlands during
early Paleozoic time has been discussed at length by King (1959),
Freeman (1953, 1959), Wilson (1949) and many others. It has been
generally accepted that regionally extensive shallow seas period-
ically covered most of the Interior Lowlands during Cambrian and
Ordovician time. Wilson (1962) has described conditions in central
Tennessee as characterized by shallow seas with periodic uplifts
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exposing the Nashville Dome to areal erosion. Wilson (1962, p.
504) stated thac during Late Ordovician time the Nashville and
Ozark swells were uplifted, and Leipers strata (Maysville time)
were eroded from the higher parts of the Nashville dome. Immedi-
ately north of the £1ynn Creek area only the upper 25 to 50 feet
of Leipers strata was eroded from that area. This was probably
also true in the Flynn Creek area, except that the level of ero-
sion was slightly lower.
Near the end of Ordovician time the Richmond sea covered
central Tennessee including the Nashville dome and the Flynn Creek
area. The Sequatchie sediments were deposited as a calcareous
ooze in silt-free water over a large part of the State (Wilson,
1949, p. 343). Several changes in depositional conditions occurred
during late Richmond time, and limestones, shales, and silts we_J
deposited as i_Iterbedded units north and west of the Flynn Creek
area. At the end of the Ordovician _nd possibly at the beginning
of Silurian time, central Tennessee was exposed to erosion, and
unknown amounts of older strata were eroded from different areas.
Erosion in the Flynn Creek area did not go below the Sequatchie
strata.
During the Silurian Period, shallow seaJ advanced and with-
drew several times, and a series of limestones, shales, and silt-
stones was deposited. Marine carbonates and shales of Silurian
age are present in the extreme northern and northwestern part of
the Nashville basin in central Tennessee (Wilson, 1949, p. 239-
279). The Silurian strata are restricted to the western side of
the present Nashville dome, a distance of nearly 30 miles from
the Flynn Creek area. The nearest probable Silurian strata to
the east are nearly 50 miles from the Flynn Creek area, as
suggested by data from test wells (Born and Lockwood, 1945).
During Ear]y and Middle Devonian time several incursions of
shallow seas again occurred and were accompanied by periods of
extensive erosion. Middle Devonian strata are absent on the
_' .... _ "urn_"_"n- "'C"U_ --_''--'mW ",,,,,_,m", " " I _ I m
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eastern side of the Nashville dome except for a small isolated
deposit of Pegram Formation in west-central Jackson County about
12 miles northwest of the Flynn Creek area. Only a rubble of
weathered Pegram sandstone blocks covering a few thousand square
feet is present in this area; it represents the only remains of
what was once probably a continuous shoreline deposit. The
sandstone blocks lie directly upon Leipers strata in a way that
suggests that they were let down from an earlier erosional surface.
The nearest Pegram strata, lying in their normal stratigraphic
position, occur along the western flanks of the Nashville dome, 30
miles from the Flynn Creek area. Lower and Middle Devonian strata
have not been described in the subsurface from east of the Flynn
Creek area to the Valley and Ridge province of east Tennessee.
It is not yet possible to say if Middle Devonian seas covered
the Flynn Creek area. The distribution of the Pegram strata,
according to Wilson (1949, p. 346), suggests that a Middle Devonian
sea rose very high on the eastern flank of the Nashville dome. If
this is true, then the Flynn Creek area was almost certainly covered.
A major interval of erosion followed the withdrawal of the
Pegram sea, and the newly deposited sandstone and lime_tc_le were
widely removed from much of central Tennessee. During Middle
Devonian time the area immediately north of Flynn Creek was reduced
to a rolling lowland with less than i00 feet of relief and with
gentle slopes (Barnes, personal commun,, 1964; Maher, personal
commun., 1964). In some localities the Sequatchie rocks have been
removed, and part of the top of the Leipers strata is also eroded
away.
In the Flynn Creek area the Leipers strata were eroded 50 to
i00 feet below the level of the highest Leipers horizons exposed
15 miles to the north. Most of the Sequatchie strata and the upper
Leipers units of Platystrophia ponderosa limestone were probably
eroded from the area. The down-faulted blocks on the southeastern
...... _- _ _ - _ '--.=t.Sr,,_._-_ _"_"_"_ _ |
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rim of the crater, however, preserve 75 to 150 feet of upper Lei_oro
unit of Platystrophia ponderosa limestone and bracclated fragments
of Sequatchie dolomite.
The crater probably formed within this interval in Middle
Devonian time, possibly during a period of extensive regional
erosion. The presence of Sequatchie fragments in the breccia
clearly indicates a post-Richmond age for the crater. The apparent
absence of any type of Silurian and Lower or Middle Devonian rocks
in the bottom of the crater suggests that the crater is consider-
ably younger than post-Richmond and more probably is Middle to
post-Middle Devonian in age. If the crater had been present dur-
ing this period of time, and if no Silurian or Devonian seas had
covered the area, then almost certainly lake deposits would be
present above the crater breccia. Instead, the first bedded depos-
its that are observed are marine breccias that were derived locally
within the crater and are of early Late Devonian age.
Fragments from the upper Leipers unit of Platystrophia ponder-
osa limestone age are rare in the crater breccia, and Sequatchie
fragments have not been found in the crater, yet both these rocks
are present in the down-faulted block in the southern rim. The
area was probably a rolling lowland with the low hills capped
with Sequatchie rocks which were underlain by 75 to 150 feet of
upper Leipers unit of Platystror._ia ponderosa limestone• If a
complete cover of these rocks had been present when the crater
was formed, then more fragments should be present in the breccia
of the crater, both from the initial deformation and from later
erosion of the crater wall. The region could have been in a
coastal-plain environment if the Middle Devonian sea was still in
the irmnediate area.
The crater probably could not have existed for long before
being destroyed by erosion and deposition. Instead, crater walls
are still present as steep cliffs in parts of the crater, and the
central uplift still remains with little obvious erosional destruction.
8
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IAn age of late Middle Devonian to early Late Devonian seems most
consistent with the available evidence.
The crater apparently formed during the impact of a comet or
a meteorite, and a large amount of rock was ejected and fell as
an ejecta blanket around the crater. A crude inversion of the
strata occurred during the ejection and was later preserved on
the southern rim. Presumably the central uplift and the intense
folding and faulting in the rim occurred during the brief period
of cratering. The large thrusts on the southeastern rim were
probably formed during the impact, but other fault blocks, such
as the down-faulted block on the southeastern rim, may have sub-
sided for some time after the event. The southernmost fa'11t zone
was probably an open fracture at one period of time. Sequatchie
breccia fills most of the fault zone and is present at the base
of the overlying ejected breccia. The Sequatchie rocks, which
were ejected and scattered at the base of the ejecta blanket, prob-
ably dropped into the opening fault zone as the block slowly
subsided. The block probably continued to slump toward the crater
until it formed a depression in the rim which preserved part of
the ejecta blanket. (See Roddy, 1964b, p. 167.)
Erosion began to act immediately upon the ejecta and crater,
and the entire ejecta blanket was eventually removed, except for
that part preserved in the down-faulted block. Ejecta breccia
over the block settled enough to allow a small talus deposit of
• upper Leipers Platystrophia ponderosa rocks to develop. Some of
the ejecta and rim strata must have been eroded and deposited at
the base of the crater walls and spread out over the crater floor.
A very crude lineation in the long direction of some breccia
fragments can be seen in a few of the breccia outcrops near the
crater walls, suggesting that these breccias were washed or depos-
ited over the crater slopes with a very crude bedding.
Slumping is evident along some of the crater walls where
large megabreccla blocks are nearly at their original stratigraphic
levels but are now tilted and separated a few hundred feet from the
m
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rim strata. Subsidence probably occurred o_er all the cr'eter floor
as solution removed finer breccia fragments from lower levels.
Lake beds and alluvium may have formed on the crater floor,
but they would now be covered b_ breccia washed in from the rim
strata and ejecta blanket. Erosion proceeded to form small valleys
and gulleys in the crater walls, but the rim was apparently never
breached and opened to outside drainage. Erosional cliffs are
present in parts of the crater walls. An internal drainage :vs_em
developed in the crater, and much of the ejecta blanket that washed
over the rim was carried to the low s_,,:_ surrounding the flanks
of the central uplift.
Apparently the Chattanooga sea had begun to cover the area by
this time, or possibly it was present slightly earlier. If a high
ejecta blanket surrounded the crater, it could have prevented a
shallow sea from initially floodin_ the crater. However, owing to
the unconsolidated nature of the ejecta, a surrounding body of water
probably would have quickly removed it. On the other hand, much,
if not all, of the breccia may have been removed by pre-Chattanooga
erosion.
The first clearly bedded deposits in the crater appear to be
p,
poorly bedded breccias composed of reworked crater breccia. These
poorly bedded breccias cover th_ crater floor and wedge out low
on the crater walls. Apparently they were reworked and distributed
over the crater floor and were then overlain by well-beaded breccia
derived mainly from the highest horizons in the crater walls. A
single massive bed of dolomite was then deposited on the well-
bedded breccia throughout the crater.
The bedded breccias and dolomite were apparently deposited in
a marine environment, because conodonts of early Late Devonian age
are present in these rocks; they form the local, basal units of the
Chattanooga Shale within the crater. No trace of eJecta or bedded
breccia is present outside the crater.
During early Late Devonian time, sediments of the Chattanooga
Shale filled the crater and prevented further erosion of the structure.
i0
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INearly 300 feet of the lower unit of the black shale filled the
crater to a level about equal with the surrounding rim surface.
Younger units of the shale then covereJ the nearly level area over
the crater.
Deposition appears to have been continuous into Early Missis-
, sippian time with the Maury and Fort Payne Formations. The shale
in the crater continued to compact until _t had decreased in thick-
ness to about 200 feet, and a broad sag formed in all the filling
sediments. Pennsylvanian sediments later covered the area but
were removed during more recent erosion. Drainage patterns were
established during Quaternary and Tertiary time, probably contemp-
oraneously with a gentle uplift of the Nashville dome and surrounding
region. The CumLerland River and its many tributaries, including
F1ynn Creek, continued their downward cutting to form a complicated
drainage pattern of incised stream valleys. The heads of the many
stream valleys are slowly eroding into the flat uplands of the High-
land Rim to the east and northeast of the Flynn Creek area. To
the west the streams empty into the Cumberland River where it flows
across the rolling lowlands of the northern end of the Nashville
basin. The once deeply buried crater at Flynn Creek is now exposed
in the walls and floors _.f the many valleys that have more recently
been incised into the older rocks.
ORIGIN OF THE FLYNN CREEK CRATER
The formation o_ the Flynn Creek crater and similar structures
has been ascribed to cavern collaps___(Lusk, 1927), salt-dome or
anhydrite expansion (Wilson and Born, 1936), natural-gas blowout
(Wilson and _orn, 1936), tectonic folding (Kellberg, 1965), hy-
draulic fracture (Goguel, 1963), volcanic-gas explosion (Bucher,
1936, 1963; Amstutz, 1965; Currie, 1965; Snyder and Gerdemann,
1965), and meteorite impact (Wilson and Born, 1936; Boon and
Albritton, 1937; Wilson, 1953; Dietz, lq60; and others). The last
two mechanisms are the most widely accepted and are discussed in
detail below. Reasons for rejection of the others are reported else-
where (Roddy, 1966).
Ii
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Bucher (1963, p. 642) included the F]ynl, Creek cratez as a
"cryptoexplosicn" feature and suggested that the structure was not
of impact origin. According to Shoemaker and Eggleton (1961), it
is a "buried crater with the form and structure of a meteorite
crater." The central point of the argument has resolved basic-
ally to comparison of the deformation at Flynn Creek with the
structures observ_d in voicanic, impact, and other shock-produced
craters. If good structural comparisons can be _stablisheJ _ b
craters produced by one mechanism, and if comparisons with other
types of craters are poor, at least a ecific model will be avail-
able to test with further studies. Data relevant to the discussion
of origin of the Flynn Creek crater have been discussed at length
in earlier studies (Roddy, 1963, lq64a, 1964b, 1965, 1966) and
are outlined below.
A. Geologic data (see figs. 2-5):
i. Regional :
a. Strata of Middle and Late Ordovicfan age surrounding
the crater are flat lying and undeformed except for
very gentle anticlinal and synclinal folding which
is typical of the region. Dips on the flanks of
these folds rarely exceed 2°. Faulting has not
been observed in the several hundred sauare miles
surrounding the Flynn Creek area.
b. Mineralized breccia zones along what appear to be
poorly exposed faults are present in central
Tennessee, but none are closer than 12 miles to the
Flynn Creek structure. Mineralization includes
calcite, barite, fluorite, galena, and sphalerite.
c. The nearest deformed areas in Tennessee which are
similar to the Flynn Creek structure dre the Howell
structure in the south-central part of the State,
the Wells Creek structure in the northwestern part
of the State, and the Dycus structure about 12 miles
northwest of the Flynn Creek area.
2. Crater:
a. A nea=ly circular crater with a diameter of about
11,500 feet was formed in the flat-lying limestones.
b. The original topographic form was a crater with
moderately to steeply dipping walls.
12 i
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Ic. The average depth of crater measured from the top
of the walls to the lowest point on the floor is
about 330 feet. This Js the depth cqfter an unknuwn
amount of breccia washed back over the earliest
crater floor.
d. A chaotic, nonbudded breccia forms the floor of the
crater and is composed of angular fragfments ranging
from a fraction of an inch to megab_-eccia blocks
300 feet in length. The megabreccia occurs along
the outside of the crater. The breccia ks composed
of the same Middle and Upper Ordovician limestones
that were present in the area where the crates
was formed, lhe breccia ks cemented by a fine-
grained calcite to doiomitic calcite matrix.
3. Central uplift:
a. A sequence of steeply dipping folded faulted and
brecciated limestone and @olomite of Middle-Early
Ordovician age has been uplifted in the center of
the crater. Before the crater was fili_d the
central uplift represented a hill which rose about
300 feet above the crater floor and was nearly 2,500
feet in diameter at its base.
b. The oldest strata in the central uplift have been
raised about 1,000 feet and contain the only shatter
cones found.
c. Strata of the Knox Group of Early Ordovician age and
of the Stones River Group of Middle Ordovician age
are now recognized as fo£ming the central uplift.
4. Crater rim:
a. The strata in the rim are commonly uplifted and
tilted away from the crater. The width of the
deformation band in the rim strata varies from
a few hundred feet to nearly 3,000 feet.
b. Anticlipes and synclines are common in the rim strata
and become more pronounced near tilecrater. The
trends of most of the axes of these folds are
concentric with the crater wall, but some fold axes
_re radial to the crater. Tight folding in parts
of the rim produces radial shortening as great
as 35 percent. Tight folds in the northern and
eastern rims grade upward in less than i00 feet
into progressively more open folding.
c. A sharp anticlinal to monoclinal downfold is common
in the rim strata adjacent to the cra=er wall. The
width of this fold is commonly less than i00 f_ct.
13
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d. A large fault zone is present in the southern and
southeastern rim with dips up to 50° t_ward the
crater. The upper part of the Hermitage Formation
of Middle Ordovician age, unexposed elsewhere in
the area, is present in the lower part of the thrust
plate. Displacement along the fault zone Js at
least 500 feet.
e. The aforementioned fault zone forms the northern
(
boundary of a tilted graben in the southern r_m.
The southern part of the graben is bounded
brecciated zone dipping 30° to 50° to;ard the
crater. Displacement along this fault zone is
about 300 feet. Unit of upper Leipers Platy-
strophia ponderosa strata that have been removed
from the surrounding area are preserved in the
graben.
4-"
_. The aforementioned fault zones die out as sharp
anticlinal folds _n the eastern rim strata and
grade westward int_ jumbled strata of the southern
rim.
g. Breccia of Sequatchie strata of Richmond age (Late
Ordovician) is present in the f,mlt zone south of
the graben.
h. Breccia with a very crude inversion in tbe strati-
graphy overlies the graben mentioned above (e) and
its lithology is identical with that of the crater
breccia, except for the presence of fragments of
the upper Leipers Platystrophia ponderosa unit and
possible Sequatchie strata.
i. Minor low-angle thrust faults are present in the
eastern rim, and minor high-angle normal faults
arc present in the northern and southwestern rim.
All faulting is roughly concentric with the crater
and restricted to the more tightly folded parts of
the rim.
r_
j. The contact between the rim strata in the crater
wall and the breccia in the crater is sharp and
well defined in some areas and gradational else-
where.
5. Crater-filling deposits:
a. A bedded breccia, locally poorly bedded, wedges out
high on the crater wa) Is and thickens to at least
50 feet near the center of the crater around the
the flanks of the central uplift. Fragments in
the breccia consist of the same rock types found
Z4
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in the underlying crater breccia and in the crater
walls. Fragments from the upper Leipers unit are
abundant.
b. The aforementioned bedded breccia is overlain by a
single bed of dolomite, locally crossbed4ed, that
averages 3 feet in thickness and thins out high on
the crater walls. The dolomite locally thickens to
25 feet in some parts of the crater floor.
c. The Chattanooga Shale lies unconformably on a
relatively flat surface with low relief surrounding
the crater. The lower unit of the shale thickens
from about i0 feet to about 170 feet in the crater.
The rest of the overlying units of the black shale
are nearly constant in thickness in the crater.
d. Conodont studies indicate an early Late Devonian
age for the bedded breccia, the bedded dolomite,
and the basal Chattanooga Shale.
e. Strata of Mississippian age cover the area and sag
gently over the crater.
6. Exposures:
The area is now highly dissected by Flynn Creek and
its tributaries. Good exposures of the rim struc-
ture, crater walls, and central uplift are now
present on the valley walls. The original crater
floor is exposed on the floors and lower walls of
some of the present deeper valleys.
B. Geophysical data:
i. Gravity:
A detailed gravity study indicates that no gravity
anomaly on the level of 1 milligal is associated
with the Flynn Creek crater (Roddy, 1966).
2. Magnetics:
A detailed magnetic study indicates that no large mag-
netic anomalies are associated with the structure.
Several small magnetic lows within the crater appear
to be associated with manmade disturbances and prob-
ably are not related to the structure (Roddy, 1966).
C. Laboratory data:
i. Petrography:
a. No meteoritic or volcanic materials were found in
the breccia fragments or in the breccia matrix.
No chemical or mineral alterations involving high
15
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itemperatures or metasomatic-hydrothermai processes
were recognized.
b. Fracturing and microfracturing are conTnon in an
irregular zone several tens to hundreds of feet
wide in the rim strata adjacent to the crater wall.
c. Twinning and abundant to intense microtwinning are
present in calcite in the aforementioned zone. The
most intense twinning and microtwinning is irregu-
larly distributed, even on the scale of inc'.a,',_ut
is generally confined to the rocks irmnediateiy
adjacent to the crater wall. Some of the fragments
in the crater breccia _iso contain highly twinned
and microtwinned calc1[e.
d. Studies of weil cuttings from three wells immediately
south and sodthwest of the crater show no mineral-
ization or deformation in the rocks down to a
depth of 1,150 feet, the deepest level of the wells.
2. Geochemical search for vctcanic or meteoritic meterial:
a. Trace-element abundances appear to be relatively
constant within individual horizons outside the
crater.
b. Trace-element abundances of rocks in the breccia are
nearly identical with the values found for the
parent rocks in the rim.
c. The trace-element abundances in the breccia matrix
are very nearly identical with the levelg in the
rim strata, and no anomalous values were found in
rocks inside or outside the crater.
3. Search for high-pressure polymorphs:
An X-ray search for aragonite, coesite, and stishovite
ip the more intensely deformed breccia fragments was
not successful.
4. Thermoluminescence :
Thermoluminescence studirs indicate the possibility
of a modification of the 270°C emission peak in the
deformed rim strata, but the current results are
inconclusive (Roddy, 1966).
Although a large amount of other field and laboratory data
have been previously described (Roddy, 1963, 1964a, b, 1965), the
preceding summary lists the information most pertinent to dis-
cussion of the origin of the Flynn Creek crater.
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I"Cryptovolcanic" Explosion Hypothesis
The "cryptovolcanic" or volcanic gas explosion hypothesis
has been most strongly advocated by Bucher (1936, 1963). In his
discussion of the problem, he noted that "cryptovolcanic" struc-
tures have several distinctive features: a circular o,ttline,
a central uplift surrounded by a ring-shaped depression, concentric
marginal folds, rock deformation which indicates an "explosive
force", and no signs of volcanic material or "thermal action"
(Bucher, 1936, p. 1074). However, his concept of the deforming
process was less definitive, and he referred to it simply as
a "subterranean blast." In a later report (1963, p. 642), he
speculated that enormous pressures from a rapidly crystallizing
water-rich mag,aa penetrated the overlying strata, "crushing and
partly pulverizing the rock in gouging out irregularly shaped
pat_lways to the surface * * *." He stated that the "explosive
action" might exhaust itself at depth, or end in a unsuccessful
attempt to eject the rock and thereby produce a "cryptoexplosion'"
structure. This general description of the proposed "crypto"-
mechanism has been widely accepted as an explanation for "crypto-
explosion" structures in other parts of the world. Amstutz (1965),
Currie (1965), and Snyder and Gerdemann (1965) have restated
Bucher's general hypothesis without significant addition.
More recently, Bucher (1963, p. 600) agreed that certain
featt=res of the "cryptoexplosion" structures could also be
accounted for by meteorite impact and listed the following:
"The highly disordered structure of the central uplift consist-
ing of rocks carried above their original positions (and the
limitation of the shatter cones to these central uplifts). The
corresponding downward displacement of a ring-shaped belt of
rock concentric with the central uplift. In some cases, the
development of a seemingly wave-like up-and-down movement in one
or two rings surrounding the first rim syncline. The relatively
shallow depth to which these cryptoexplosion structures seem to
17
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extend, judging from the few drill holes the results o! _mich _ave
because available." Bucher then stated that if meteorite impact had
produced the cryptoe×plcsion structures they must be-- "(i) Randomly
distributed, e.g., not demonstrably related to structures of purely
terres_-rial origin; (2) Independent of magmatic activity in the
region; (3) Structurally of a nature that is comprehensible in
terms of instantaneous impact and its immediate consequences. "
Mainly on the basis of points i and 2, Bucher (19_3) iz_ ted
reasonable arguments for the nonmeteoritic "cryptovolcanic" origin
of the Ries structure in Germany, the vredefort dome in South Africa,
and the Well _ Creek structure ._nTennessee. The main argument of-
fered for eau.. structure was that it lay on or within some general
volcanic or tectonic linem_ent oc zone; however, the s_ructures
were not proved to be genetically elated to the regional volcanic
or tectonic activity.
A good argument for tbe association of a structure with wide-
spread volcanism and tectonic activity was presented by Hager (1949,
1953) foc Meteor Crater in Arizona. Meteor Crater directly over-
lies a large monoclinal fold, and the extensive fiel_ of explosive
volcanic vents of the Hopi Buttes is less than 50 miles to the north
(Shoemaker, 1960). Yet there is no doubt that Meteor Crater is
actually an impact crater (Shoemaker, 1960).
One of the serious problems in applying Bucher's points 1 and
2 as the test for an origin is that it is difficult to locate any
place in the Interior Lowlands that does not have 8ome regional
tectonic or volcanic feature nearby. On the other hand, impact
craters would be expected to be random in their location and could
just as easily be located on or near a regional tectonic or volcanic
feature. The writer fully agrees with Bucher that the first step
in examining the "cryptoexplosion" structure is to establish its
position in the regional tectonic and volcanic framework. The
writer disagrees that this approach alone will establish an individ-
ual ocigin.
18
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Bucher (1963, p. 600) listed a third point which he did not
pursue at length, but it in e_fect stated that the structure oi
each feature must be consistent with the proposed origin. This
important step has not been followed until now, mainly because there
was very little structural data available for the "cryptoexplosion"
features. Structural comparisons and relationships are outlined
in the following sections in order to examine the possible origin
of the Flynn Creek crater.
Relationship of the Flynn Creek crater
to regional structure and volcanism
The Flynn Creek area is on the eastern flank of the Nashville
dome. The crest of the dome in this area trends northeast and is
about 30 miles west of the crater at Flynn Creek. The regional
attitude of the strata surrounding the crater is nearly flat
lying, with a gentle dip towards the east. Many small folds are
present throughout the region. Local dips on the flanks of these
rarely exceed 5° . Broad flat-plunging anticlines and synclines
that cover many square miles are also present. The Flynn Creek
area appears to be situated on one of the broad eastward-plunging
anticlines. The dips on the limbs of these folds and their plunges
are only about i° to 2° .
Faults are uncommon in central Tennessee and in the Flynn
Creek area. The breccia in the existing fault zones is locally
mineralized with various combinations of calcite, barite, fluorite,
galena, and sphalerite. The nearest mineralized zone is a small
limestone breccia with fluorite, about 15 miles south of the Flynn
Creek crater.
No volcanic rocks are exposed in central Tennessee. The
nearest extrusive igneous rock is a small dike of mica peridotite
in the Valley and Ridge province in east Tennessee.
Present knowledge of the regional geologic se_ting indicates that
no volcanic zones or tectonic lineaments appear to be genetically
related to the Flynn Creek crater.
19
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Comparison of the Fiynn Creek crater
with maars and diatremes
The most likely volcanic structures to compare with the Flynn
Creek crater are those produced by violent gas eruptions, such as
maars and diatremes. The term "maar" is the German word applied
to the volcanic craters occupied by lakes in the Eifel region of
Germany. The term has been used more generally for any volcanic
crater of moderate size (less than about 5 km) that was produced
by a violent gas eruption. The term "4iatreme" refers to the pipe
or vent exposed below a maar after the crater has been eroded away.
Although the exact mechanisms which produce these structures are
subject to debate, there is general agreement that they are the
result of volcanic gas pressures, with or without associated
violent surface eruptions. This type of mechanism is apparently
what Bucher (1963, p. 642) had in mind, except that in "crypto-
eyplosion" structures the eruption fails to continue after the
initial gas breakthrough to the surface. Heated ground water
accompanied by a phreatic "explosion" is also considered a possi-
ble part of some maar-forming processes (McBirney, 1959).
A discussion of maar and diatreme structures is given elsewhere
(Roddy, 1966). In this earlier discussion volcanic structures
comparable in size to the Flynn Creek crater have been stressed,
and the descriptions are limited to volcanic structures which have
penetrated sedimentary strata. The comparison of the structural
deformation at these volcanic craters with the Flynn Creek crater
is outlined below, and the detailed discussion is given in the
earlier paper (Roddy, 1966).
i. The Flynn Creek crater is roughly circular with a partly
polygonal outline. Maars and diatremes of similar size may
be ¢ircolar or elliptical, but few exhibit a well-defined
polygonal outline.
2. Both maars and the Flyun Creek structuce are craters formed in
a preexisting terrain, with moderate to steep crater walls.
20
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3. >laars and diatremes usually exist in groups, The Flynn Creek
structure is an isolated crater.
4. Maar craters have an ash and agglomerate ejecta blanket on tbe
rim. The Flynn Creek structure presumably had an ejecta
blanket of sedimentary rock thrown out of the crater. A
crude inversion of the ejecta stratigraphy is preserved in
the fault block. Volcanic material is common in the breccia
and rim ejecta of maars. No volcanic material is observed
at the Flynn Creek crater.
5. The Flynn Creek crater has a large central hi]] or central uplift
of older strata, with some units ralsed nearly i,000 feet and
containing shatter cones. Small velcanic cones occupy the
craters of a few maars, but large :_]ocks such as the central
uplift at the Flynn Creek struct_:_e ar_ unknown. Shatter
cones have not been found in maar or diary, breccias.
6. The breccias in the crater of the Flynn Creek structure were
\
formed from the same rocks that are exposed in the surrounding
sedimentary section. Some breccia blocks are severely deformed.
Fractures, folds, and twinning are evidence of intense deforma-
tion. The agglomerates in maars and diatremes, particularly
in those the size of the Flynn Creek structure, consist of
a variable assemblage of volcanic tuff and breccia and occasion-
al irregular intrusive and extrusive igneous dikes. The brec-
cias of maars and diatremes generally contain igneous and
occasionally metamorphic rocks from deeper horizons. If these
structures penetrate sedimentary columns, abundant breccia
from the sedimentary rocks is also common in the agglomerate.
Deformation in these sedimentary blocks consists of moderaLe
brecciation, fracturing, and occasional folding and induration.
7. Slumping within the crater and concentric normal faulting are
features of both maars and the Flynn Creek structure. Thrust
faulting, a feature of the Flynn Creek structure, is not found
in maars.
21
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8. Where structural deformation is present in the rims o_ n_ _rs
and diat_ mes, it is commonly restricted to a narrow band a
few feet wide. Some diatremes have a steep inward dip adjacent
to the vent wall, but the fold is rarely wider than 30 feet
and averages 5 feet. Most maars and diatremes have sharp
boundaries with the surrounding strata and lack folds. A
narrow fracture or breccia zone is also present in so- of
the vent walls. The size of the structure does not appear
to affect the width of the inward-dipping fold or fracture
zone. The same zone that is fractured is commonly somewhat
indurated and may be mineralized.
In contrast with the maar and diatreme rims, the rim of the
Flynn Creek structure is uplifted and generally tilted away from
the crater, with many doubly plunging asy_netric anticlines and
synclines. Most axes of folds in the rim are concentric with the
crater wall, but the axes of some are radial to the crater wall.
Tight folding in parts of the rim produces radial shortening as
great as 35 percent. Tight folds in the northern and eastern rim
are overlain by progressively nore open folding. A sharp anti-
clinal to monoclinal downbend is common in the rim adjacent to the
rim-breccia contact. A large thrust fault and a rotated fault
block which forms a tilted graben are present in the southern rim.
Much of the crater wall consists of deformed rocks--fractured and
folded limestones containing an irregular zone of intensely twinned
calcites. Microfracture. are conlnon in much of the folded rim
strata near the crater wall. Elsewhere along the rim, the contact
is jumbled and gradational. Mineralization related to hydrothermal
or volcanic processes has not been recognized in the Flynn Creek
area.
From the preceding outline it is clear that few structural
comparisons can be drawn between the Flynn Creek structure and the
structure of maars and dlatremes. Also, it seems unlikely that a
crater as large as the Flynn Creek structure with its extensive
brecclation would not contain even a trace of volcanic material or
22
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Imineralization if it were of volcanic origin ._n! relat_J t_ maar-
diatreme type activity. This is particularly true since fault
breccias within 12 miles of the Flynn Creek area a_'e highly mineral-
ized with materials which probably had their source in hydrothermal
solutions.
The point must be made that the lack of comparison between
structural deformation at Flynn Creek and at maars and diatremes
does not uniquely rule out some unusual type of volcanic gas origin
(with or without ground-water steam) whose mechanism of eruption is
foreign to current understanding.
In the earlier papers of Branca and Frass (1905), Bucher (1936),
Wilson and Born (1936) and others, the meaning or physical concept
of a "buried volcanic explosion" and how it could occur were never
made clear. According to Bucher (1963, p. o42) it resulted from
very high gas pressures derived from rapidly crystallizing water-
rich magmas. He also equated "fluidization" and cor_ninution of
the rock with an "explosion. " More recently, Snyder and Gerdemann
(1965) also described high volcanic gas pressures and resultant
fracturing and structural disordering as the conditions under which
"cryptoexplosion" st uctures form. They suggested that where the
sedimentary cover is thin, as at the Crooked Creek structure in
Missouri, gas pressure domes the rocks until an "explosion" occurs
and the strata collapse as a breccia into the crater.
It would seem unlikely that the process suggested by Snyder
and Gerde_nann would produce the particular types of folding observed
in the rim strata and parts of the breccia at the Flynn Creek crater.
This can be examined in at least a semiquanitative way by considering ' -
the minimum mechanical energy necessary to focm the crater and
relating this energy to gas pressures that might accompany the
process. The _as pressures and their relationship to the folding
in the rim strata can then be discussed.
If a cylindrical shape is assumed for the Flynn Creek structure
at depth with a diameter equal to 11,500 feet and a depth of 1,500
feet (depth to lowest brecciated horizon known), a volume can be
23
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calculated of 4.55 X i0 cc. Assuming a density of _.7 g pcc cc,
16
the mass will equal 1.23 X I0 g. A conservative estimate of the
mass raised in the central uplift, plus the estimated mass of all
blocks in the breccia raised above their normal stratigraphic
position, plus the mass of the thrust fault in the southern rim is
16
about 0.6 X i0 g with an average increase in elevation of I00 m.
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The work necessary to raise this mass is approximately 6 X r_s
This is a minimum estimate of work done in lifting material, because
the rim ejecta is neglected.
The energy needed to fracture the total mass of rock can be
estimated using comminution surface emergy from the extensive work
of Bergstom. The fracture energy is about 1.6 X
1023+1 ergs. The uncertainty is p_marily because a mean fragment
size must be assumed for the breccia to use Bergstrom's values. A
volume of i5 cc was assumed for the mean size of the breccia
fragments on the basis of estimates made from surface observations
of the breccia.
The energy needed to eject the mass which occupied the crater
must also be estimated. With a diameter of 11,500 feet and a depth
14
of 330 feet, the volume equals 9.6 X i0 cc, and the mass (assum-
1015ing density equals 2.7 g per cc) equals 2.6 X g. The work
necessary to lift this mass to the level of the original rim is
about 2.6 X 1022 ergs. If one assumes a value of 30 m per sec for
the acceleration of the ejected material, the total work involved
will be about 7.8 X 1023 ± i ergs. This value does not include
the energy necessary to overcome the friction between breccia frag-
ments during movement.
To estimate the minimum volume of gas (volcanic gas or steam
from ground water) that would provide energies on the order of 1023
ergs if allowed to expand adiabatically, assume a I0 percent poros-
ity in the limestone. If the limestone has a total volume of 4.55
1015X co, the volume of pore space is about 0.5 X 1015 co. If the
gas is steam at 250°C and Goguel's (1953, p. 30) value of about
24
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2.5 X 109 erg per cc is used as the rate of adiabatic expansion,
10'24the gas will have about 1.25 7. ergs for expansion wo_'k. A
pressure computed for _as under these P-T-V conditions is on the
order of 1,000 to 2,000 bars, which is at least i00 times the pres-
sure necessary to produce tension fracturing in limestone. Consilcr-
ing the uncertainties in such calculations, it still seems clear
that even modest amounts of volcanic gas or steam (from g_ound
water heated by a volcanic source) have sufficient energy to move
the masses under consideration at Flynn Creek when one compares
the 1024 ergs available for work versus the 1022-23 ergs of work
necessary to be done. It is also important to note that this s
at a pressure high enough to easily produce tensile -acturing.
The relationship of these gas pressures to the folding in
the rim strata of the Flynn Creek crate_ be discussed only
qualitatively. Mechanical propert._es of rocks are affected by
confining pcessure, temperature, interstitial solutions, time,
and previous physical history. Fortunately, several of these
factors can be reasonably approximated for the Flynn Creek rocks
before the deformation.
Field studies have shown that the original ground surface is
present in the tilted graben on the southeastern rim. Thickness
measurements made from this surface down to older horizons indicate
that less than 150 feet of strata, and more probably less than 50
feet, was removed after the crater formed. Using this fzeld in-
formation, lithostatic or confining pressures have been calculated
for different levels known to be brecciated (table I). Later in
this section these confining pressures are related to laboratory
investigations on rock deformation and comparisons made between
brittle and plastic failure of limestone.
No thermal metamorphic effects have been noted either in the
field or in petrographic studies. There are no signs of even the
lowest temperature carbonate metamorphic reactions, so temperatures
were probably below 200°C. The low porosity of the rocks in the
25
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Flynn Creek area suggests that interstitial solutfons prooa_- 2 were
well below I0 percent by volume.
Table l.--Predeformation lithostatic pressures calculated for selected
strati_raphic horizons
[The original ground surface described in this paper as Sequatchie
Formation (Upper Ordovician) is used _s the 0 pressure s'_,rface.
The lowest level of known brecciation is in the top of the Knox
Group, at a depth of about 457 m]
Maximum original depth Pressure (bars) at
from ground surface to d_nsities (g per cc) of--
Formation base of formation 2.50 2.70 3.01___Z
Feet Meters
Leipers 300 91 22.9 24.7 27.5
Catheys 475 145 36.3 39.2 43.5
Cannon 574 175 43.8 47.3 _2.5
Hermitage 675 206 51.5 55.6 61.8
Stones River
Group 1,476 450 112.5 121.5 135.0
Lowest known
depth of
brecciation 1,500 475 114.2 i23.4 137. i
Knox Group-
basement 6,000 1,829 457.3 493.8 5_8.7
The time f&ctor and previous physical histroy would probably
b_ of mlnor importance if deformation had been rapid. This is true
for all the origins that have been offered for the crater. It is
recognized that the varying roles these factors play in rock deform-
ation allow, at the present time, only a qualitative application to
natural systems, but some comments can be made concerning the nature
of the deforming process and the low near-surface confining pressures
that existed before the formation of the Fly:m Creek structure.
Lithostatic pressures existing just before the deformation in
the Flynn Creek are': probably did not exceed about 150 bars at the
lowest known depth of brecciation (top of the Knox Group) (table I).
At the present level of the exposed folded, tilted, and faulted rim
strata, the predeformation lithostatic pressure probably did not
26
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Iexceed about 50 bars (table i). Laboratory investigations (Robertson,
1955; Handin and Hager. 1957) on the deformation of limestones and
dolomites have shown that both rock types exhibit varying degrees
" of ductile behavior under the confining pressures calculated for
the Flynn Creek structure. For a number of limestones tested, the
range in ductility varied from about 2 percent to nearly I0 percent
strain before rupture at confining pressures of 150 bars (Handin
and Hager, ]957). Rupture occurred at about 1,000 to 1,500 bars
compression under these conditions. Studies op the effects of
temperature and confining pressure have shown that certain lime-
stones will not deform more than 5 percent before rupture under
2,800 bars compression at 75°C and 500 bars confining pressure.
In general, previous work has shown that the brittle-ductile
transition in limestones at room temperatures occurs at an effective
ronfining pressure of about 1,000 bars (Robertson, 1955; Handin and
Hager, 1957). Under the low confining pressures calculated for the
\ Flynn Creek area, it is reasonable to expect the limestones to
behave as nearly arittle material, or more appropriately as semi-
ductile material (Robertson, 19J5) under differential compression
or extension pressures of a few thousand bars. When tensile stresses
are considered, failure commonly occurs at values 50 to 100 times
lower than for compressional stresses. Also if compressional stres-
ses of 1,000 LJ 5,000 bars are applied rapidly, limestone invariably
fails by brittle fracture.
: Without other complicating factors it seems logical not to
expect large-scale folding to occur from compression effects alone,
whereas fracturing and small amounts of plastic flow should be com-
mon. Nevertheless, large-scale folds, in which the major stress
compon=nt was apparently horizontal, are present in much of the rim
strata of the Flyml Creek crater. Intense fracturing and minor
plastic deformation are also present.
If a gas is introduced under high pressure near the surface,
one might expect that under low confining pressures (as in the Fiynn
27
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Creek area) the rocks would exhibit a small amount of flow fo lowed
by extensive fracturing. TP.Is of course does not explain the major
folding that occured in various parts of the rim. If the laboratory
investigations of rock deformation can be extrapolated to the Flynn
Creek structure in the manner described, one would expect fracturing
to occur before large plastic folding is completed under the condi-
tion of low confining pressure. Arcuate faulting and subsid ;__ t
depth conceivably could explain some of the folding, but they can-
not account for other rim folds that d_.finitely appear to have had
the major stress component in the horizontal direction. Consequently,
the simple build up of gas pressure near the surface, as proposed by
Snyder and Gerdemann (1965) and Bucher (1963), would not appear to
explain this part of the structure at Flynn Creek.
Meteorite Impact Hypothesis
The crater at Flynn Creek was first proposed as a possible
meteorite impact structure by Wilson and £orn (1936), b_tt they
rejected the idea because of the raised strata _n the central
uplift. Boon and Albritton (1937) suggested that the argument of
Wilson and Born overlooked the fact "that elasticity of rocks would
cause a strong rebound following intense compre.,sion produced by
impact and explosion. " During a study of the deformation at the
Wells Creek structure, Wilson (1953) revised his opinion on the
origin of the Flynn Creek crater and referred to it,as a possible
impact crater. Dietz (1960) reported shatter cones from the central
uplift at Flynn Creek and thereby argued for an impact origin.
No attempt was made In the earlier work to compare the crater
at Flynn Creek with either impact or volcanic craters, partly
because detailed structural studies had not yet been undertaken.
Shoemaker (1960, 1962) described in detail the structural similar-
ities between different impact craters and nuclear explosion czaters,
and developed a model for the penetration mechanics of a meteorite
based on observation of nuclear cratering and the resulting structural
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deformation. One of the important contributions of Shoemaker's
study was that it demonstrated that plastic folding is a normal
consequence of impact. His study also showed that the type of
deformation in the rim strata is dependent on the depth of penetra-
tion of the meteorite. One of the long-standing objections of
many workers to an impact origin had been the failure to recognize
the wide variety of different types of structural deformation which
result from impact. For example, Kellberg (_ 6J) proposed a
tectonic hypothesis for "cryptoexplosion" structures mainly because
he was unaware of plastic folding at impact craters.
Shoemaker (1960) drew his structural comparisons between
Meteor Cra-er, Ariz., and nuclear craters because of the obvious
similarities in deformation. The comparison was strengthened
because it was known that shock effects played a dominant role in
the formation of both impact and nuclear craters. The study at
the Flynn Creek crater has now provided sufficient information to
see close structural similarities with several of the different
"shock-produced" craters, such as meteorite craters, nuclear craters,
and chemical-explosion craters. Deformdtion in the rim strata,
ejecta, and crater breccia is similar in these craters to that seen
at the Flynn Creek crater. One of the chemical explosion craters
has a pronounced central uplift, and the rim strata have been de-
formed in much the same was as at the Flynn Creek crater.
Although direct evidence of shock cannot yet be demonstrated
in the Flynn Creek rocks, excellent structural comparisons can be
made between the types of deformation at Flynn Creek _nd those seen
in impact, nuclear, and chemical-explosion craters. Structures of
comparable size are chosen, where possible, for comparison to lessen
complications that may occur in scaling.
Comparison of the Flynn Creek crater
with meteorite impact craters
A number of features of the Flynn Creek crater are also present
at Meteor Crater. Both structures formed in flat-lylng sedimentary
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rocks, and both are craters. Meteor Crater is bowl shaped, _ut the
Flynn Creek crater has a flat floor because of depositional fill.
An ejecta blanket is present on the rim of Meteor Crater and at one
time was present at Flynn Creek. In both ejecta blankets the strati-
graphy is crudely inverted.
The strata in the rims of both craters are raised and dip away
from the crater walls. Strata exposed in the crater walls at "_eor
Crater dip steeply away and in one place are overturned. At Flynn
Creek the strata in parts of the crat_,._walls dip steeply away from
the crater; in other parts it is more common to have an anticline
concentric to the crater wall with the limb on the crater side dipping
steeply towards the crater.
Small thrust faults are prese_ t at both craters and appear to
be approximately parallel with the regional joint systems. Normal
faults are present at both craters and are approximately concentric
with the crater walls, with authigenic breccia zones present along
some of the faults at both craters. The upper plates of thrust
faults at Meteor Crater moved toward the crater, whereas at Flynn
Creek they moved away from the crater The upper plate of one smaller
thrast, comparable in size to those at Meteor Crater, moved toward
the crater.
Rocks in the crater walls at both craters are intensely frac-
tured to brecciated. At Flynn Creek a jumbled zone is developed
in some parts of the crater walls. In both craters, strata in the
rim a few tens of feet from the crater wall commonly exhibit little
deformation. Irregular zones of authigenic breccia are locally
present in the rims of both craters.
The floors of Meteor Crater and Flynn Creek crater are under-
lain by a chaotic breccia of fragments derived from the local strata.
The largest blocks are near the crater walls.
The structures at Flynn Creek and at Odessa, Tex., are both craters
formed in flat-lying limestones. Rim strata have been uplifted and
locally folded in rim anticlines adjacent to the crater walls ofZ
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both structures. The limbs of the rim anticlines dip toward the
craters. The upper plates of most thrust faults moved away from
the crater. The upper plates of one small thrust f_ult at Flynn
Creek and one at Odessa moved toward the crater. Jumbled strata
are presenL in the crater wall in one of the smaller craters at
Odessa; they are common at Flynn Creek.
The Henbury Craters are in dipping siltstones and shales,
whereas the Flynn Creek crater is in flat-lying limestones. Vary-
ing amounts of material have washed into both craters. Deformation
in parts of the walls of both craters is characterized by Jumbled
strata with no sharp break between the crater breccia and rim strata.
Strata in the rims of both craters have been folded into synclines,
anticlines, and monoclines, locally cut by low- to high-angle thrust
faults. The upper plate is commonly oust away at both Flynn Creek
and Henbury. Deformation decreases rapidly away from the crater
wa iis.
Comparisons of Flynn Creek crater with
nuclear explosion craters
The crater at Flynn Creek and each of the nuclear explosion
craters are in flat-lying strata. Strata in the rims of all nuclear
craters are uplifted and dip away from the crater. The rim strata
at Flynn Creek are also raised and commonly dip away from the crater.
Thrust faults are pr.sent in several of the nuclear craters,
and the upper plate has commonly moved away from the crater as at
Flynn Cree_. According to Shoemaker (personal commun. , 1966), other
details of rim deformation and brecciation at the nuclear craters
compare with deformation at the Flynn Creek crater.
Locally an anticline is concentric and adjacent to the crater
wall at Flynn Creek, and the limb on the crater side dips steeply
toward the crater. A similar fold is present in the rim of the
Jangle U nuclear crater and is identical with the fold in the rim
of the largest Odessa crater. A shallow depth of burial of the
nuclear device at Jangle U crater produced a crater most like that
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at Flynn Creek. A deeper burial of the nuclear device at _ pot
Ess Crater produced a crater most like Meteor Crater.
Compacison of Flynn Creek crater with
chemical explosion crater
The F1ynn Creek crater and the 500 ton TNT crater are both
flat bottomed, formed in flat-lying strata, and have a pronounced
central uplift. In the rims of both, uplifted strata and I. !
anticlines are present, the latter adjacement to crater walls. The
anticlines ere identical with those n_ the larger Odessa crater and
the Jangle U nuclear crater. A thrust fault cuts the top of the
fold as at the Odessa crater. An ejecta blanket is present.
Tension fractures formed in the rim strata at the 500 ton
crater, and the blocks subsided very slightly. A similar structural
feature is present at Flynn Creek in the southern rim, except that
the block dropped considerably.
Deformation in other p_rts of the rim strata of the 500 ton
crater is intenae but limited to a zone very close to the crater
walls. Jumbling is also common in a few places in the rim. Both
of these features are present at the Flynn Creek crater.
The central uplifts at uoth craters are structurally very
similar. Faulting and brecciation are more comon in the central
uplift at Flynn Creek, whereas folding is more common in the central
upJift of the 500 ton crater.
CONCLUS IONS
The crater at Flynn Creek exhibits nearly all the types of
structural deformation found at Meteor Crater, the Odessa craters,
and the Henbury craters. Comparisons with four nuclear explosion
craters indicate that structurally the F]inn Creek crater is nearly
identical with the Jangle U nuclear crater r _ has prono,mced
similarities with parts of the other nuclear aters. Structural
deformation in the 500 ton TNT explosion crater is nearly identical
with that in the Flynn Creek crater. These structural comparisons
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are the basis of the conclusion that the crater at Flynn Creek was
also produced by a shock mechanism, in this case an impact.
Other approaches to the problem of the origin of the Flynn
Creek crater have been less definitive, but none contradict the
concept of an impact.
T).e petrographic studies of the zone of intense twinning also
indicate a very high pressure environment during the formation of
the crater. Insofar as is known, this type of deformation has not
been shown for maars or diatremes.
Hi_h-pressure phases, such as coesite and stishovite, are
absent at Flynn Creek, as one would expect in SUCh a low silica
environment. The maximum amount of detrital quartz in the lime-
stones does not exceed 1 percent, Thus far the high-pressure phases
have been found only in rocks which are entirely silicates. Detrital
quartz grains would probably be little affected in a matrix which
deforms as easily as calcite. However, _he exposed horizons at the
Flynn Creek structure are not the ideal place to find the most
intensely deformed material produced by an impact. Most of the
breccias exposed on the crater floor are reworked and washed into
the crater and would cover any fallout layer if one were present.
The fallout layer, according to Shoemaker (1960), contains the most
highly shocked materi_l in an impact crater.
The data from trace-element studies did not indicate the pres-
ence of volcanic or meteoritic materials. It is not likely that
volcanic materials are absent because of erosion; they have remained
in other sites for similar lengths of time. If a nickel-iron
meteorite or even a stoney meteorite had caused the crater, it is
possible that the impact so highly fragmented the body that it was
easily weathered and removed by solution. Certainly the amount
of meteoritic material in the largest Odessa crater is small and
not easil) found. This is even true for the surface at Meteor
Crater, Ariz. Until drilling has been done at the Flynn Creek
structure, this question will not be answered.
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The shallow depth of the Flynn Creek crater, the preser,ce of
a central uplift, and the anticlinal folding in the rim suggest
that if an impact occurred, it probably was a "shallow impact"
(i.e.. the center of energy was near the surface). This is con-
sistent with the 500 ton TNT surface explosion and the ,Jangle U
nuclear crater. Such conditions could possibly be met by a comet
impact in which the comet would not act as m dense body and v,,,_:
-- not penetrate as deeply as an iron meteorite. This would explain
the absence of meteoritic iron or sto'_y iron materials, if con_ts
are "frozen gases" as postulated. Shoemaker has suggested that
comets may actually be carbonaceous chondrites, which, of course,
would not leave any trace after even a o_ort period of erosion follcw-
in_ impact.
Shatter cones have not been found in any proven impact craters,
although they have been produced under laboratory hypervelocity-
impact conditions (Shoemaker and others, 1963). Johnson and Talbot
published (1964) a short theoretical treatment which suggests that
a very high stress environment is necessary, but they did not specify
a possible natural origin.
Both gravity and magnetic surveys did not find a buried igneous
source for the speculated volcanic gases. Either an igneous plug
is not present, or the density and magnetic susceptibility of the
intrusive body are very close to those of the surrounding sedimen-
tary rocks.
Field studies have shown that the level of the original land
surface supports the idea that confining pressures were very low.
Comparison of the low pressures necessary to fracture limestones
under these confining pressures indicates that a high pressure
cannot account for the plastic folding. Large meteorite impacts,
on the other hand, can generat_ pressures that are adequate to
cause the rim folding as _jell as brecciation.
Simple scaling laws from nuclear explosion craters and the
500 ton TNT explosion crater suggest that between 1024 and 1025 ergs
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was necessary to form the Flynn Creek crater. Corm_,inution energy
calculations also give 1024 ergs as the work done in fracturing
ii
the volume of rock in the crater. For illustrative purposes, if a
comet of density 3.33 g per cc produced the Flynn Creek qtructure,
the size of the body can be calculated using an average impact
velocity of 18 miles per second. The diameter of the mass would
be approximately 280 feet.
The writer's suggestion that the evidence indicates an impact
origin can be uniquely tested by a drilling program. From nuclear
scaling, the depth of the lowest brecciated horizon should be less
than 3,000 feet, This is at least 2,000 feet above basement rock.
Finding a lower limit of brecciation at the approximate predicted
level would not only help solve the Flynn Creek problem but would
also aid in determining the origin of many other similar crypto- I
explosion structures. In the absence of refutative subsurface
data, the impact origin of the Flynn Creek crater is considered the
\ most likely hypothesis.
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GEOLOGY OF THE SIERRA _LkDERA STRUCTURE, TEXAS:
N 67- 19.391
By H. G. Wilshire
INTRODUC !ION
This paper describes the progress made in fiscal year 1966
on the geologic study of the Sierra Madera ¢ryptoexplosion structure
in west Texas. The area of detailed mapping (Wilshire, i965) was
extended, and new data were obtained on lithology and stratigraphic
relations of the Permian rocks exposed at Sierra Madera and in the
nearby Glass Mountains. Structural data obtained from records of
deep drill holes on and near Sierra Madera indicate that all parts
of the structure are raised above the regional trend of the forma-
tions identified.
STRAT IGRAPHY
Permian rocks representing formations from the Tessey Lime-
stone at the top to the Word Formation at the base are exposed in
the central part of the Sierra Madera structure. The Permian
section is unconformably overlain by a thin conglomerate of possible
Triassic age (Bissett Formation; Shoemaker and Eggleton, 1964), and
1
this in turn is unconformably(?) overlain by the Cretaceous Basement
Sandstone and Edwards Limestone. The general stratigraphic relations
are shown in figure l,
A comparison of lithologies of Permian to Cretaceous rocks
exposed at Sierra Madera and in the northeastern Glass Mountains
was made by Wilshire (1965). The distinctive features that allow
subdivision of the section in the Glass Mountains are also present
1
The Hunt Elsinore 51 well (fig. 3) penetrated 140 feet of lime-
stone between the Basement Sandstone and Tessey dolomites which is
possibly the Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation.
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Ke- Edwards Limestone
Ke _ -_200' Kb- Basement Sandstone
0-160' Kgr- Glen Rose FormationKb_.:'i._i':,:.:-.._._
Kar'--.!_' _" _'_ 0-1401 "Rb- Blssett Formation (?)
"Rb--__Jam,/-T,._ 0- 75 Ptg- Tessey LimestoneL__/ p--'--r-L
__._ _, Pg- Gilliam Limestone
Ptg_ <_ <_ + 70-550' Pv - Vidrio Member
Conglomerate
600'-I- _ Breccia
Pg I_ Limestone
Dolomite
Sandstone
Claystone
+ 170-800'
Pv
100'+
Figure l.--Generallzed columnar section showing relationships of
the formations at Sierra Madera.
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at Sierra Madera. The only major difference is that breccias are
much more widespread at Sierra Madera. The diagnostic litholog!es
of the Permian formations are listed in table I.
Table l.--Dominant lithologies of Permian formations at Sierra Madera
Tessey Limestone Interbedded dolomite, limestone. Dolomite most
abundant, limestone unfossiliferous. Dolomite
and limestone breccia abundant.
Gilliam Limestone Interbedded dolomite, fine-grained sandstone.
Dolomite most abundant, has close-spaced i
bedding-plane parting. Dolomite breccia i
common.
Vidrio MembLr of Dominantly massive, locally bedded dolomite.
Word Formation Thin stringers of coarse-grained sandstone,
pebbly sandstone in places; limestone rare,
generally near base where Vidrio and Word
are intertongued. Dolomite breccia abundant.
Word Formation Dominantly thick-bedded limestone interbedded
with thin richly fossiliferous limestone.
Upper part contains thin discontinuous
gravel beds and interbedded massive dolomite.
Lower part may contain more dolomite tha,:
: resembles Vidrio.
The author (1965, p. 8) stated that the Vidrio Member of the
Word Formation had not yet been recognized at Sierra Madera and
that limestones of possible Word age were interbedded with dolomite
breccias. Actually, a small part of the Gilliam-Vidrio contact had
been mapped by Shoemaker and Eggleton (1964), but was not recorded
in their report. A considerable section of Vidrio has now been
mapped, and the dolomite breccias previously labeled Pw? (Wilshire,
1965, fig. 4) are now considered to be a part of the Vidrio Member.
The thickness of the Vidrio Member so far mapped is extremely
variable. Interfingering of Vidrio dolomite with Word limestone
was definitely established, and slight interfingering at the
upper contact with the Gilllam occurs locally. Rapid lateral i
changes in thickness of the Vidrio suggest that it is in part a i
reef deposit, and a small (125 by 250 feet) protrusion from the I
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upper contact into Gilliam dolomites resembles algal colonies
described by Wolf f1965); the size of this protrusion is well with-
in the range of kno_n algal colonies (K. H. Wolf, oral commlun.,1966).
Although algae and ocher reef-forming fossils are well-preserved
in Word limestones, no fossils of any kind have yet been found in
the Vidrio dolomites at Sierra Madera.
A new formation of postdeformation age was found at Sie_a
Madera. In contrast with the common, monomict breccias of the
Tessey, Gilliam, and Word formations, this unit is a mixed breccia
that contains fragments of at least two formations (Gilliam and
Word). Generally this breccia mantles the Gilliam, Vidrio, and
Word and does not conform to the underlying structure; in three
places, however, it appears to be interbedded with the Gilliam or
Vidrio and is conformable with the local structure in those form-
ations. Characteristically the oreccia is an unsorted aggregate
of large (to at least 4 feet) angular blocks of dolomite and
smaller angular pebbles and boulders of dolomite, limestone, fine-
grained sandstone, chert, and a kaolinite-rich rock of unknown
origin, in a sandy carbonate matrix. Fragments of thin-bedded
Gilliam dolomite com_,Lonlycontain segments of shatter cones that
are broken off irregularly at the edge of the fragment. Fine-
grained sandstone fragments derived from the Gilliam, and rare
medium-grained sandstone fragments and chert pebbles derived fr_n
the Word Formation are present. Fusulinid-bearing Word limestone
fragments are moderately abundant even where the breccia overlies
the Gilliam Limestone.
M_pping of this formation has not been completed, and its
origin connot yet be stated with certainty. Alternative interpre-
tations that are being considered are that it is a caliche-cemented
slope-wash deposit possibly correlative with the Pliocene Ogallala
Formation (Bretz and Horberg, 1949) or that it is allogenic
(Shoemaker, 1960, p. 424) or allochthonous (Dence, 1965, p. 952)
breccia formed by an impact event. The first interpretation is
44
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supported by the apparent absence of shocked phases in the breccza
and by the occurrence of small lenses of the breccia on the upslope
side of massive Vidrio dolomites; in such places it appears that
more rapid erosion or solution of the ups!ope Word limestones
caused local ponding of slope wash behind the Vidrio dolomite. In
/
this view, the apparently interbedded lenses of mixed breccia
would represent infillings of solution-widened bedding-plane
partings analogous to that illustrated by Bretz and Horberg (1949,
pl. IB). There is no direct evidence favoring the alternative
interpretation, but the distribution of the deposit resembles that
of the allochthonous breccia at West Clearwater Lake (Dence, 1965);
in this view, the apparently interbedded mixed breccias ',nay
represent injection breccias.
For additional control nn stratigraphy and subsurface structure,
lithologic and electric logs and paleontologic records of deep
drill holes on and near the structure were obtained (fig. 2). Six
wells on the structure reached depths from 7,343 to 16,946 feet;\
six other wells within 7 miles of the structure reached depths of
4,481 to 23,400 feet. A number of driller's logs of shallower
wells on ana near Lhe structure were obtained, but the lithologies
will not be recorded until rock identifications can be confirmed.
1 Commercial logs of the section penetrated to the Leonard or Wolfcamp
formation are shown in figure 3 in generalized form. The choice
of contacts is based primarily on lithology and fossils.
Two wells (Hunt 51, 57) on the structure penetrated Cretaceous
rocks of the Comanchean S.ries. There is no lithologic break to
allow subdivision of the Edwards Limestone and younger limestones,
but the 840 feet of limestone is well in excess of the thickest
(225 feet) section of Edwards Limestone reported by King (1930).
The Hunt 57 well penetrated at most i0 feet of the Basement
Sandstone, whereas the Hunt 51 well penetrated 160 feet (the
maximum so far recorded) of this formation. In the Hunt 51 well,
140 feet of limestones beneath the Basement Sandstone may represent
the Glen Rose Formation (basal Comanchean), and some limestones in
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t_e same position in the Hunt 57 well are possibly Glen Rose strata
>,ut camlot be separated from Tessey limestome. Thicknesses of
Toasty L_mestone range from 70 feet in the Hunt 51 well to about
550 feet in the Hunt 57 we11; the formation is composed dominantly
of dolomite with some limestone, sandstone, and shale, and grades
nurt]u_'ard(Vacuum Elsinore i and Phillips Alamo I) into a dominantly
saline section. Th _ thickness of Gilliam Limestone penetrated by
the various wells ranges from 620 feet (Hunt 57) to about 980 feet
(Hunt 51). The formation consists of dolomite and sandstone in
I
variable proportions with some shale; these grade northward into
a sectio_ dominated by sandstone with some saline and carbonate
recks (Vacuum Elsinore i) and to a section dominated by dolomite
in the Phillips Alamo i well. There is n_ lithologic basis for
s_:paration of Gilliam and Vidrio in the Hunt 48 well. The Vidrio
Member of the Word Formation ranges in thickness from 140 feet
(!lunt 57) to more than 775 feet (Vacuum Elsinore i) and consists
dominantly of dolomite with minor sandstone and shale; this
member changes to a section dominated by sandstone with some
dolomite and shale in the Phillips Alamo i well. There is no
lithologic basis for separating the Vidrio from the Word in the
Hunt 48 well. The apparent thickness of Word 7ormation varies
from about 800 feet (Hunt 57) to about 1,270 feet (Phillips
E1sinore I); there is no lithologic break bet_:een the Word and
Leonard Formations, and determination of thicknesses depends on
fossil identification. Fossil data that define the Word closely
are available only in the structurally complex area drilled by
the Phillips Elsinore I, and true thickness may be grossly
exaggerated. Generally the Word is composed of llmestene and
dolomite with limestone slightly more abundant, but the section
in the Hunt 48 well is almost entirely dolomite. These rocks
grade northward (Phillips Alamo I) into a section composed dominantly
2All recorded thicknesses are apparent thicknesses penetrated
by the wells. Possible structural causes of variation are not
taken into account.
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of shale with some sandstone, dolomite, and limestone. Inasmuch
as the Word Formation (exclusive of the Vidrio Member) is only
about 200-300 feet thick in the nearest Glass Mountains, it is
important to note the lack of a distinctive litho!ogic break
between the Word and Leonard in _ells on the structure. T_
Leonard Formation may accordingly be exposed in the center of
Sierra Madera, but this c_n be demonstrated only by study of the
fossils.
PETROGRAPHY Ahq) CHEMICAL CO_[POSITION
Examination of thin sections of the various formations allows
more precise classification of the rocks, as shown in table 2.
Folk's scheme of classification of the carbonate rocks (1959, 1962)
is used, and clastic rocks are classified according to Gilbert's
scheme (Williams, Turner, and Gilbert, 1958). Dolomitic rocks
are described by Folk's (1962, p. 70) terms under the heading
"replacement dolomites," although no evidence was found in thin
section to support or reject a replacemenE origin. The dolomite
breccias from Sierra Madera are considered to be deformational
rather than sedimentary and do not fit the classifications of either
Folk or Gilbert; in table 2, the rock fragments of the breccias
are described in terms of Folk's classification, but the inter-
stitial recrystallized mylonite(?) is referred to as the "groun4-
mass" to avoid use of "cement" or other terms that might imply a
sedimentary origin. Chemical analyses of carbonate rocks (table 3)
were made by J. A. Thomas to aid precise classification and as part
of the study of the breccias and their goundmass components.
Table 2.--Petrography of the Permian formations
Glass Mountains
Tessey Limestone Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite,
pellet dolomite; bedding laminae generally
faint, caused by size-color variation.
Sparry calcite veinlets common. Breccias
consist of very finely crystalline dolomite
49
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Table 2.--Petrography of the Permian f:__,_lions--¢un', _ I
and pellet dolomite fragme1_ts _n aphano-
crystalline, locally sandy matrix. Inter-
bedded unfossiliferous micrite and medium
crystalline limestone; some well-sorted
fine-grained quartz arenites with medium
crystalline calcite and microcrystalline
silica cement; quartz angular-subangular,
generally free of inclusions; undulose
extinction common.
Gilliam Limestone Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite
and pellet dolomite. Minor subangular
detrital quar*
Vidrio Member of Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite.
Word Formation Patchy distribution of sparry calcite. Rare,
poorly preserved fossils. Concentrically
zoned discoid cavity fill; most commonly
outer zone of finely crystalline, clear
calcite, i_,_ermediate zone medium crystalline
calcite (often with minute inclusions),
inner zone of botryoidal fibrous carbonate.
Thin veinlets of sparry calcite and hematite
common.
_ord Formation Micrite, biomicrite; locally very sandy and
pebbly. Uncommon round interclasts(?)
composed of irregular patches of micro-
crystalline silica surrounded by single
sparry calcite grain; local replacement
of fossils by microcrystalline or fibrous
silica. Sand composed of angular-subangular
quartz; pebbles of chert, quartzite. Quartz
generally free of inclusions, commonly has
undulose extinction.
Gravel member of Conglc_Lerate composed of well-rounded to
Leonar _ Formation angular cobbles, pebbles, and granules of
banded chert, quartz arenite, quartzite,
and quartz cemented by locally sub-botryoidal
finely crystalline dolomite or calcite.
Minor fossil fragments, detrital zircon,
tourmaline, and monazite(?); rare zircon
inclusions in quartz. Quartz commonly has
undulose extinction or deformation lamellae
in quartzite fragments.
Hess Member of Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite
Leonard Formation and pellet dolomite. Minor detrital
quart:z, .muscovite. Undulose extinction
common in quartz. Local sandy, pebbly
beds with granules of quartz, quartzite,
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Table 2.--Petrography of the Permian formatio_--('ontinued
quartz arenite in finely crystalline dolo-
mite cement.
Sierra Madera
Tessey Limestone Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite
and pellet dolomite; variable quantities
of sparry calcite, minor detrital quartz
and muscovite. Some interbedded pelmicrite.
Rare fossil frao_ments. Dolomites common]y
brecciated; fragments in aphanocrystailine,
banded groundmass.
Gilliam Limestone Finely to very finely crystalline dolomite
and pellet dolomite and interbedded fine
to very fine grained calcareous quartz
arenite with minor detrital muscovite and
heavy minerals. Dolomites commonly
brecciated with fragments in aphanocrystal-
line, banded groundmass. Poorly preserved
fusulinids rare.
Vidrio Member of Finely to medium crystalline dolomite.
Word Formation Dolomite breccia common with fragments in
aphanocrystalline, banded groundmass ;
local lineation of elongate fragments in
' groundmas s.
Word Formation Biomicrite, locally sandy. Patchy distri-
bution sparry calcite, locally with single
set of multiple twins. Locally cut by
thin, branching veinlets filled with
aphanocrystalline carbonate. Sand domi-
nantly subrounded quartz, some chert.
\_ Quartz commonly has undulose extinction.
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Table 3.--,/artia[ che_,i,.alanalyse_ oz c_I _ ,aL_ ;ck_
FAnalyst: J. A. Thomas]
Sample Formation and Percentage of-- Molal Percentage of--
location C__aa Mg ratio Total . Fe203
Carbonate
1
SM-I Vidrio, G.M. 22.6 12.4 I.ii 99.5 0.205
SM-19 Tessey, G.M. 25.7 10.2 1.53 99.7 .Z05
SM-48 Tessey, G.M. 39.3 .02 I00.0 98.3 .070
SM-50 Tessey, G.M. 39.3 .08 I00.0 98.3 .090
1
SM-53 Gilliam, S.M. 22.0 12.6 1.06 98.8 .304
SM-24A 2 Gilliam, S.M. 21.6 12.9 1.02 98.8 .130
SM-24M 22. i 12.8 I.05 99.7 .182
SM-26A Gilliam, S.M. 20.7 ]2.3 1.02 94.5 .175
SM-26M 21.8 12.7 1.04 98.6 .210
SM-31A Tessey, S.M. 22.5 12.4 i. i0 99.3 .330
SM-3 IM 22.7 ii.8 I.17 97.7 .445
SM-32 Tessey, S.M. 22.0 12.1 i. i0 97.0 .120
SM-33A Tessey, S.M. 21.7 12._ 1.04 98.4 .195
SM-33M 21.6 12.2 I.07 96.3 .197
SM-49 Tessey, G.M. 22.8 12.3 1.12 98.5 .130
SM-49A 22.8 12.2 I. 13 99.3 .I00
SM-49M 22.2 12.3 i.i0 98.2 . 152
SM-59A Gilliam, S.M. 22.4 12.2 i.ii 98.3 .2Z5
SM-59M 21.8 11.8 i.12 95.4 .225
SM- 60A Vidrio, S.M. 21.8 12.2 1.08 96.8 .io0
SM-60M 22.7 12.2 i.13 99. I .i00
G.M. = Glass Mountains; S.M. = Sierra Madera.
A = rock fragments; M = matrix.
Note.--Ca and Mg are accurate within _+ I percent. Analysis by
colormetric titration. Iron analysis by atomic absorption.
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As shown in table 2, there is no difference in the dominant
rock types of the various Permian formations between the Glass
Mountains and Sierra Madera. Dolomites in all the formations are
finely to very finely crystalline dolomites or pellet dolomites,
generally slightly sandy, and rarely fossiliferous. The total
carbonate content (table 3) ranges from 94.5 to 99.7 percent, and,
with one exception (SM-19), rocks classified as dolomite in the
field are composed of nearly pure dolomite (molal ratios 1.02-1.17).
The Word Formation both in the Glass Mountains and at Sierra Madera
consists of biomicrite, micrite, pelletiferous micrite, and dolomites
not as yet studied in thin section. Sandstones, primarily from the 7_
Gilllam Limestone, are fine-grained calcareous quartz arenites
composed largely of subangular quartz. Detrital quartz in the
carbonate rocks as well as in the sandstones is generally free of
inclusions and commonly exhibits undulose extinction or poorly
developed strain lamellae.
Sampling of formations at Sierra Madera was heavily weighted
towards the breccias that are abundant in all the Permian rocks;
breccias are absent in equivalent rocks in the Glass Mountains
except in the Tessey Limestone. It was previously suggested
(Wilshire, 1965) that all the breccias at Sierra Madera are of
sedimentary origin and indicate a shallower depositional environ-
ment than in the nearest Glass Mountains. This conclusion was based
on the transition of laminated Tessey dolomites through mildly
disturbed laminated units into completely mixed brecclas, and on
interbedding of massive and brecciated dolomites in the Gilllam
Limestone. The macroscopic appearance of breccias from the Tessey
in the Glass Mountains (fig. 4A, B) is the same as that of many
Tessey brecclas at Sierra Madera (fig. 4C, D), and structures such
as nearly isoclinal folds (fig. 5A) occur in both places. Micro-
scopic examination, however, revealed major differences between
brecclas of the Tessey Limestone from the Glass Mountains and
those from Sierra Madera. In thin section the breccias from the
53 !
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Figure 4A.--Brecciated laminated dolomite. Tessey Limestone,
Glass Mountains. Note bending of thin, mildly brecciated beds
over large piece of laminated dolomite below hammer. Breccia
above hammer is thoroughly mixed.
Figure 4B.--Brecciated laminated dolomite. Tessey Limestone,
Glass Mountains. Breccia is in core of a small fold.
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Figure 4C.--Brecciated do]omite. Tessey Limestone, Sierra Madera.
Mildly brecciated beds near hammerhead grade down into thoroughly
mixed breccia.
Figure 4D.--Brecciated dolomite. Tessey Limestone, Sierra Madera.
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Figure 5A.--Tight, steep-sided fracture folds in laminated dolomite.
Tessey Limestone, Glass Mountains.
L 0. I in i
Figure 5B.--Photomicrograph of dolomite breccia. Gilliam Limestone,
Sierra Madera. Note frayed color (and grain size) banding in
groundmass.
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Figure 5C.-=Photomicrograph of dolomite breccia. Tessey Limestone,
Sierra Madera. Note finger of dark groundmass material extending
diagonally across photograph from lower left corner. Extensive
internal fracturing with slight rotation of parts in rock fragment,
lower right corner of photograph; fractures filled with aphano-
crystalline carbonate.
• . , ) .:
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Figure 5D.--Photomicrograph of dolomite breccia. Vidrlo Member,
Sierra Madera. Extensi_-e internal fracturing of rock fragments.
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Glass Mountains are characterized by a nearly homogeneous matrix and
the absence of luternal fracturing of rock fragments; also, where
the brecclas are sandy (especlall 7 prominent where interbedded with
sandstones), there is a concentration of detrltal quartz in the matrix
indicating reworklng of dolomite by currents that could supply
extraneous material. In contrast, the brecclas in all Permian
formations at Sierra Madera are characterized by an inhomogeneous,
banded groundmass (fig. 5B,C), by internal fracturing of rock frag-
ments with sllght rotation of the parts (fig. 5C_ D), and by a
falrly homogeneous distribution of detrltal quartz in rock fragments
and groundmass. Locally there is a pronounced llneatlon of elongate
fragments parallel to the trend of groundmass velnlets. The fractures
in these brecclas closely resemble those in mylonltlzed rock. They
may, therefore, be of deformatlonal origin despite the lack of any
unusual fracturing or twinning of carbonate grains either in the
rock fragments or in the groundmass. Detrital quartz likewise
shews no exceptional internal structures or size diminution in the
groundmass compared with quartz in the rock fragments, but it is a
minor constituent. If the extremely fine grained carbonate of the
groundmass does represent granulated rock, it has probably been re-
crystallized because the individual grains of the groundmass are
interlocked in the same manner as those in the rock fragments.
Chemical analyses (table 3) were made of several brecclas to
determine compositional variations between rock fragments and ground-
mass, and to compare these variations in brecclas from the Glass
Mountains and from Sierra Madera. The latter comparison is pre-
llmlnary as only one sample from the..Glass Mountains has been analyzed.
Samples of rock fragments and groundmass were obtained with a I/8-
inch diamond core drill; all groundmass samples contain an undeter-
mined amount of small rock chips. With one exception (SM-49)--the
one analyzed sample from the Glass Mountains--there is a slightly
higher Ca/ME ratio in the groundmass than in the rock fragments.
Table 3 also shows a slight increase in iron from rock fragment
E
to gtoundmass; from petrographic evidence, this is most likely due
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to the presence of hematite stain in tne ground_ass rather than
variation in siderite content of the carbonate fraction.
Both the style of fracturing as seen in thin section and the
nature of the material filling the fractures of the brecclas closely
resemble those of shatter-cone segments from a Gilliam sandstone
(fig. 6A). Quartz in and adjacent to the shatter-cone surfaces of
the Gilllam sandstone shows no shock-lnduced structures such as
those described by Short (1965). The fractures arc filled with ..
a mosaic of undeformed calcite grains much finer than the calcite
cement of the _ost rock.
The mixed breccia that mantles the Gilllam and Word differs
from the breccias of the Permian formations in that it is composed
of an assortment of rock types derived from at least two formations,
and internal fracturing of the rock fragments (excepting shatter-cone
segments) is rare. Irregular frasment_, of a kaolinite-rich rock of _.
unknown origin are fairly cou_,,_a i_; _he breccia. These fragments
" are locally foliated (fl_. 6B) and are composed primarily of
kaolinite, authigenlc quartz, calclte, and, loc_!ly, small
muscovite flakes that ere oriented in the plane o_ follatlon. The
shapes of some of these fragments (fig. 6B) sug_._: plastic deformation,
and some sandstone f_ _,_ents have irregularly su_:,r_d boundaries
(fig. 6C). The matrix cf the breccia is com_os '_,_of sandy finely
crystalline to aphanocrystalline carbonate. Q_,_c _,z and carbonate ,
grains in the matrix and rock fragments ha_ _ :_:_ _nusual internal
t
StrnC tures.
Two thin sections of a small Recent caliche-cemented breccia of
Word limestone were made for petrographic comparison with other
breccias. ThiG breccia resembles the mixed breccia described
above in being composed of a heterogeneous assortment of rock
fra_ents and in havin 8 an unbanded aphanocrystalline carbonate
cement; the most conspicuous differences between the Recent and
older breccias are the large number of cavities and the deep-brown
c,Jlor (possibly due to organic material) of the Recent callche.
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Figure 6A.--Photomicrograph of shatter-coned sandstone. Gilllam
Limestoue, Sierra Madera. Dark fractures are traces of shatter-
cone surfaces and are filled w_'h aphanocrystalline caruonate.
Sandstone is composed largely of quartz (white) cemented by medium
crystalline calcite (light gray).
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Figure 6B.--Photomicrograph of mixed breccia. Sierrm Madera.
Foliation in light-colored fragment is defined by layering
of carbonate (dark) and kaolinite plus authigenic quart- and
80_ muScoVite.
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Figure 6D.--Photomicrograph of Recent caliche-cemented breccia.
Callche on right side of photograph (dark, with abundant irregular
cavities). Large rock fragment (fusulinid Word limestone) is
brecciated along line where fusulinids are truncated; upper part
of the fragment is composed of brecciated Word biomicrite.
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Rock fragments in the Recent caliche breccia include some that were
obviously derived from previousl_ brecciated Word biomicrite (fig 6D). 117
STRUCTURE
Correlations of formations in the deep dr_ll holes (figs. 7-9
reveal important elements of the regional structure as well as data
relevant to the interpretation of Sierra Madera. The overall dip
of all horizons is northward into the Delaware Basin. The section
shown in figure 9 is most nearly parallel to the southern margin of
the Delaware Basin, but the Hunt 47 well is farther from the upper
Permian shelf area than the Hunt 57 well, and the same north-dipping
trend is found as in figures 7 and 8. As shown in figure 7, the
regional trend of pre-Permian formations is interrupted beneath the
Hunt 52 and 53 wells by an anticlinal fold with approximately 800
feet of relief. Though the data are poor, this structure may be
present in the middle Permian rocks also. Whether it is related co
Sierra Madera is not know.
The Sierra Madera structure is revealed clearly in figures 7 and
8 in formations as low as the top of the Wolfcamp. Trends in formations
from the base of the Wolfcamp down are drawn as though the structure
were not present at those depths; there is, of course, no proof of
this because the Phillips Elsinore i well did not reach the base of
the Wolfcamp. The lower limit of the structure may possibly be
defined (if it lles above the 12,000-foot depth of the Phillips
Elslnore 1 well) by future studies of Wolfcamp fossils and the
electric logs. There are indications that the structural relief
diminishes downward from the apparent displacement of the Word-Leonard
contact by about 1,000 feet and the Leonard-Wolfcamp _ontact by about
200 feet in the Phillips Elslnore I well; however, better data are
needed on these contacts. The presence of anhydrite in the middle
Leonard provides an important marker, the top of which is shown in
Figures 7 and 8. Details of the anhydrlte distribution are shown
62
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in figure 10, which indicates that some caution must be used in
correlating specific parts of the anhydritic interval. Although
the Wolfcamp and younger formations dip inward from the outer rim
of the structure (}Iunt 52 and 57, figs. 2 and 7) toward the flank
of the inner hill (Hunt 48, figs. 2 and 7), the lowest point of the
Leonard-Wolfcamp contact is still about 200 feet above the regional
trend. Inspection of the data presented in figures 7-9 shows
that no part of the Sierra Madera structure has been displaced
do_rnward along the cross-section lines.
Available information on the Cretaceous rocks indicates the
presence of local relief at Sierra Madera before deposition of the
Cretaceous rocks. The Glen Rose Formation has not been identified
in outcrop on the structure, and its closest known occurrence is in
the Hunt 51 well. In addition, the Basement Sandstone locally
pinches out on the east flank of the inner hill of the structure and
in many other places on the east flank is considerably thinner than
average. Although these relations indicate pre-Cretaceous deformation
at Sierra Madera, this may have been part of the general pre-Cretaceous
,_plift of the ancestral Glass Mountains (King, 1930).
The area of detailed mapping (Wilshire, 1965) has been extended
westward into the Word Formation. The salient facts revealed by
this mapping are that the internal structure of the Gilliam Lime-
stone is characterized by small, randomly oriented fold segments
isolated by a mosaic of steep faults, and that the gross style of
!
deformation shown by formational contacts is the same in the oldest
4
(Word) as in the youngest (Edwards Limestone) formations in the
central part of Sierra Madera. I
In accordance with previous work (Eggleton and Shoemaker, 1961), !
!
the central hill was shown in figure 3 of last year's Annual Report
as a megabreccia core surrounded by a belt of intensely deformed
Permian to Cretaceous rocks. The megabreccia core was described
by Eggleton and Shoemaker (1961) as consisting of blocks of carbon-
ate rock up to several hundred feet across enclosed in a matrix of
i
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angular fragments that grade progressively downward in size t_ micro-
brecci_. They stated that in outcrop about half of the breccia is
sufficiently fine grained to be recognizable as breccia in hand
specimen. In addition, breccia was identified in well cuttings
(Phillzps Elsinore I) from the surface to a depth of about 1,600
feet and again in the interval 2,600-2,800 feet beneath the surface.
Several observations made to date make the concept of _ n,___brec_ia
core in the structure suspect. The boundary of the core as dra_n b, _'
Eggleton and Shoemaker (1961) corresponds closely to the upper
contact of the Vidrio Member of the Word Formation. There is
generally an abrupt change at this contact from well-bedded Gilliam
dolomites to poorly bedded or unbedded, often brecciated, dolomites _
of the Vidrio. The Vidrio is succ_.ded toward the center of the
structure by Word limestones in which bedding is not prominent.
This change from conspicuously bedded rock to poorly bedded rock
gives an impression of a structural change but is in fact a
stratigraphic change. Detailed mapping of upper and lower contacts
of the Vidrio Member near the Thompson well (fig. 2) _hows that the
Vidrio conforms to gross structures recognized in the overlying
Gilliam. Below the Vidrio, internal structures of the Word
limestones are revealed only locally by interbedded dolomites.
Although this gives an impression of large, isolated blocks of rock,
detailed mapping shows that these are lenticular dolomites inter-
bedded with limestone and not structurally isolated blocks encased
in breccia; in fact, the limestones show no conspicuous brecciation
at all. Detailed mapping has further sho_ rapid lateral changes _
in degree of brecciation of Vidrio dolomite as well as local
apparent interbedding of brecciated and nonbrecciated Vidrio dolo-
mites. Both the macroscopic and microscopic characteristics of
breccias in the Vidrio are the same as those in the Gilliam dolomites,
although the latter were consistently placed outside the megabreccia
core by Eggleton and Shoemaker (1961). Accordingly, the information i
gathered to date indicates no change in style of deformation
1967010060-086
I ! '
throughout the central hill of the structure and lends no support
to the concept of a megabreccia core or the inferences based on
this concept.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE MA_NICOUAGAN LAKE . ..
STRLCTURE IN QUEBEC, CAI;ADA
By Stephen H. Wolfe
In northe;n Quebec, lat 51o28 ' N., long 68o37 ' W., two arcuate
semicircular lakes, Manicouagan and Mushalagan, outline a nearly
perfect circle some 35 miles in diameter. About a mile _nside the
inside shores of the lakes there is a ring of cliffs averaging
500-1,000 feet in heigh&. Near the center of the ring formed by
the lakes, there is an oblong mass of high ground, some poimts of
which are 1,500 feet above the surrounding terrain. This mass
is approximately 7 miles in length and 6 miles in width. At the
present time, the outlet of the two lakes is being dammed, and
the level of the water will be raised about 650 feet. the rising
water will make the circularity of the cliff ring more apparent
but will inundate some areas quite important to the interpretation _
of the history of the area. The topography inside the lakes is
characterized by a series of "knobs" that trend generally nerth
and rise 500-800 feet above the surrounding terrain. Outside
the lakes, the relief of the land surface is somewhat grea=er
(500-i,000 feet), but the hills are generally not as steep and do
not show as pronounced a northward trend as the hills between the
lakes. _
The structure is in the Grenville province of Canada. l_ne
underlying basement rocks are Precambrian anorthosites and gneisses, i --
Remnants of Ordovician limestone beds crop out in some places along
d
the inner shores of the lakes; outside the lakes, marbles and iron-
rich quartzites (probably Proterozoic) occur sporadically among the _ "
gneisses.
the data obtained _uring about 6 weeks field study, and sub-
sequent petrographic analysi_ of samples obtained from the area,
suggest that the structure is the result of the impact of a large
meteoritic mass.
7]
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The sketch map (fig. I) shows the general distribution _t the
various rock types (Berard, 1962).
l_ne central mountain consists of a coarse-grained plagioclase-
pyroxene-garnet rock that has been highly deformed Only about
i0 percent of the rock consists of mafic minerals; tbe remainder
is plagioclase, about An40. The mafic minerals are alined in
bands which give the rock a gneissic texture. Scapolite, _p_ei:_,
and zircon are accessory minerals. Roc!s of this type, termed
anorthosites, are characteristic of the Grenville province. The
presence of garnets in the rock may indicate regional m_tamorphism.
The textures of the deformed anorthosite exposed in the central
mountain are unusual. The feldspars are commonly vitrified, _he
extinction undulatory, and the grai s extensively fractured (on the
order of I0-i00 times as many cleavages per grain as in the unde-
formed material). The albite twinning of the grains is commonly
still visible, although in many grains the twi:_ lamellae show
offsets of about one band thickness along fractures. Cores and
edges of many grains are vitrified; two types of glass are common:
a clear glass, n = 1.540 _ 0.002, and a smokey-brown to a gray
glass, n = 1.531 ! 0.002. One specimen is especially noteworthy,
sample 7-B-10. The hand specimen appears to be composed mainly
of quartz with bands of garnet that give the rock a gneissic
texture. The "quartz" is clear and conchoidally fractured, and
its hardness is seven. X-ray diffraction patterns of the rock
show only peaks identifiable as garnet. In thin section the rock
appears to be composed of nearly 90 percent clear glass, n = 1.540.
The glass displays a system of cracks which appear to represent
the original grain boundaries. Small euhedral garnets are
extensively fractured, and brown stains coat fractures and grain
boundaries. A few grains with high birefringence (0.020) and
moderate relief (1.55) give uniaxial negative figures. These
appear to be scapolites. A spectrographic analysis of the sample
shows an appreciable CaO content, and a set of modes calculated on
72
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the basis of this analysis is consistenL with an anorthosite
composition. The rock is concluded to be primarily maskelynite
or plagioclase glass. Other samples taken from the central
m_ut_tain are fractured, contain brown glass, and are partly
altered to the clear glass. In addition some of the mafic
minerals have been transformed to opaque grains. Patches of
brick-red and brown glass appear in veins and veinlets through-
out the central mass. Many of these veins seem to be isolated
blebs. Fracturing anR partial vitri_ _',_tion are widespread
features of the rock and apparently occur throughout the part
of the central mountain sampled. The area sampled in the central _
mass includes points less than a quarter of a mile from the center
of thz mass.
\ The mode of formation of thai, rocks is debatable. Milton
and DeCarli (1963) have produced similar clear plagioclase glasses
by shock-loading samples of Stillwater gabbro to shock pressures
\ of 250-300 kilobars. Curric reported (1965) that glasses resem-
bling the brown to black glasses foun_ at Manicouagan have been
produced by rapidly heating amphibole-bearipg rocks to l,lO0OC.
He believed that the clear glass mentioned above could be formed
by rapidly heating pyroxene-bearing rocks. Extreme shock as a
mode of formation of these textures, since it involves the
passage of a rarefaction wave through the medium, would explain
the extensive microfracturing observed in the samples.
Exposed around the central mountain is a ring of monzonites
i
and andesites. The monzonite is medium to line grained, pre-
dominantly composed of 0.5-nlu laths of plagioclase (An40) rimmed
by alkali feldspar. Optical and X-ray measurements suggest that
_ the alkali feldspar is sanidine (AbloOr90). The plagioclase shows
_ iThe term "and_site" is applied to the rock on the basis of?
point counts of the crystall:.ne fr,_-tion. A large amount of
_ glass is present, however, and the rock may actually be a latite.
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well-developed twinning. The laths are randomly oriented,
and some intergranular quartz along with 2- to 3-ntn grains of
clinopyroxene occur. The rock contains abunaant hematite (X-ray
determination) and small amounts of hypersthene.
In the field, the monzonite forms the faces of cliffs on
/ many of the knobs described above. In many places the unit forms
outcrops several hundred feet thick, and it is generally overlain
and underlain by andesites which contain abundant inclusions of
i deformed basement gneisses and anorthosites. One rather striking ,I
feature of the monzonites is their homogeneity throughout the I
area sampled. In the northwestern half of the ring, samples were
obtained from 12 widely separated localities. These specimens
!
are extremely difficult to distinguish from one another, either in
hand specimen or in thin section. Slight differences in grain size
\
:_ and percentage of hypersthene are, however, detectable.
The paragene_is of these apparently igneous rocks is a matter
of great controversy and is crucial to the correct interpretation
$ of the formation of the structure.
Diamond drilling at the Brent crater in Ontario (Dence, 1965) i
pierced a layer some 60 meters thick of what appears to be andesite !
i or latite. Rocks which mineralogically resemble the rocks fromBrent crop out in West Clearwater Lake, and an aaalogous layer of {
rock has been identified by diamond drilli_ in East Clearwater
Lake. Dence (1965) believed that the units from these three
_- craters formed by a process of shock melting and he suggested that
the breccia-lava series present at Manlcouagan had a similar origin. I
ICurrie (1965) believed that the rocks exposed at Manicouagan
are the product of purely terrestrial igneous phenomena. He stated
_ that since the major and minor element concentrations in the rocks
i are considerably different from those in the underlying basement,the rocks cannot have formed by shock melting. He did not,
however, give any data.
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iAnother alternative that has been suggested (Short, 1965) is
that the sudden removal of a large volume of material from a crater
might result in a pressure release sufficient to melt material
somewhere below the crater. This material would subsequently be
ejected along some of the many zones of weakness developed during
the impact. If it is assumed that Manicouagan-Mushalagan
originally had the shape of an explosion crater (and obeyed Baldwin's
rules), then for a 35-mile-wide structure (an estimate based on the
present diameter), Baldwin's rules would predict a depth of 104 I
feet or about 2 miles. Removing this volume of material would
result in a pressure release of about 0.80 kilobars. It is
questionable whether such a release would seriously affect equil-
ibrium in the zone where molten material would be formed; however,
the possibility is still open, especially if the material in the
source region is for some reason very near its melting temperature.
A generalized section follows. It indicates the arrangement
of the monzonite-andesite series exposed at Ma1_icouagan. This
section represents a slice through a knob whose relief is 1,500-
2,000 feet. If the andesites and monzonites at Manicouagan were
produced by shock melting, then the impacting body must have melted
some 700-800 km 3 of material. Short (1965) calculated, by scaling
up the amount of material melted in nuclear explosions, that for a
structure the size of Manicouagan, some 200 km 3 of molten material [
would be produced. Such calculations show at least that the process
of shock melting gives the right order of magnitude for material to
be produced.
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generalized section of monzonit_-_ndesit_
units exposed at Manicouaga n
- Thickness (feet) Uni__._t
300 Fine-grained andesite containing many inclu-
/ sions of the basement.
800 Medium- to fine-grained monzonite, few or no
inclusions.
400 Fine-grained andesite, containing many inclu-
i sions, occasional lenses of glass.
--- Basement gneiss and anorthosite, generally
showing little macroscopic deformation.
Note.-The thicknesses shown vary widely from place to place
and have not been accurately tabulated. The contacts between the i
_ various units are often obscured, but when observable can generally [
be located to within a few tens of feet, and sometimes to within a
few inches.
As has already been mentioned, the fine-grained andesites at i
the bottom and top of the section contain many inclusions of i
'L deformed basement gneisses and anorthosites. These inclusions I
I
often weather out of the host rock, and many samples of these _
inclusions were collected. Large xenoliths, as much as 10-20 meters
long, occur in the andesite, and their edges are easily confused i
with the andesite-basement contact. The inclusions vary in size from i
meters down to the centimeter and milimeter sizes found in thin
sections. Most of the fragments show a rim of partially recrystal-
lized material, which indicates that the andeslte was hot at the
time of emplacement. Inclusions of gnelsses exhibit features
observed in shocked granites: undulatory extinction, extensive
fracturing, partial vitrification of the grains, and closely spaced
parallel fracturing of the quartz grains. Such features have been
observed by Short (1965) in granites shocked by nuclear explosions,
and by Dence (1965) in rocks from West Clearwater Lake.
Several of the inclusions of shocked gneiss which in thin
section seemed to show the most intense deformation were examined
for high-pressure polymorphs of quartz. To this date, no coesite
or stishovite have been found.
7? !
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Three major rock units, distinct from the basement _!_s, have
been described: I) the deformed anorthosite from the central
mountain, 2) the series of andesites and monzonites found in a ring
around the central mountain and inside the two lakes, and 3) the
inclusions of deformed basement rocks generally found in the ande- '
sites. Of these three, the monzonites and andesites do not show
textures stongly indicative of shock metamorphism.
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IN6Z- 19393CRATERS PRODUCED BY MISSILE IMPACTS
By H. J. Moore
INTRODUCTION
f
A study of craters produced by the impact of missile warheads
is being conducted jointly by the U.S. Geological Survey, the Com- i
r
manding General of White Sands Missile Range, and the Ames Research
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The
U.S. Geological Survey studies and maps the craters and prepares
the reports. The Commanding General of White Sands Missile Range
allows access to the impact craters, furnishes data On the kinetic
energies of the missiles, and provides both ground and aerial
photographs of the craters. Ames Research Center assists in
mapping some craters and conducts some of the material property
measurements.
The purposes of the crater study are to extend our knowledge
of impact craters to those produced by projectiles with large
kinetic energies and to compare the dimensions and characteristics
of the craters with those produced by chemical explosives. In
addition, comparison is being made of the morphologies and eJecta
of these craters with those of lunar craters seen in the Ranger
7, 8, and 9 photographs as well as those photographed by Russia's
Luna 9 and United States' Surveyor i. The data will also be used
for other space projects such as Unmanned Orbiter and Apollo. f
This report provides data on impact craters produced by pro-
1015Jectiles with energies between 2.10 X 1014 and 3.14 X ergs.
The amount of materlal displaced during crater formation by pro-
Jectile impact is nearly the same as the amount of materlal dis-
placed during crater formation by chemlcal exploslves when the
kinetic energy of the projectile (which is corrected for the
angle of impact) is equal to the equivalent energy of TNT of the
79
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chemical explosive. The chemical explosives, however _ have
small-.,;caledepths of burial for this relationship to hold.
Materials in and around craters produced by missile impacts
in cohesive materials may be divided into six mappable units: (i)
target material, (2) thin to discontinuous ejecta, (3) thick ejecta,
(4) tilted and broken target material, (5) shattered target material,
and (6) slope material,
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
14
Missiles with kinetic energies between 2. I0 X i0 and 3.14
1015X ergs impacted dry to moist sand, alluvium, colluvium, and
gypsum lake sediments. The missiles contained no explosives so
that only the kinetic energy of the missile wao available to form
\ the crater. The projectile always impacted at angles between 58°
and 45° from the ground surface. Accordingly, projectile energies
must be corrected for the angle of impact. The correction employed
\ was the same as that used for hyperveloclty ir_pacts at oblique
angles in lead (Bryan, 1962, p. 527) and is equal to the sine of
the angle of incidence measured from the ground sucface.
3
_ Target densities ranged from 1.0 g per cm for gypsifo.rous
3
alluvium to 1.98 g per cm for gypsum lake beds. Target densities
and moisture contents were obtained using techniques outlined in
> the Earth Manual (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1963, p. 442-474). Tar-
get strengths measured with a shear vane were between 0 and 6 bars.
The shear vanes used were 1.5 and 2.0 inches in diameter, and vane
lengths were twice their diameters. Vanes were powered by hand,
and the maximum reading on the torque wrench at the time of fail-
i ure was recorded. Strength was determined using a standard formula
(U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1963, p. 572). Unconfined compressive
strengths measured on small blocks and cores compared closely
_ with shear vane strengths measured in the same material. Fenske
, (1956, p. 16-25) also found this to be true. Thus, the shear
vane method is belleved to yield a reasonable value for the un-
_ confined target compressive strength. For noncoheslve materials,
..... 80
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such as sand, the unconfined compressive strength is zero, but
this does not mean the material has no bearing strength since
bearing strength is related to the angle of internal friction of
the sand, the normal stress exerted by the load, and other factors. _I_
!r
Topographic maps of the craters were prepared using a tele-
scopic alidade, a planetable, a stadia rod, and a tape. Craters
were mapped at scales of i : 24 and I : 48, depending on the size
of the crater. Craters 9 and 14 were not mapped.
Crater volumes were obtained from the topographic maps with
a compensating planimeter. They include only that portion of the !
crater below the original ground surface. Displaced mass was then _
icomputed by multiplying the density of the target material and
the crater volume.
_ EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
_ Crater Morphology and Structures
The relationships between the morphologies and structures of _
crater'sand eJecta have been reported prevlously (Moore and others, i
1964), and the present results are essentlally the same; therefore, __
only two craters will be discussed. Data on the_e and on all others
i mapped to date are reported in table I.Crat r 17 |
_ Crater 17 was nearly circular in plan view with a rim to rim
diameter near 20.6 feet and a depth of 4.6 feet (figs. 1, 2, and
table 1). The crater wails sloped gentl_, toward the crater floor
i except locally where slopes were near 60 ° ar, d more. Slopes were
steep Just below the crater rim and on the crater wall underneath
the missile trajectory. These steep slopes reflect the unconfined
strength of th-_ target material, which was measured as 1 to 3 bars.
-[_ Six mappable units of material were recognized in and around
i the crater. They include (1) target material, (2) thick eJec_a,
(3) Chin to discontinuous eJectap (4) tilted and broken targetmaterial, (5) shattered target material, and (6) slope material.
I
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Table 1.-=Data on missile impact craLers
s
Crater No. and "qrget Angle of Kinetic energy I Displaced mass Crater dlacq 2 Crater de_th 3
.10!4 (10_ >
I. Sand, very fine to medium, 56.2 ° 3.62 0.94 2.86-2.62 0.85
noncoheslve, dens Ity 3. O0 9.4 -8.6 2.8 _
I. 6 g/ cm3.
2. Sandstone, _dium-grained, 56.8 ° 5.72 ?.54 3.66-3.23 .76
large cohesion, densltv 4.81 12.0=10.6 2.5
2.5 g/cm3.
3. Gypslferous sedlments, mostly 50.4 ° 6.51 1.3 3.02-2.01 .49
clay with some silt, _ak1_ 5.02 9.9 -6.6 1.6
cohesive, density 1.1 8/c_.
4. A11uvi,_, silt- to clay=slze 50,4" 5.92 2.2 3.66-2.93 .58
gral _ s, ueakly cghesive, 4.56 12. _ -9.3 I. 9
density 1.4 g/c_.
5. Interbeided gravelly sands 51.0" 4.58 1.2 2.68°2.32 .55
and c 1_ys, -_eakl_ coheslve, 3.58 8.8 °7.6 I. 8
density 1.4 g/c_.
6. A11uvlum, silt with some 46.4" 13.8 7.8 5.36-,%17 .96
fine sand, weakl_ cohesive, 9.93 17.6-13.7 3._
denslt/ ,.0 g/c_.
7. Gypsum lake beds, clayey, 20 45.9" 15.7 56.3 9.41o9, 11 1.98
welght percent water 4 coheslve, 13.3 30.9-29.9 6.5
density 1.2-1.6 g/cmJ.
8. A11uvlum, silty wi_h so,-- very 56,2" 4.23 2.6 2,5 -_.0 .61
fine u. fine sand, weakly 3.52 8.2 -6.7 2.0
cohesive, density 1.45 g/cm 3.
9. Not mapped. - ..............
10. Colluvium, soil with limestone 56.8" 2.95 1.2 2.4 -2.0 .61
fras_ents from silt size to 2.48 7.8 -6.5 2.0
several inches across, weakly
cohesive, density 1.5 g/ca3.
II. Gyps,urn lake beds, 5-10 percent 51" 5.92 4.[ 4.0 -3.1 .d_
water, cohesive, dt,_ttv 1.98 4.62 13.0-10.2 2.7
s/c._.
12. AlluvluB, silt- to sand-slze $I" 5.21 2.0 3.0 -2.0 .76
grains, _akly.coheslve, den- 4.06 9.8 - 6. 6 2.5
slty 1.55 g/c_.
13. Sa_, fine to median, _oist, 51" 6,63 2.1 3.0 -:.5 .85
very _tekly cohesive, density 5.17 9.9 4.1 2.8
1.55 s/_.
14. Not mapped. -..............
15. Alluviuat, l_rpeiferous, silty, 45.7" 24.1 17 5.56-5.69 1.5
tmakly cohes _ve, density 17. _ 18. 3 - 1.87 4.9
1.16-1.34 g/ej3.
16. Colluvium, soil _lth frslpents 45.0" 31.4 23 6.23-6.33 1.6
from silt sizes to sevezal in- 22.2 20.5-20.8 5.3
ches across, _akly cohesive,
-- density 1.33-1.4 K/on3.
17. Gype,:_, silty to ._dim grained, 4b.0" 19.7 24 6.21-6.46 1.4
cohesive, de.try 1.42-1.46 14.0 20.4.21.2 4.6
s/_.
18. Gypsum send, fine to _dium, 45.7* 24.1 25 6.12-6.46 1.6
wetl-cemnted, cohesive, 17.4 20.1-21.2 $. 2
density 1.40-1.44 _c_3. ']
19. Claysy silt, Iffpsifarous, _olet, 46" 20.7 20 5.80-6._ 1.59
_lk_y cohesive, density 1.33 14.5 19.04-20.8 5.2
20. Clayey, silty and sturdy, 43.0" 23.2 36 6.89-7.50 1.77
8Ypeiferotm in pert, very mist, 18. 1 22.6-24.6 5.8
wdty cgstve , dmmtt_
1.92 8/at _.
21. Soil and colluviun overlyin_ 58.0" 2.10 2.5 2.93-3.7 .7
clay and eiltstono, upper layers 1.78 9.6-10.6 2.3
•rankly cS_heslw. &_fl_.dmmity
:,7 8/_.
1Lowr number ¢orrart_l for _le of _t.
2j4tuuromsnt_ are from rhs Cl_Jt to rhs crest, in milers (uppor) 8_ _ in fur (lmmr).
314euuremnts are fro.. orisi_l 8rotund m_rf_ut, ta m_trs (upjmr) md in feet (Immr). i
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CRATER 17
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Figure 2.--Topographlc map and profiles o£ crater produced in gypsum
by missile impact. Arrow indicates approximate trace of missile
path.
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Figure 3.--Map showing eJecta distribution around crater in gypsum.
Arrow indicates approxiuu-_te trace o£ missile path,
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Figure 4.--Map of crater 17 showing iithologic and structural units.
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tm ] Target material.
f
::i:-_': Crater wall material tilted and fractured
target material.
Crater wall material, shattered, includes open
fractures.
Ii!.. i. blocks ejected from crater, thickness greater
than O. 3 '.
k__ Thinand fragments,to discontinuous ejecta, composed of blocks
Slope material c_posed of sand with somerubble.
_'--'"_ Crater rim.
--- _ Contact.
1
1-30--- Contour, number indicates elevation above on
arbitrary datum in feet.
_ -- Open fracture.
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The distribution of these materials is SlLO_.'ll ._., figur, , _.,-,. 4.
Target material.--Target material consisted of undistur>_d
pale-yellow-gray cohesive gypsum overlain by pale-red-brow1"_ soil
ranging in thickness from 0 tn 18 inches. The pale-yellow-gray
material is referred to as the lower soil horizon and the pale-
red-brown material as the upper soil horizon in the cross section
in figure 5 and later in this report.
The upper soil layer was principally silt (g_aius between
0.05 and 0.005 mm), and the lower so_; ayer was silty with some
fine sand grains. X-ray diffraction patterns showed that the
upper layer soil layer was composed of quartz, calcite, and feld-
spar and that the lower soil layer was gypsum. The grains of the
upper layer were weakly cemented by calcite, whereas the grains
of the lower layer were cemented Uy gypsum. Unconfined strengths
were between 1,0 and 3.0 bars. The den_.ity of the target material
3
was near 1.44 g per cm .
Thin to discontinuous ejecta.--Debris ranging Irom fine
material to fragments a few inches across comprised thin to dis-
continuous ejecta. Fragments of sheared a_,d ,._ml)res_,_Larger
material (see Moore and others, 1964) were found in this unit
along with fragments of undeformed target material. Tongues of
this ejecta extended at right angles to the missile trajectory
up to 44 feet from the crater, and one tongue extended about 60
feet in the forward direction but a_ 45 _' to the plane of the
missile trajectory (see fig. 3). Thin to discontinous ejecta do
not represent the limit of throwout, which is about 400 feet from
the crater where a few scattered fragments were found.
Secondar_ craters produced by the impact of ejecta [rom the
crater were not found. Fragments that were ejected apparently
broke upon impact or simply bounced without producing craters.
Thick ejecta.--Debrls ranging in size from very fine to
blocks up to 1 foot across comprised thick ejecta. The debris
was composed principally of relatively undeformed target material
from both soil horizons, but sheared and compressed target material
88 t;
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i• was found in local concentrations. Thick ejecta partly surrounded
the crater and was nearly symmetrical about the plane of the missile
trajectory. No thick ejecta was present beneath the missile tra-
jectory. Small mounds o_ thick ejecta composed of fragmental
debris were found isolated from the main body of thick ejecta
(see figs. 3, 4). The thickness of this material ranged from a
maximum of about 2.0 feet at the crater rim to about 0.2 • 0. I
feet at points distant from the crater.
Small lenses of pale-red-brown ejecta from the upper soil _.
layer were exposed locally on the crater walls (fig. 5). These
lenses of ejecta were underlain by tilted target material composed
of pale-red-brown soil and overlain by pale-gray ejecta from the !
lower layers. This inversion of the stratigraphic sequence occured
t
only locally within the ejecta.
Tilted and broken target mate_ =l.--Material that was not
ejected formed the upper crater wails where slopes were greater
than 60° in places. This material, which i3 _umposed of blocky
units of target material, surrounded the crater except along a
segment of the wall beneath the missile trajectory. The target
material was locally tilted upward as much as 35°. The relation- i
ship between tilted target material and ejecta is shown in the cross i
section (fig. 5).
Shattered target material.--Shattered target material (see
figs. I, 4) was mapped on the crater wall beneath the missile
trajectory. Slopes underlain by this material were locally
vertical to overhanging, but the average slope was near 60°
(see fig. 2). The unit includes several open fractures concentric
with the crater edge. These fractures were nearly vertical at
the surface (figs. i, 4).
Slope material.--The most abundant material in the crater
was slope material, a continuous spectrum of debris from fine
particles to blocks nearly a foot across. Undeformed fragments
of target material were dominant, but fragments of sheared and
compressed target material were locally abundant. Except at the
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Figure 5.--Section A-B of crater 17 showing inverted layers in ejecta
and t11tlng of ground surface at crater edge. Vertlcal and horizon-
tal scales are equal.
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bottom of the crater, the materlal formed slopes of nearly 30 °
because it lacged cohesiveness.
Crater 18
i ml,
Crater 18 (figs. 6, 7) was s_nilar in many respects to
crater 17; however, it differed from crater 17 in that larger
blocks were found in the eJecta, the slope material was composed
principally of gypsmn sm_d, and a reticulate Jointing pattern
was observed in the crater wall and in target material beneath
the slope material.
The target material was pale-yellow to gray cohesive gypstun
sand. The sand was strongly cemented near the surface and well
3
cemented at depth. The target density was near 1.42 g per _ .
Measurements of the target strengths with the sheer vane were
erratic, especially at the surface where unconfined strengths
were bet_een 3.0 and 7.0 bars. At lo_qer depths, strengths near 1
1.0 to 5.0 bars were measured.
_in .to disconti.nuous eJect a.--Extending ae much as 60 feet
from the crater in the direction of travel of the missile and as
umch as 50 feet _: right angles to the plane of the trajectory
]
were fingers of thin to discontinuous eJecta (figs. 8, 9). Frag- _
t
men_s in this unit were generalty larger than those in the same !
?
unit of crater 17. Again, secondary impact craters were absent.
Thic k eJecta.--Thick _Jecta was blocky in contrast with that
of crater 17. Blocks up to 2_ feet long were found on the crater
r_n, and many blocks were more than 1 foot long (see figs. 6, 7).
The blocks in the thick eJecta wer_ composed of relatively undefor_d
target material, although sc_ne blocks exhibited open £ract_re_;.
Smaller fra_ents in the thick eJecta consisted of relate--ely
undeformed target material, fractured gra_ents, and sheared and
compressed target material.
Crater wall material.--Tilted and broken target material that
was not ejected was found in the upper crater walls (fig. 8).
Steep walls formed in this unit because of its cohesion. So_
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e--_ Target material.
Crater wall material, tilted and broken targetmaterial, composed of upper and lower soil
herizons.
Crater wall material, shattered, includes open
fractures.
lii!lTh*ok  eotacom,o.. o*deb**..o a ewblock.!e!. ejected from crater, thickness greater than 0.3'.
Thin to discontinuous ejects less than 0.3'thick, composed of debris ejected from cratex.
Slope material composed of rubble.
_'--'"_ Crater rim.
P
---- " Contact
¢
_2.0-" Contour, number indicates elevation above an
arbitrary datum in feet.
Open fracture.
i
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Figure 9.--Map showing eJecta distribution around crater in well-
cemented gypsum sand. Arrow indicates approximate trace of missile
path. Dashed llne indicates eJecta pattern.
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ireticulate fractures, discussed below, were observed in the unit.
Shattered target material and open tensile fractures were
found on the crater wall beneath the missile trajectory (see fig.
8). This unit was not as easily distinguishable as in crater 17.
Slope material.--Slope material was composed principally of
desaggregaced noncohesive sand of the target material, although
a few blocks were present (fig. 6). Stress waves associat ! _i
the impact apparently caused breakage along boundaries of grains
to produce the sand.
Fracturin_.--A trench in the crater wall revealed a reticulate
fracture pattern below the crater rim at about 4.8 feet. The fractures
were inclined at angles of 57° away from and 3° toward the crater.
The angle between the two sets was 60°. Higher (21 inches below
the crater rim) in the crater wall in tilted and broken material,
a similar but rotated fracture set was inclined 67° and 30 ° away
from the crater. This set represents a fracture pattern produced
, by the impact and rotated shortly afterward. A P wave could produce
such a fracture pattern, and the rotation could be due to the
subsequent shear wave. Similar fractures and rotation of fractures
have been observed in nuclear craters, and such fracture patterns
have been observed around buried explosives (Allsman, 1960).
The limit of fracturing along the plane of the missile trajectory
was detected by shear vane at depths near 1.0, 1.7, and 3.4 feet
below the ground surface. At a depth of about 1.0 feet, the limi_
was between i0 and 13 feet from the crater rim where readings
changed from about 2.9 to 5.7 bars. Two feet from the crater rim
the readings were only 0.7 bars. At a depth of about 1.7 feet,
the limit was between 6 to i0 feet where sheaz-vane strengths chang-
ed from 1.0 to 4.7 bars. Below the crater rim, reading was about
0.7 bars at 1.7 feet. At 3.t, feet below the surface the limit
was very near 6 feet from the rim where a shear vane measurement
of 4.3 bars was obtained; about 3 feet farther toward the crater
a value of 1.2 bars was measured.
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Comparison with Cher_ical Expi _i T_C_'_te_s
Comparison of the data on missile impact craters indicates
that the sizes Gf these craters are the same as those produced by
chemical explosives (see fig. i0 and table I). This apparently
also holds for craters in water-saturated target materials (Moore
and Lugn, 1965). However, in contrast with previous reports (Moor_
and others, 1964), the larger missile impact craters appea_ t_ L'_
more comparable with craters produced by explosives at scale depths I i
near 0.5 ft per ib 1/3 rather than 0.22 ft per Ib 1/3. This change
is probably the result of differences in cratering phenomena, i
Missiles with lower specific energies may break up or only partly !
collapse. In addition, if they penetrate porous or weak target
material they may entirely remain i_ it. Strong rocks, such as
' basalt or granite, could cause missiles with lower specific
energzes to bounce upon impact and produce little or no crater.
Missiles with higher specific energies are com_letely fragmlented,
\
and pieces are _ound in the ejecta, in the crater, and dispersed
below the crater. Missiles with higher specific energies would
produce craters in all rock types. Such differences in material
and projectile propertles will result in varying crater dimensions,
especially for projectiles with the lowest specific energies.
A sequence of experiments using diatomaceous earth with an
unconfined compressive strength near 8 bars and a density near 1.0
3
g per cm illustrates a wide variety of results under experimental
conditions. A projectile (BB) fired from a BB gl,n into the diato-
maceous earth at about O. 12 km per sec produced a tube in the dia- i
tomaceous earth about 3 BB diameters deep and I BB diameter across.
A .22 caliber bullet fired into diatomaceous earth at about 1.5 km
per sec produced a cavity filled with fragments of the target
m_terial and projectile. This cavity is similar to camouflets _
• i i n
iThe scale depth employed here is equal to the depth of burial
o" the explosive (in feet) divided by the cube root of the weight
(in pounds) of TNT equivalent of the exple-.ive charge.
1
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Dproduced by deeply buried charges of chemical explosives which
do not make craters (see, for example, U.S. _rmy Corps Eng., 1958).
No crater is produced in the diatomaceous earth by the .22 projectile,
and only a narrow hole connects the surface of the target block
with the breccia-filled cavity. Presumably, a slightly higher
projectile velocity would produce a crater with a large breccia
cavity beneath it. At hypervelocities (4 km per sec) small
projectiles of chrome steel produce craters in diatomaceous earth.
In rocks such as the Vacaville basalt (Moore and others, 1964)
missiles at velocities of 0.9 km per sec produce craters, but BB's
at velocities near 0.12 km per sec simply bounce at impact and
no crater is produced. Similar changes may be expected to occur |
with missile impact craters.
Biggest Block Relationship
Crater 18 provided new information on the maximum block size 1
that may be expected around craters produced by explosives and
impacts. The mass of the largest block in this crater (figs. 6,
7) has been plotted along with other data for indurated rocks (see
fig. ii and table 2). Although there is large scatter in the
data, larger blocks are clearly associated with larger craters _
when the material within the crater is indurated. This block I
size is a function of the strength of the rock and the state of
subdivision 9f the rock. Large blocks can only be expected around i
i
craters with large f_acture spacings and in strong materials.
Table 2.--Explanation of points plotted in fisures i0 and II
Crater Description Reference
Sedan Crater produced in alluvium at Nevada Carlson and
Test Site by i00 kiloton n'_clear device. Roberts (1963).
Jangle U Craters produced in alluvium at Nevada Johnson (1959). E
and Tea- Test Site by 1.2 kiloton nuclear device.
pot ESS
Danny Boy Crater produced in basalt at Nevada Test Unpub. data
Site by 0.42 kiloton nuclear device, and Nordyke
and Wray (1964).
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Table 2.--Explanation of points plotted in fi$ures I0 an_ l!--con.
Crater Description Reference
Neptune Crater produced in tuff at Nevada Test Shelton and
Site by 0.09 kiloton nuclear device, others(1960).
Jangle HE- Craters produced in sand and gravel m _-Sachs and Swift
' I, -2 ture by 2,560 and 40,000 ib of TNT. (1955).
UET 312, Craters produced in dry clay by 2,560 Do.
315 and 40,000 ib of TNT.
Buckboard Craters produced in basalt by 40,000 Unpub. data and
Mesa and 1,000 Ib of TNT. Vortman and
others (1')60).
Yucca Flat-- Craters produced in alluvium by 256 Murphey (1961),
Mole ib of TNT. Sachs and Swift
(1955).
Bur. Mines Craters produced in granite and Duvall and
sandstone by 4.5 to 8 ib of TNT. Atchison (1957).
Army Eng. Craters produced in clay and loess by U.S. Army Corps
0.5 to IIb of TNT. Eng. (1958).
Ames Free Craters produced in basalt, dolomite, Unpub. data and
Flight limestone, sandstone, and nephrite by Gault and others
Range hypervelocity projectile impacts at (1963).
_,es Research Center (NASA), Moffett
Field, Calif.
Hartman Craters produced in granite by wedge Hartman (1962).
drill bits with low velocity.
Meteor Cra- Natural crater produced in sandy lime- Gilbert (1896).
tar, Ariz. stone, dolomite, and sandstone by i
mc .eorite impact.
Dalgaranga, .Natural crater produced in granite and Nininger and
Western laterite by meteorite impact. Huss (1960).
Australia
Project Crater produced in nrJdstone by 256 Ib Kachadoorian
Chariot, of TNT. (1961).
Alaska
U.S. Geol. Craters produced in sandstone by 0. I, Unpub. data.
Survey 1.0, and I0.0 ib of Hi Velocity Gel.
Ries Basin, Natural crater produced in sedimentary Branca and
Germany and metamorphic rocks by meteorite Fraas (1901).
Impact.
White Sands Crater produced in sandstone by Moore and others
N. Mex. missile impact. (1964).
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SUMMARY
i. The materials in and around impact craters in cohesive
materials may be mapped and classified in six units with differing
properties. The units are: target material, thick ejecta, thin
to discontinuous ejecta, tilted and broken target material, shatter-
ed target material, and slope material.
2. Missile impact craters are the same size as crater _ e_o
duced by chemical explosives detonated at shallow depths when the
kinetic energy of the missile is the s_ne as the TNT energy equiva-
lent of the explosive. However, for missiles with low specific
energies, the comparison is probably not valid.
3. Larger blocks may be ejected from larger craters if the _,_
rocks are well indurated and relatively unfractured.
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HYPERVFLOCITY IMPACT CRATERS IN PUMICE
By H. J. Moore and F. G. Robertson
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Geological Survey and Ames Research Center, Moff, tt
Field, Calif., have been studying craters produced by impacts of
hypervelocity projectiles with pumice as part of a cooperatice
program of research. This paper discusses the results of the
studies using pumice blocks as targets.
Preliminary results indicate that the sum of ejected and
fragmented material from craters produced by the impact of hyper-
velocity projectiles with pumice at velocities between 3.95 and
7.66 km per sec is proportional to the momentum of the projectile
(corrected for the ratio of projectile and target densities). This
momentum dependence is also suggested in the size distributions of
the sum of the ejecta and fragmented pumice from the crater, as
well as in the amount of crushed and partly fused pumice in the
debris. This momentum dependence may only represent a transit'on
between low-velocity impacts and hypervelocity impacts. The results
contrast with those for craters in solid materials such as basalt
and metals for which sizes are essentially dependent on the kinetic
energy of the projectile.
The size distribution and petrography of the pumice debris
imply that irreversible energy losses due to new surface and fusion
/' may be the main factors in producing the momentum dependence of
the sizes of craters in pumice.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Pyrex spheres 1/8 inch in diameter, iron cylinders 1/8 inch in
diameter, and polyethylene cylinders 20 mm in diameter were fired
at pumice blocks with light-gas guns (Charters and others, 1957;
Curtis, 1962) in an atmosphere of air or nitrogen at pressures from
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1 to 380 mm of mercury. The experiments were performed at the Free
Flight Range of the Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.,
under the supervision of E. D. Heitowit and D. E. Gault. Metal
and pyrex projectiles were mounted in nylon sabots which guided
the projectiles down the launching tube and were separated from
the projectiles after launch by aerodynamic drag. Projectile
velocities, determined to within • 0.01 km per sec by spark photo-
graphy, ranged from 3.95 to 7.66 km per sec, and projectile kinetic
i010 I0energies ranged from 0.288 X to 127 X I0 ergs. The projec-
tiles impacted planed target surfaces at normal incidence.
Pumice targets were obtained from the U.S. Pumice mine near
Lee Vining, Calif. The density of the pumice ranged from 0.48 to
3
0.76 g per cm . The pumice was banded and vesicular, with vesicles
ranging in size from 1.5 X 1.5 X 4 mr, to 0.02 X 0.02 X 0.27 ram. The
vesicles were alined parallel to the banding. The pumice was corn- !
posed chiefly of glass; a fraction of a percent consisted of micro-
lites. The pumice was composed of the following (in percent):
S iO2 75.7
AI203 13.0
Na20 4.0
K20 4.5
H20(+) .71
Fe203 .626
FeO .44
: Minor amounts ot MgO, H20(- ) , TI02, P205, and MnO were also present.
i Size distributions of ejected pumice, as well as fragmented pumice
! remaining in the crater, were obtained individually for six experiments.
The fragmented pumice remaining in the crater was removed by dumping the
loose material into water and gently washing out the crater. Standard
4 sieving screens and techniques were used in conjunction with settling
and centrifuging to obtain the size distributions of the debris. In-
_', dicated recoveries obtained by comparing the target mass loss with
4
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Imass recovered were between 85.3 and 98.1 percent for the experiments.
Losses were not confined to the finest portions since large pieces
adhered to the tape binding one side of the collection box and were
not recoverable.
Masses of pumlce fragmented and ejected were computed from:
(i) the weight lost by the target block after impact and (2) the
weight of recovered ejecta and fragmented pumice removed fret the
crater. Volumes were determined by computation from th_ masses !
and target densities, ii
DESCRIPTION i
Small craters in pumice resemble bottles; initial crater walls
are overhangs. The upper walls of larger craters are spall surfaces; )
their initial slopes are less than 50° . Steep crater walls and
overhangs are found below the spalled surfaces. Photographs
of craters in pumice have appeare.1 _ :eviously (Moore and others,
1964, p. 128-129). Depth to dimr_co_r ratios fo:" small craters are
near I to 0.6, whereas ratios for larger craters are near I to i.2. •
Comparison of the size distributions of ejecta and fragmented
i pumice from the craters reveals the presence of many spalled frag-
ments from the large craters and their absence in the ejecta and
fragmented pumice from small craters (compare figs. i and 2). The
histograms of the size distributions, however, suggest that the i
! fragmentation of the pumice was similar for sizes less than 2.8 to
5, 6 mm. Inspection of the coazse ejecta from the large craters
shows that many fragments have the flat surfaces of the planed face
of the target block and were formed by spalllng. Indeed, many of
{ these large pieces may be replaced in the crater in "Jigsaw puzzle"
i fashion. The mode in the histograms near O. 125 mm is probably
i related to the modal distance between vesicles in the pumice.
I Much of the ejecta is composed of aggregates of pumice thathave been intensely crushed and partly fused, but most fragments
are unaltered. Photographs of the aggregates of crushed and fused
I pumice have appeared previously (Moore and others, 1964, p. 140-143).
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Petrographic studies of the aggregates of crushed and partly
fused pumice show that about 25 percent of the eJecta and frag-
mented pumice from craters produced at the highest velocities is
composed of this material. In addition, the amount of crushed and
fused aggregate is nearly proportional to the projectile velocity./
CORRELATION OF DATA
The data were correlated by comparing projectile properties
with: (I) the sum of the masses of ejected pumice and fragmented
pumice removed from the craters, (2) the sum of the volumes of ejected
pumice and fragmented pumice, (3) the results of size-distrlbution
analyses, and (4) the results of petrographic analyses. No attempts
were made to correlate the ejecta, alone, with projectile propertie_
because of the erratic behavior of the eJecta.
Initial attempts at correlation were based on previous works,
such as those for craters in metals (Summers, 1959), for shaped
charges (Birkhoff and others, 1948), and for craters in rocks (Moore
and others, 1965). Subsequent refinements were made by trial and
error. For the two largest craters (table i), it was necessary to
account for spalling, wh_.h is vlrtualJy absent in the smaller craters.
Even this procedure did not remuce scatter, because one experiment
produced a very large crater (table I, MS-498).
Mass of ejected and fragmented pumlce.--Comparlson of the data
_ (see table I) on the sum of the masses of eJecta and fragmented
_ pumice removed from the crater with the kinetic energy of _he
projectile (corrected for the density ratio) revealed no simple
correlation (see fig. 3). Inspection of the data for pyrex
projectiles (fig. 3) suggested that some function proportional to
the projectile momentum might be appropriate.
A relationship between the ejected and fragmented pumice and _'
projectile momentum, which has been corrected for the projectile !
and target density ratio, proved to be a reasonable correlation of !
the data, provided that the effect of spalling for the largest
Ill "
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Table 1.--Data on hypervelocity impact craters in pumice
[All targets were pumice from Mono Cr,.ters, Calif.]
Target ProJ _c tile Cra_er
f _t c 'I • f ,
Material Kinetic Ejected and
Dens ity and Shape 2 Ve locity energy Depth total 3
No. (_) mass (g) and diam (kin per sec) (1010ergs) (cm) mass (g)
in.
SP732 0.67 Py, 0.0368 S, I/'=-8 6.49 0.775 2.9 1.4_nd
SP943 .52 Py, .0370 S, 1/8 4.33 .346 3.6 .60
2.43 ,
SP944 .55 Py, .0368 S, 1/8 5.31 .519 3.8 .46
3.25
SP945 .46 Py, .0367 S, 1/8 6.66 .815 3.2 2.08
3.22
SP946 .50 Py, .0369 S, 1/3 6.58 .80 3.4 1.98
3.82
SP947 .51 Py, .0368 S, 1/8 nd nd 3.5 .58
2.24
SP948 .48 Py, .0370 S, 1/8 6.74 .839 3.2 1.63
3.56
SP949 .48 Py, .0369 S, 1/8 5.22 .501 4.1 .95
3.21
SP950 .55 Py, .0369 S, 1/8 4.5 .376 3.2 .69
2.62
SP951 .50 Py, .0369 S, 1/8 3.9_ .288 4.0 .51
2.11
$r952 .47 £, .1248 C, 1/8 5.28 1.74 4.9 4.60
9.00
SP953 .52 I, .1264 C, 1/8 5.36 1.81 4.0 7.43
8.32
SP954 .55 Py, .0369 S, i/8 6.84 .86 3.3 1.68
3.70
SP955 .55 I, .1235 C, i/8 5.35 1.77 5.2 2.48
8.93
mr.
MS497 .76 Po, 4.25 C, 20 5.24 58.2 13.7 491
MS498 .76 Po, 4.33 C, 20 7.66 127 15.8 1,444.5
i
_Py, pyrex; I, iron; Po, polyethylene.
kS, sphere; C, cylinder.
3Total mass includes ejected mass and frapmntedmass removed from crater.
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Figure 3.1-Comparison of sum of ejected and fragmented pumice from
craters with the kinetic energy of the projectiles (corrected
for the density ratio).
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0craters was taken into account (,seefig. 4). The equation for the
line in figure 3 is:
Mf 106.26 o_i-|_i/8 m V= _-0 ' PP (])
t
where:
Mf = mass of ejecta and fragmented pumice from craters (grams)
p = projectile density (g per cm3) i
P
pt = target density (g per cm3)
m = projectile mass (grams)
p -
V = projectile velocity (cm per sec) i,
p " r
The exponent of the density ratio term was obtained by trial and
error using equations derived from those llke equation I:
Mf F p_ + 1/8
-_--= - 0.9 L-_t j v + 11.71p P (2)
where :
E = kinetic energy of the projectile (I0I0 ergs)
P
Mf = mass of ejected and fragmented pumice from crater (grams)
V
p = velocity of projectile (kinper set).
It was found that, for the density ratio term of equation 2,
exponents of 1/4 and 0 introduced more scatter of the data points
for the various projectile types than an exponent of 1/8 (see fig. 5).
However, the largest crater produced in pumice by a polyethylene
projectile could not be correlated with the terms used above. This
will be dlscussed later.
Volume.--Equatlon 1 can be recast to yield equations similar
to those used for cratering experiments in metals (Charters and
Sunmmrs, 1959). An equation which approximately fits the data is:
vo--q-= 18.5 v
P Ot p (3)
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from craters with the momenttun of the projectiles (corrected
for the density ratio).
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Figure 5.--Comparison of ejected and fragmented pumice and kinetic
energy of projectile with velocity c( projectile and density ratio.
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whe re :
Vp = velocity of projectile (km per sec)
Volf = volume of ejecta and fragmented pumlce
Volp = volume of projectile.
The correlation of the data (fig. 6) is reasonable, except for
the largest craters produced by polyethylene projectiles. The second
largest crater can be correlated if the material due to spal[i-g is
taken into account.
Size distributions.--Comparison c_ the volume of fragmented
pumice passing a screen with 1.0 mm openings and projectile properties
(fig. 7), yields an equation similar to equation 3:
r/ 0p _ 7/4 221/2
Vol passing 1.0 mm screen = 16.2 V i . (4)
_ 0t J P
Again, the largest crater which was produced by polyethylene does
not correlate.
The form of equation 4 also adequately dezcribes the volume of
fragmented pumice passing screens with 0. I0 and 0.043 mm openings.
For these screen sizes the consta__s become 11.5 and 6.3 respectively.
The size of openings in screens which will pass one gram of
fragmented pumice is nearly inversely proportional to the momentum
of the projectile (see fig. 8). No endeavor has been made in figure
8 to alter the density ratio exponent, since the relationship is
adequately illustrated. However, a smaller exponent would be appro-
priate as in equation 2.
Spa]ling.--Inspectlon of the size distributions of ejecta from
large and small craters in pumice (figs. I, 2) reveals that they
differ markedly in the coarse sizes. This is the result of spalling
in the larger pumice craters and the absence of it in the smaller
ones. Spalling partly accounts for the difficulty in correlating
the data. In figures 4, 5, and 6, the largest pumice craters,
which were produced by polyethylene projectiles, are each represented
by two points: one counting the spalls and one omitting the spalls.
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In all cases, the omission of the spalls im_rovea the correlation•
However, nothing seems to remove the scatter due to the largest
crater produced by polyethylene. Perhaps, some additional term,
which is dependent on size, is required (Moore and others, 1965).
A_re_ates of crushed and fused pumice.--Studies of the ejecta
indicate that a significant amount of material in the ejecta and
i
material removed from the craters is composed of aggregates of
crushed and fused pumice. The amount of aggregate is also pru_ ..-
tional to the velocity of the projectile. This result is consistent
with the results in equations 3 and 4.
DISCUSSION OF DATA
The results of the data on pumice are significantly different |
from those for other materials such as basalt and metals. For a
given projectile, the amount of pumice fragmented is proportional
to the square root of the kinetic energy of the projectile. This
is in marked contrast with craters produced by projectile impacts
in basalt, for which the ejected mass is proportional to the I.19
power of the kinetic energy of the projectile (Moore and others,
! 1965). For craters in metals, the volumes of craters are nearly
: proportional to the kinetic energies of projectiles, although
I some authors have reported a weak velocity dependence (Halperson,
1965). Ejected mass-projectile energy relationships for craters
in aluminum are somewhat like those in basalt (Denardo, B. P.,
personal coummn. ).
Energy losses due to irreversible heat losses and fragmentation
of the pumice account for the data on craters In pumice. The data
show that for a given projectile the amount of pumice ejected and
fragmented is proportional to the velocity of the projectile or
the square root of the kinetic energy of the projectile (eq i, flg.
4). Such a relationship was also found for the amount of debris
passing 1.0, 0.10, and 0.043 mm selvlng screens (eq 4, fig. 7),
as well as the amount of aggregate of partially fused and crushed
pumice.
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In their theory on impact crater formation, Charters and
Summers (1959) suggest that the effective deformation strength can
be computed. Although the Charters-Summers theory needs to be i
and can be modified to take into account the fact that momentum is
L
/ a vector quantity, it does have utility. The general implications
of their theory have been discussed by Gault and Moore (1965). In
addition, it has been successfully used to calculate effective
_ strengths of temporary craters in water produced by falling drops
of water (Moore and others, 1963). The theory also is ccnsistent
with the results of craters proouced by missile impacts in wet
and dry natural materials (Moore and Lugn, 1965).
The Charters-Sun, hers theory requires that the effective strength
of the target (Seff) be proportional to the ratio of the kinetic
energy of the projectile (Ep) and the crater volume (Volc):
E
_ S =...2_
eff ; (5)
Vole
I both sides of the proportionality by the
and, dividing target
_" density (0t) :
E
Sef__! = ...2-" (6)
Pt Mf
_, In equations 5 and 6, the term Sef_.__fhas the dimensions of ergs per .
Pt
gram and may be thought of as a specific energy of deformation, and
Mf iS the sum of the amounts of eJecta and fractured pumice removed
from the crater. For this interpretation of the data, equation 1
requires that: _
i' Self
= Ep _, (7) '_
Pt ._
for a given projectile and when spalling is neglected for very _
:_ large craters. Thus, the theory requires that the effective target _
_ strenth and deformation energy be proportional to the square root
%
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of the kinetic energy of the projectile, for a given projectile.
The result in equation 7 is in agreement with both the size
distribution and the amount of aggregate of crushed and fused
pumice. The amount of surface energy lost irreversibly should be
proportional to the amount of material finer than a given size
(excluding spalling). The variation of the amount of material
finer than 1.0, 0. I0, and 0.043 n_n sizes (eq 4, fig. 7) we _d ed
proportional to the projectile momentum for pyrex projectiles I_
impacting pumice. Thus, the surface _T_ergy lost irreversibly is
also proportional to the projectile momentum--a result consistent
with equation 7. The amount of crushed and partly fused pumice,
which is taken to represent irreversible energy losses, is also
proportional to the projectile momentum. This is consistent with
equation 7. Thus, the results using the Charters-Summers theory
to calculate deformation energy losses and effective target strengths
are in agreement with the expectations for these strengths and
energy losses using the data on slze distributions and petrographic
stud ies.
The density ratio term, L
Pt
J
ible energy losses due to fragmentation and fusion. Larger pres-
sures and larger volume changes would be attained for more dense
projectiles than for less dense projectiles wlth the same velocities.
In this case, irreversible heat losses would be larger for the
dense projectiles, and the exponent for the density ratio, -1/8, is
in the correct sense for equation 1 (see fig. 4). Unfortunately,
Hugonlots are not available for pumice, and refined analyses are
not possible at thls time.
The largest craters, which spalled, present a special problem.
Spalltng is virtually absent in the small pumice craters. The
results here are similar to those reported by Hartman (1959) for
drill-bit craters in synthetic aggregates. Hartman found that a
certain critical energy was required before spalling occurred. Such
a relationship is present in these data, but much more data are needed
to define it.
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sSUMMARY
Tbe sum of ejected material and fragmented material removed
from craters formed in pumice targets by hypervelocity impact is
proportional to the momentum of the projectile and 1/8 power of
the ratio of the target density and projectile density. This
result, which may represent a transition from low velocity to
hypervelocity phenomena, is in marked contrast with such data
on craters in most metals and basalt, which are essentially
energy dependent.
Size distribution and petrographic studies are consistent
with the results and indicate that irreversible energy losses due
to fragmentation and heating have produced the momentum dependency
of the amount of ejected material and fragmented material. +
Spalling produces larger craters than would be expected when
the kinetic energy of the projectile exceeds a certain value.
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COMPILATION OF DATA ON CRATERS PRODUCED BY EXPLOSIVES
By Francis G. Fobertson
INTRODUCTION
High-resolutlon photographs of the small-scale featur-_ of
the lunar surface taken by Rangers 7, 8, and 9 and Surveyor i show
that the topography of the moon is d,'-,_natedby shallow depressions
or craters. Most of the craters may be the -esult of impacts of
objects from space and ejects from otl,er craters. Thus, an under-
standing of craters is necessary for a clearer understanding of
the lunar surface, since it has been shown that craters produced by
projectile impact an_ by explosives are comparable (Moore and
others, 1964; Shoemaker, 1960).
The literature contains a _;_al_h ,>f information about craters
produced by chemical and nuclear explosives wi_h e_.ergles between
about 1010 and 1024 ergs. Previous data compilations do not include
the results of newer experiments, nor do they report all the quan-
tities of interest to the space scientist studying t_ moon. In
addition, most compil_._.s do not carefully examine _ariables
,.uch as rock and materie L properties•
For the reasons above, a new compilation h_ h_gun, using a
format modified from the most complete prev_o_s _:_.;ck,a compilation
by the U.S. Army (Sager and others, 1960). W!:_erepossible, their
work has been v_rified against original sources, as well as for
internal consistency. From their work and from other sources,
data on a total of 1,246 craters have now been collected for which
there is sufficient information concerning the explosive and the
resulting crater. The information has been further standardized
for recording on punched cards_ so that machine processing can be
used for sorting, plotting, and computational purposes•
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COLLECTION AND RECORDING OF DATA
Data were collected from available literature. The compilation
o_ the Army Corps of Engineers was used a_ a guide (Sager and others, _
19607, and their data represent the only available source for 745
craters.
The folIowing informa.'lon was recorded on worksheets and then
transferred to punched cards:
I. Agent producing :rater, chemical or nuc:_er explosive and type. -
2. Target material, rock and material type_ m_,isture content,
frozen or t,nfrozen, complex layering, etc.
3. Energy of explosive, measured in ergs using TNT equlvalent of
explosive as a standard measure.
4. Apparent volume of crater, volume of crater below original
ground surface, measured from topography of crater, includes
some estimates using apparent depth below original ground _
surface and apparent radius for calculation.
5. D_isplaced mass, the product of the density of the medium in
! which the crater was produced and the apparent crater volume.
Q
, 6. Apparent depth, the depth of the crater below the original ]
i ground surface.
! 7. A.)parent radius, the average radius of the crater; one-half the
; average crater dlmneter measured between crater walls at
original ground surface.
8. Rim height, the average height of the rim of the crater above
the orlglnal ground surface.
9. Rim radius, the average radius; one=half the average diameter
i measured between rim crests (note difference from apparent
rad lus).
10. Scaled depth, the ratio of the depth of burial of the explosive,
in feet, to the cube root of the weiFht of TNT equivalent of
the explosive, in pounds.
11. Item number, crater number in this compilatiou_ in order of
_ acquisition.
m mm_- ,-v---. • ,
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12. Source number, identification of reference.
13. Shot number, test number as reported in reference.
14. Charge weight, actual weight of explosive charge in pounds.
15. TNT equivalent, weight of TNT which has same energy release as
the explosive charge used.
16. Charge depth, depth of burial of explosive below original
ground surface.
17. True volume, volume of crater measured from the original ground
surface to the limit of fractu" in_.
18. True depth, depth of crater measured from the original grouno
surface to the limit of fracturing.
19. True radius, average radius of crater measured from the center
of the crater to the limit of fractured material at the original
ground surface.
20. _, slope of crater wall at the original ground surface.
Crater dimensions and explosive energies are recorded in cgs units
",, (centimeter-gram-second) on the punched cards, whereas scaled depths
and charge weights are recorded in units of feet and pounds as
I described, These quantities are expressed on the punched cards in
; terms of logarithms to the base i0 to facilitate plotting of the
i data, which cover a range of some 14 orders of magnitude. Scaled
depths are simply recorded as decimal numbers.
With the data so arranged, machine sorting of the punched
cards easily provides the results of craterlng experiments with
any desired characteristics. The data are then readily available
for machine plotting and computational purposes.
RESULTS
Examination of the data in this compilation reveals that: (i)
craters in very wet materials may obey different scaling laws than
those in dry materials over the whole energy range from 1014 to I022
ergs; (2) the difference in crater sizes as a result of moisture
content of the material is particularly distinct at energies near
129
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1015 ergs; and (3) sizes of craters produced by explosives with
1013e_ergies near ergs are strongly dependent upon cohesion and R'
rock t_pe of the material. Part of the data of the compilation is
graphically summarized in figure i.
Scaling la_s.--Comparison of displaced masses of craters
produced by explosives with zero scaled depth of burial in dry
allu_rium and soils with those produced in very wet material shows
that the scaling laws cannot be the same for these two classes of i
J
material (fig. I). The curve for craters in dry alluvium is much I
straighter than that for craters in the wet materials. The curve [
!for craters in wet materials seems to be composed of two distinct
these, for explosive energies above 1015 ergs, i
branches. One of
has a gentler slope than the curve for dry alluvium; and the other, !
14
for energies below I0 ergs, has a steeper slope than the curve
for dry alluvium, i
For the craters in wet materials plotted in figure I, the
moisture content exceeded about 15 percent for craters produced
14
by explosives with energies larger than i0 ergs. For the craters
produced by explosives with energies at 10TM 27 ergs (i.0 Ib TNT)
moisture content ranged from 5 to 22 percent.
The two largest craters reported in this compilation are
Castle I and Castle III. Because of difficulties in measuring these
two craters, the validity of the estimated displaced mass may be
in doubt. Castle I was not included in the plot, but the data for
Castle III seem more reasonable from consideration of the craterin8
experiment (Vaile, 1961), and Castle III was included as the largest
crater on the plot. In any case, the data for other large craters,
including the Suffleld Crater at 1019"3 ergs (Rooke and Chew, 1965),
are known to be valid.
Wet and dry materlals.--A more detailed plot of data from the
compilation is shown in figure 2. For these energy ranges, it is
clear that craters produced in very wet materials are significantly
larger than those in dry materials. Comparisons of this kind must
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be made carefully for materials within definite ranges of moisture
content to avoid confusing results. For this reason, this plot was
drawn for only the very wet and very dry materials.
Cohesion.--Cohesion and rock properties affect the sizes of
1013craters produced by explosives with energies near ergs (see
fig. 3). In all cases, craters in noncohesive materials such as
sand are larger than their counterparts in rocks and cohesive soils.
In addition, craters in cohesive soils tend to be larger than those
in hard rocks, except at scaled depths below about 0.4. This result
is consistent with data on hypervelocity--high-velocity impacts
i0I0using projectiles with kinetic energies near ergs (Moore and
others, 1964). Rock type apparently becomes less important at
higher energies, but the difference still exists (see fig. i).
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IMPACT METAMORPHISM
By E. C. T. Chao _,
INTRODUCT ION
The origin of many circular structures and craters such as ti_e
cryptoexploslve structures, located in nonvolcanic terrains, is often
obscure and difficult to ascertain. If the crater morphology is
well preserved, the crater geometry, the raised rim, and the type
and distribution of fragmental material can provide useful information
regarding its origin. If the crater is well exposed, then detailed
geologic mapping, geologic sections, and the structural features
and stratigraphlc sequence of the crater walls and rim can pro-ide
critical information regarding the mechanism of formation of the
structure. If the structure is buried, gravity anomalies and drill-
ing can provide useful and definitive information regarding its origin.
If the state of preservation of the structure is not perfect, results
of many of these studies are not always conclusive.
One of the most effective methods of investigating the origin
of circular structures or craters is the detailed study of the min- i
eralogical and petrographic changes of the rock material in which
the structure is located or excavated. Generally, this method is
effective for the study of large craters, in excess of 1,000 feet
in diameter. Nevertheless it has been shown to be effective in the
study of the Wabar crater of Ssudl Arabia, which has a diameter of
about 300 feet.
I \-Meteorite impact metamorphlam_is the change in rocks and
minerals caused by hypervelocity meteorite impact. The major
objective of study of this metamorphism is [to establish criteria
so that craters of meteorite impact origin can be distinguished
from circular structures of other origins. 7
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It is generally accepted that the occurrence of meteoritic
material associated with a circular crater structure in a non-
volcanic terrain is conclusive evidence of meteorite impact. Among
the craters which satisfy this criterion are the Meteor Crater of
Arizona, the Wabar crater near AI Hadida in east-central Saudi
Arabia, the Odessa crater of Texas, and the Henbury craters of
central Australia. Petrographic evidence derived from rocks of
these known meteorite impact structures may then be extended to such
structures as the Ries crater of Bavaria, south Germany (Shoemaker
and Chao, 1961), and the Lake Bosumtwi crater of Ghana (Littler
and others, 1962) where re_Ins of the impacting body have not been
conclusively identified.
This paper reviews and presents data on diagnostic criteria in
order to establish progressive stages or degrees of impact metamorphism.
The evidence presented is based on studies of materials collected
principally by the author from Meteor Crater, Ariz. ; Ries crater,
southern Bavaria, Germany;Lake Bosumtwi crater, Ghana; Wabar crater,
Saudi Arabia; and the Henbury craters, Northern Territory, Australia.
DIAGNOSTIC PETROGRAPHIC CRITERIA OF
HYPERVELOCITY METEORITE IMPACT
Unique microstructures, selective phase transitions, formation
!
of vitreous phases without evidence of viscous flow or vesiculatlon,
the occurrences of high-pressure polymorphs, and evidence of extremely
high temperatures are criteria considered by this author to be
characteristic of hypervelocity meteorite impact metamorphism.
Shatter cones as evidence of shock have been adequately discussed
elsewhere (Dietz, 1963).
Micros truc ture s
The occurrence of • 8insle set of megascopic, discontinuous,
tension fractures in the rock, the occurrence of multiple sets of
closely spaced planar fractures in quartz, and kink-bands in micas
are characteristic microstructures and worthy of careful study and
cons ideration.
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Fractures
Frac_re patterns are developed both in brittle minerals, such
as quartz, and in rock. Those developed in rock are megascopic
evidence of shock that can be readily observed in hand specimens, i
!
Megascopic fractures.--The impact metamorphosed sandstones from !
the Meteor Crater of Arizona, the Wabar crater of Arabia, and the
Henbury craters of central Australia show megascopically a single
set of parallel, discontinuous, sinuous tension fractures (fig. 1). i
IThese fractures are generally oriented at a steep angle to the
bedding whether the bedding was originally horizontal or moderately
dipping. The fractures are lenticular, a few tenths of a millimeter
to several millimeters in width and depth and up to a few centimeters
il
in length. The long axes of the openings are generally parallel |
to the bedding. In some rocks such openings appear to be concenrra- : ir
ted in certain beds, perhaps because of the grain size or the poros-
ity of those beds (fig. 1). These tension openings and their rela-
?
\ tion to beddl_,g are clearly observed microscopically (figs. 2, 6). _
Some openings cut across single grains of quartz (fig. 2). None i
of these cavities are coated by quenched products or fused vitreous
: 4
matter. The fractures are believed by the author to be orieuted
radially and perpendicular to the shock wave because the original
bedding was nearly horizontal, therefore only a single set was
formed.
4
In a more advanced stage, a pronounced set of fractures not
distinguishable from shear fractures occurs at steep angles to the
bedding. They have been observed only in strongly sheared Coconino
Sandstone and doloNitic Kaibab Limestone of the Neteor Cr._ter.
Tension fractures of tectonic origin are normally more conttnu-
_. ous and better defined and oc_lr in more than one set caused by fold-
i ins of beds. The minute scale, the single set, and the sinuous dis-
continuous nature of these openings are perhaps characteristic of
impact or shock compression.
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Figure 1.--Shocked Coconin_ Sandstone from Meteor Crater, Ariz.,
showing a set of discontinuous tension fractures nearly normal
to the bedding.
Figure 2.--Photomicrograph of shocked Coconino Sandstone showing
fractured quartz and the tension openings (whlte). The dark
areas consist of weathered slaws with some coesite. Reflected
light.
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mMicroscopic planar structure.s.--Quartz, which is normally free
of cleavage and parting, shows multiple sets of closely spaced
planar fractures and basal deformation lamellae in t_act metamor-
phosed sandstones and granitic rocks. Bunch and Cohen (19_) !
reported that fractures in quartz in Cocontno Sandstone from
Meteor Crater were oriented as follows (in decreasing frequency of
occurrences) : {10_1} or [0_1}, [0001], {11_2}, {.LOGO} and _11_0_}, and
[II_I]. Engelhardt and St_ffler (1965) described such planar structure
in quartz in some of the shocked granitic rocks from the Ries (fig. 3).
In decreasing frequency of occurrence, they are: {0001}, [10_3} and
{01_3], {I0_I] and [01_I], {I0_2] nd {01_2], {10_0] and {1_20],
[21_i] and [12_I], and {51_I]. Some of them do not have rational
l
crystallographic indices. Hultlple sets of closely spaced planar
fractures have not been observed in quartz from tectonicallymeta-
morphosed rocks. The significant differences between the planar
microstructures in shocked quartz and quartz deformed at ordinary
geologic strain rates have been described by Carter (1965). Shocked
quartz studied by Carter includes specimens from Vredefort Ring, m_,
South A_rlca; the Heteor Crater of Arizona; Clearwater Lakes, Quebec;
Ries, Germany; and from the Lac Couture and Brant structures of
Canada.
Kink-bands, !
Development of kink-bands in micaceous minerals from tectonites
is well known. Artificially produced kin_-bands in mlca from the i
Innsbruck mica schist have been analyzed (Turner, 1964). Kink-bands
are well developed in biotite from metamorphosed granitic fra_unents
in suevtta of the Riss. Both the kink-bands and the herringbone
texture in these biotites clearly indicate strong influence of
crystallographic orientation. The development of kink-bands te
most effective where the basal cleavase of th_ b_ottte is parallel
to the dlr$ction of hydrostatic or shock-wave compression, as demon-
strated by Turner(196A) and C_ings (1965). The nerrinsboue
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!Figure 3.--Photomicrograph of quartz with multiple sets of closely i
spaced planar fractures in a weakly shocked biotite granite
gneiss fragment in suevite; crossed nicols; Ries.
J #,_
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#
_igure 4.--Photomicrograph of a biotite showing herringbone texture
due to kinking from a biotite-quartz schist fragment; reflected I
lisht; 0tting quarry, Ries.
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texture (fig. 4) was also preferentlally developed in biotite
crystals with their basal cleavage nearly normal to the direction
of compression. Biotite crystals with basal cleavage normal to the
compression show little or no sign of kinking (fig. 5). Kink-banded
blotites occur in granitic rock and quartz-mica schist which exhibit i
selective shock transformation of minerals. They are nevertheless
not exclusively of shock origin.
i
Selective Phase Transitions I
If a given mineral or minerals of a rock have undergone phase I
R
[
transition and the remaining minerals are unchanged, the process is I
defined as a selective phase transition. It is a unique criterion
of shock and is prey--lent in specimens which have undergone impact I
metamorphism.
The best examples of selective phase transitions are the
mlcaceous sandstones from the Henbury craters of Australia and the
granitic rocks and blotlte-quartz schist in suevlte I of the Ries
crater of southern Germany.
A flne-gralned mlcaceous snadstone from the northeastern eJecta
blanket of the largest crater at Henbury shows visible discontinuous
tension fractures. The bedding is shown by the orientea elongated
grains of transformed quartz which lle nearly perpendlcular to the i
tenBion fractures (figs. 6, 7). Under crossed nlcols, all the
detrital quartz grains are isotropic. The index of refraction !
is 1.462, and X-ray studies of such grains show them to be glass.
The serlclte or flne-gralned muscovite, as well as a few scattered
grains of dettital feldspar, remain blrefrlngent and crystalllne.
The quartz grains have therefore been selectively transformed into
silica glass, but the original detrital grain boundaries and texture
are retained. I propose the term "thetomorphic" to describe such
silica glass. The word is derived from the Greek word "thetos,"
lira in i
1A rock which resembles a tuff-breccia but is of nonvolcanie
origin (Chao and Littler, 1963).
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Figure 7.--Same as in figure 6; crossed nicols showing that the
detrital quartz has been transformed to isotropic silica glass.
Muscovite in the matrix remained crystalline.
,%,
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Figure 8.--Photomicrograph of a moderately shocked biotite granite
with selectively shock-transformed thetomorphic silica glass (Si)
and thetomorphic plagioclase glass (pl). Reflected light. Au
F/dhle quarry near Halnfarth, Ries.
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meaning adopted, and '_norphe," form. The term can be used to describe
any glassy phase transformed by shock from the host mineral in the
solid state. The transformation of quartz accompanied by the lack
of reaction of the fine-grained micaceous matrix material suggests
a high pressure and low temperature history.
De Carli and Jamieson (1959) have shown experimentally that
quartz can be transformed to silica glass by shock at an estimated z
peak pressure of 360 to 600 kb. In the case of the Henbury mtcaceous
sandstone, the peak pressure may not.have been as high as suggested
by the above _experiment. The denser mica in the matrix however
may have reacted with the passage of the shock wave in such a manner
as to raise the local pressure and focus the shock effect into the
more compressible quartz which it surrounds.
Fine-gralned biotite granite fragments in suevlte collected
awl studied by the author from the Au M_hle quarry near Halnfarth
of the Ries, Germany, show the stone selective phase transitions
as the Henbury sandstone. Megascoplcally the shocked flne-gralned
biotite granite fragment is indistinguishable from a normal fine-
grained biotite granite. In thin sections (figs. 8, 9> the
granoblastic texture is well preserved. The quartz and plagioclase _
feldspars have been transformed to glass, whereas the biotite and
the fine-grained muscovite in the plagtoclase remain birefringent
and crystalline (fig. 9). The index of refraction of the thetomorphic
silica glass is 1.46, that of the water-clear thetomorphic feldspar
glass is 1.506. Neither of the transformed isotropic phases cause
diffraction of X-rays. Some biotite developed kink-bands and has
reduced birefringence, but all remains crystalline.
Milton and De Carli (1963) have demonstrated experimentally
the transformation of plagtoclase by shock into maokelynite, a glass
of identical composition. The plagioclase of the dynmnically loaded
gabbro in their experiment was transformed at an estimated pressure
of 250 kb.
n m n _ _nn _ _ ham n n
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JFigure 9.--Same as in figure 8; crossed nicols. Note the isotropic
thetomorphic silica glass and plagioclase glass. Biotite (b)
remained crys talllne.
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Figure 10.--Photomlcrograph of perthlte and myrmeklte glass in a
moderately shocked biotite granite. Note preservation of
/ perthltlc texture (on the left) and myrmekltlc texture (on the
right). Plain reflected light. Au M_le quarry near Halnfarth,
F
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4The impact-metamorphosed flne-grained biotite granite fragment
from Halnfarth has had a high pressure and moderately low temperature
history. The pressure may have been higher than that experienced by
the Henbury mlcaceous sandstone since in this case the plagioclase
has also been transformed. Similar selective phase transitions have
been observed in granitic gneisses, blotlte-quartz schist, diorite,
plagloclase amphlbollte, and other crystalline fragments in suevlte
from several quarries of the Ries where the quartz has been trans-
formed to glass and the biotite and amphiboles remain crystalline.
This author believes that the criterion of selective phase
transition ts an indisputable evidence of hypervelocity meteorite '_
impact or strong shock. It is characteristic of _isequilibrium
conditions at high pressure and low to moderate temperature, and is
perhaps a safer and more reliable criterion than the occurrence of
coesite in a specimen.
Formation of Vitreous Phases Without
Viscous Flow and Vesiculation
Isochemical transformation of a crystalline to an amorphous
phase in _he solid state without melting can be distinguished
from vitrification by melting and cooling. The vitreous phase
transformed in the solid state retains the fine internal texture
and external crystal forms and outline without being destroyed by
viscous flow or vesiculatio_ Such transformation is achieved
uniquely by shock.
Grains of perthite and myrmekite are present in the previously
described fine-grained biotite granite fra_nent from Hainfarth
(figs. 10, 11), The relative values of indices of refraetion are
consistent since the lenses of plagioclase glass in the perthite
ere higher in index than the matrix potassium feldspar glass, and
the ribs of silica glass in the u_cmkite are distinctly lower than
the matrix plagioclase glass. Although there are surely vohme
chanps in such transitions, these were not discernable mtcroscop-
_ _ phases I_y be dsas4w than _ of identical
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composition formed at i atmosphere. Work in progress will settle
this question.
Partial vitrification of plagioclase along compositlon-twin
planes is shown in figures 12 and 13. The thin bands of glass are
distinctly isotropic and lower in index of refraction than the
adjacent untransformed plagioclase. The twin planes _ppear to have
served as nucleation sites.
The formation of vitreous phases without viscous flow and vesi-
culation is typical of moderately high shock pressure a_d moderately
low shock-induced temperatures. Flowage and vesiculation are to be .
expected if the shock pressures and temperatures are _ery high. The
crystalline to vitreous phase transition must be extremely rapid,
so that little diffusion is permitted. The author believes that
reactions such as albite to Jadeite plus quartz which require
diffusion and time for reaction do not occur under condition,_ of
meteorite impact which probably lasted only a few microseconds to
a few seconds. Failure to find Jadeite in shocked feldspathlc
rocks from the suevite of the Pies substantiates .this opinion.
Occurrence of High-Pressure Polymorphs
The most widely known high-pressure mineral is diamond from the
ktmberlite breccia pipes of Africa. Lipschutz and Anders (1961)
first suggested that diamonds in the Canyon Diablo iron meteorite
_ere formed by shock upon impact with the earth during the formation
of the Meteor Crater of Arizona. A few weeks later coesite was found
_n the shocked Coconino Sandstone (Chao and others, 1960). Still
later, stishovite, a higher pressure polymorph of SiO 2 than coesite,
was discovered in coesite-bearing Coconino Sandstone (Chao and others,
1962). Very high pressures are needed in order to form these polymorphs
an the laboratory (Coes, 1953; Boyd and England, 1960; Stishov and
Popova, 1961| Ringwood and Seabrook, 1962; Wentorf, 1962; Sclar and ---
Others, 1962). It therefore seems evident that the occurrences of
such high-pressure polymorphs are diagnostic criteria for meteorite
148
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Figure 13.--Same as in figure 12; enlarged view of the partlally !
transformed plagioclase. The narrow bands of glass have dis-
tinctly lower index of refraction than the adjacent plagioclase.
Reflected light.
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Jimpact, since they are found in siliceous sediments occurring at
shallow depths and are associated with craters in nonvolcanic
terrains,
Since natural coesite was first discovered, in Meteor Crater,
it has been found in the Ries crater (Shoemaker and Chao, 1961), the
Wabar crater (Chao and others, 1961), the Holleford Crater in Canada
(Bunch and Cohen, 1963), the Lake Bosumtwi crater of Ghana (Littler
and others, 1962), and in the circular structur_ of Lake Mien (Swen-
f
son and Wickman, 1965). Coesite has also been reported from the
Kentland structure (Cohen and others, 1961) and the Richat structure L
!
l
of French West Africa (Cailleux and others, 196¢). The last two I
occurrences are unconfirmed, i
Although all these occurrences of coesite are in rocks assoc- i
tated with a circular structure in a nonvolcanic terrain, and may
therefore be of meteorite impact origin, it is not a foregone
conclusion that coesite may not occur in a tectonic environment
formed by concentrated shearing stress. Coesit-_ has not been searched
foe as extensively in tectonic breccia and shear zones and volcanic
explosive craters as it has been in suspected meteorit" crater structures.
This author therefore regards the occurrence of coesite as evidence
of high pressure but not infallible evidence of meteorite impact.
The formation of stishovite requires hydrostatic pressures in
excess of 75 kb. Because of such high pressures and the thermal
and mechanical instability of stishovite, Skinner and Fahey (1963)
concluded that its occurrence on the surface of the earth must be
considered very compelling evidence for meteoritic impact. It has
so _ar been found only at Meteor Crater, Ariz., and Ries crater
(Chao and Littler, 1963; l_drz, 1965).
Both diamonds (De Carli and J_nieson, 1961) and stishovite
(De Carli and Milton, 1965) have been successfully synthesized
by explosive shock. The estimated pressures of formation for
diamonds are about 300 kb and for stishovite 150-280 kb.
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Ev±dence of Extremely High Temperatures
Evidence of extremely high transient temperatures produced by mete-
orite impact can be derived either from the fus._on of the impact body I
or the fusion of the minerals of the target rock or both. It is !
well known that globules, spherules, or spheroids of nlckel-lron,
a few microns to millimeters in diameter, were formed and embedded
in the fused glass or impactite as a result of impact-fusion of the .r
impacting body, such as the Canyon Dlablo iron _eteorite or the
Wabar iron meteorite. The fusion of refractory minerals in impact-
he,ted rocks has been studied less extensively.
Nickel-iron sphez_11es and spheroids from the soll from Meteor
Crater, Ariz., are enriched in nickel as well as in phosphorus
and sulfur (Mead and others, 1965). Nickel-lron spherules from the
impactites of Wabar crater are enriched in nickel (Larson and o_.hers,
1964). Metallic spherules have also been discovered in the P.les
glass (Chao, 1963; SchHller and Ottemann, 1963, E1 Goresy, 1964),
and from Lake Bosumtwi (El Goresy, 1966). Nickel-iron spherules
were also discovered in tektites (Chao and others, 1964). The
: occurrence and formation of all these nickel-iron spherules are
i attributed to fusion of the body by impact. The melting temperature
of iron with 7-8 weight percent Ni is about 1,500°C (Hansen and
0
Anderko, 1958).0 The form and quenched textures indicate that the
Meteor Crater and Wabar spherules have been melted. The etretched
silica glass inclusions in the Ries and tektlte glass indicate
even higher temperatures. Such high temperatures aze generally
not attained by natural events within the earth's crust,
i As a result of the renewed interest in the origin of the Ries,
the impactites from there are being studied by _everal laboratories.
• The occurrence of droplets of once-molten rutile, globules of
pseudobrookite, the occurrence of baddeleyite a_ a melting Froduct
of zircon (El Goresy, 1965), spherules and stringers of troilite
: (El Goresy, 1964), and abundant stretched lechatelierite inclusion,
are all suggestive of high te_eratures. Similar features have
!
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also been observed by the author (unpub. data) and by E1 Goresy
(1966) on the impactites from Lake Bosumtwi. Precise estimates of
temperatures are no_ possible; however, as the temperature range
of stability of silica glass is greater than 1,728°C (Schick, 1960),
the estimated temperature rise should be around 2,000°C.
The petrographic evidence presented and reviewed has led us a
long way towards solving the mystery of the origin of many circular
structures on the surface of the earth. The evidence of shock-
produced, closely spaced planar fractures in quartz and kink-bands
in biotite, the evidence of selective solid state phase transitions
in shocked biotite granites, the presence of coesite and stishovite,
the presence of metallic spherules and the presence of fused and
decomposed refractory minerals indicating an extremely high tempera-
ture environment, all point to a meteorite impact origin for the
Ries. Much similar evidence points to the same origin for Lake
Bosumtwi.
PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF METEORITE IMPACT METAMORPHISM
The ejecta from meteorite impact craters presents a rare oppor-
i tunity for studying the sequence of phase changes of a single
I mineral species, and an opportunity to observe textural and chemical
changes of a specific rock type resulting from different pressures
and temperatures. Preliminary results of such studies are presented
here.
Sandstone Series
The sandstones from Meteor Crater, Wabar crater, and the
Henbury craters illustrate the progressive stages or increasing
degree of impact metamorphism. Evidence of high pressure and low
to moderate temperatures is listed in columns 1-3 of table i.
Evidence of very high temperatures is listed in column 4. The
impactites of Meteor Crater, Ariz., represent a glass probably
derived from mixtures of sandstone and dolomitic limestone. They
do not belong in the sequence of shock-metamorphosed Coconino Sandstone.
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The criteria applicable to the advanced stages ol shock or
impact metamorphism of sandstones follow closely the degree of
shock transformation of quartz. Evidence of shock first appears
where the quartz grains show multiple sets of closely spaced plana_
fractures visible microscopically in parallel reflected light.
This is followed by complete shock transformation of quartz into
thetomocphic silica glass of index of refraction of 1.46. The
transformation occurred in the solid state since the details of
the quartz grain boundaries and textures are preserved. This type
of transition is similar to that which occurred in the experiment
on single quartz crystals by De Carli and Jamieson (1959). A
higher degree of shock is indicated by the occurrence of coesite
along the grain boundaries and the appearance of _tishovite in
localized areas of high pressure. In the intensely metamorphosed
sandstones, the residual shock-induced temperature was so high
that the high pressure phases were destroyed, resulting in a rock
with a high percentage of silica glass with little or no coesite
or stishovite.
Granite and Granitic Gneiss Series
Granite and granitic gneiss fragments in the Ries suevite
show various degrees of impact metamorphism. Five hand specimens
illustrate increasing degree of shock (fig. 14). Specimen A is
a weakly shocked granite gneiss from suevite from the Otting quarry.
It contains chiefly chloritized biotite, plagioclase feldspar,
potassium feldspar, and quartz. Quartz shows multiple sets of
closely spaced planar fractures (fig. 15). The gneissic structure
is well displayed. Specimen B is a moderately shocked biotite
granite gneiss with thetomorphic silica and feldspar glass
and crystalline biotite (fig. 16); the same phases occur in
moderately shocked biotite granite (figs. 8, 9). Specimen C is a
moderately strongly shocked granite gneiss which is visibly
vesicular in hand specimen. Coesite is easily observed optically
in the silica glass (figs. 17, 18). The gneissic Jtructure is just
__ 154
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Figure 14.--Hand specimens of granitic gneiss fragments in suevlte
from the Ries crater showing the various degrees of impact meta-
morphism: A, Weakly shocked| B_ mod(rately shocked; C, moderately
strongly shocked; d_ strongly shocked; and E, intensely shocked.
2
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Figure 15.--Photomicrograph of a weakly shocked granite gneiss
showing quartz with closely spaced planar fractures. Otting
quarry, Ries.
I
, _:_
FIEure 16.--Photomlcrograph of a moderately shocked granite gneiss
showing silica glass (Si) with stringers of recrystallized quartz,
and slightly vesiculated turbid plagioclase glass (P1). Reflected
llght, Ottlng quarry, Ries.
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Figure 17.--Photomlcrograph of a vesicular moderately strongly
shocked granitic rock with silica glass (Si) containing stringers
of coesite and vesicular feldspar glass (PI). Iron-oxide-rich
glassy material lines the large vesicles. Reflected light.
= Otting quarry, Ries.
Figure 18.--Photomlcrograph of a grain of silica glass (Si) with i_
aggregates of coesite (C) with high refringence, low bire_rin-
8ence. Plain reflected light. Otti_ quarry, Ries.
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perceptible. Specimen D is a strongly shocked granite gneiss
which locally contains a brown glass with well-developed flow
structures (fig. 19). Specimen E represents an intensely shocked
material. It is a sparsely vesicular dark glass with scattered
angular mineral fragments which were captured by the glass and
inclusions of stzetched lechatelierite (fig. 20). The mineralogic
and petrographic characteristics of these five specimens are
stumarized in table 2.
Sequences of other crystalline rocks such as biotite-quartz
gneiss, diorite, and plagioclase amphibolite can also be classified "-
into degrees of impact or shock metamorphism on the basis of the
shock damage and phase transitions of the associated minerals.
In summary, the various shock effects inquartz in the Ries
material are represented as follow with increasing degree of
shock:
I. Weakly shocked quartz with multiple set -f closely spaced
planar fractures, normal optical properties.
2, Weakly to moderately shocked quartz with anomalous blaxlal
optlcal properties, lower mean index of refraction and
lower birefrlngence than normal quartz and partlal phase
transition to sillca glass.
3. Moderately shocked quartz, complete transformation from quartz
to thetomorphlc sillca glass in the solid state,
4. Moderately strongly shocked quartz, represented by sillca
glass with numerous stringers of recrysta11ized alpha quartz
and traces of coes lte,
5. Strongly shocked quartz, represented by nonvesicular silica
glass containing abundant aggregates of coeslte awl some
traces of stlshovite (not observed optlcally).
6. Intensely shocked quartz, represented by irregular, embayed, to
severely stretehod lechateltertte.
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Figure 19.--Photomicrograph of stro_igly shocked granitic rock
showing patches of mixed glass with well-developed schlieren
(g) and relict inclusions of silica glass (Sl), with stringers
of coesite (C). Reflected light, Otting quarry.
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Figure 20.--Photomlcrograph of intensely shocked granitic material
showing glass with sparse mineral fragments, well-developed
schlleren, and severely stretched and coiled lechateller_te
inclusions. Reflected light. Ottlng quarry, Ries.
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IPlagioclase feldspar shows similar chal_ges with increasing shock:
i. Weakly to moderately shocked plagiociase with closely s_mced
planar fractures and partial transformation from a crystalline
to glassy state along and across twinning lamellae.
2. Moderately shocked plagioclase, represented by complete trans-
/
formation in the solid s_ate from crystalline to thetomorphf_
glass with inherited details of cleavage and grain boundaries.
3. Moderate to strongly shocked plagioclase, represented possibly
by a dense plagioclase glass.
4. Strongly shocked plagioclase, represented by vesiculated
plagioclase glass.
5. Intensely shocked plagioclase, represented by vesicular glass
with pronounced flow structures.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE SEQUENCE OF PHASE TRANSITIONS
AND ESTIMATED PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES
DURING PASSAGE OF A SHOCK WAVE
The shock equation of state of natural material may depend
upon its modal mineral c_,nposltion, bulk specific gravity or poro-
sity, grain size, matrlr., and crystallographic orientation and
textural )ayering. Under a given peak shock pressure, the com-
pleteness of transformation of a given phase probably depends on
its density, compressibility, grain size, crystallographic orienta-
tion, and the geometry or the interlocking nature of the adjacent
associated minerals and their compressibility. It is particularly
important to know the shock equation of state, for example, of
lplagioclase of a certain composition in a matrix of amphibole
crystals in a plagloclase amph_bolite rock, so that the peak
pressure and the residual temperature in the plagloclase with the
passage of strong shock can be calculated. Identlcal information
is needed for the prediction of shock effects in terms of phase
transitions for the amphibole in a matrix of plagloclase feldspar.
In a similar manner, for a biotite granite, the shock equation of
state of quartz in a matrix of feldspars and biotite of that
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particular granite should be known, fo the author's knowledge,
there are no experimental data on the shock equation of state of
crystalline rocks for which the peak pressures and the correspond-
ing residual temperature have been calculated.
Detailed mineralogi¢ and petrographic studies of the shocked
crystalline rocks in suevite from the Ries show that the pressure
and temperature histories reflected by any single mineral species
are independent of the chemical composition of the associated i
minerals. Chemical reaction by diffusion is at a minimum under !
such transient nonequilibrium conditions, llence, the mineral
ifacies concept of Eskola will not be applicable to rocks with
shock histories. This is true particularly if the sh ck pressures
were high but the induced residual temperatures were low. Coesite
has been found only within silica glass a.... ever outside it. It
has never been found in a shock-transformed albitic plagioclase
as a product of the reaction coesite plus jadeite, for example.
Where temperature was high, as in some of the glasses in the suevite
of the Ries, the high-pressure phases were largely destroyed,
except for relicts or inclusions of silica glass with aggregates
of coesite. Under these circumstances, diffusion of iron oxide into
the mixed glass, and the decomposition and melting of refractory
accessory minerals such as ilmenite, rutile, and zircon are observed
(El Goresy, 1964, 1965).
Detailed data of the shock effects in individual rock-fGrming
minerals and associated minerals up to 1,600 kb and 2,500_C, were
presented by the author at the symposium on shock metamorphism on
natural materials held at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md., April 14-16, 1966. The data should appear in the symposium
volume of that conference.
l
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It,'_ACTMETAMORPHIC FEATURES IN METEORITES
AND TEKTITES AND THE STUDY
OF RETURNED LUNAR SAMPLES
The study of impact metamorphism not only helps in resolving '-!
the origin of cra_er structures, but also is of value in determiniD_ [
the effect of ruclear devices on natural materials. ;_
Features in meteorites have also been attriSuted to shock by
collisions (Fredriksson and others, 1963)_ It is also recognized
that impact shock aff_,cted the concentration and distribution ef
rare gases in meteorite_ (Fredrlksson and De Carll, 1964; Peter
Signer, oral commun., 1964). Equally significant, though co,.,tro-
versial, is the origin of diamonds in meteorites (Carter and Kennedy,
1964; Anders and Lipschutz, 1966). The evidence of shock in meteor-
_, ires is of particular interest because ,_tmodifies our uaderstanding
of the size and history of breakup and accretion of .-rimary and !
secondary bodies and of the cooling or heating cycle of meteorites., _
\ Lunar material recovered on earth as the result of e_ection of such i
fragments by large meteorite impacts should also bear evlden_e of
shock.
. The study of impactltes has greatly improved the understanding
of the mechanism of formation of tektites (Chao and others, 1964). __
Although there is no proof that tektites are of lunar origin,
aerodynamic evidence ;ndicates that it is a serious possibility
(Chapman, 1964). It is easy to recognize the ,,osslble importance
of the widespread occurrence of vesicular aria glassy mater!a1
on the lunar surface. Photographs taken by Lunlk IX and Surveyor
I encourage this belief. Whether th-. glassy l_nar surface material
formed by consolidation of extruded lunar ma_a, or is due to
cosmic radiation or solar proton bombardment or to neteorite impact
shock, the study of shock or impact metamorphism should provide _.
basic data for comparison as well as the identification of constit-
uent phases of shock ozigin in the study of lunar samples.
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NICKEL-IRON SPHERULES FROM THE AOUELLOUL GLASS OF
MAURITANIA, AFRICA "_i
By E. C. T. Chao, E. J. Dwornlk, and iJ
Cellne W. Merrill
The origin of the Aouelloul glass "s a subject of current I|interest to investigators studying terrestrial meteorite impact
glasseq (impactites) and tektites of possible lunar origin. The
!Aouelloul crater, 350 m in diameter in Ordoviclan sandstone, isat fat 20°15' N. and long 12041 ' W. in Mauritania, Africa. It was
first described by Monod and Pourquie (1951). The associated
Aouelloul gl, ss occurs around the crater and has been described
by Smith and Hey (1952). Later studies of the Aouelloul glass
have been mostly on specific aspects (Barnes, 1963; Cohen, 1958;
Senftle and Thorpe, 1959; Cohen and Anania, 1960; Z_hringer, 1963;
Wagner, 1966; and E1 Goresy, 1965), none of which reveal much about
the origin of the glass.
Although the Aouelloul gl:-3s is associated with a well-develop-
ed and well-preserved crater, its origin is uncertain. The problem •
is threefold: (i) Is the Aouelloul crater a genuine meteorite
crater? (2) How did the Aouelloul glass form? and (3) Was it
derived from the underlying bedrock of the Aouelloul crater?
Several useful and diagnostic m_.neralog|c and petrographic
criteria for the identification of meteorite craters have been
developed in recent years (Chao, in preparation). Among the
criteria pertinent to the study of the origin of the Aouelloul
glass are (1) the characteristic microstruc::,'res of minerals formed
by shock at extremely high strain rates, (2) the occurrence of$
high=pressure polymorphs, (3) the occurrence of nickel-iron
_pherules, and (4) evidence of the breakdown of molten products of
refractory accessory minerals. So far only baddeleyite, derived
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from decomposed zircon, has been reported from the Aouelloul glass
(El Goresy, 1965). This paper reports the occurrence of nickel-
iron spherules in the Aouelloul glass.
In February 1964, one of us (Chao) accompanied by Prof. Th.
Monod, visited the Aouelloul crater in Mauritania, Africa. In
addition to a reconnaissance geologic study, more than 2,000 pieces
of the Aouelloul glass were collected for detailed mineralogical,
petrographic, and chemical studies. Nearly i00 of the medium to
large (2-5 cm long) Aouelloul glass samples were sliced into wafers
0.5-1 rmn tbick. Each wafer was then examined under the binocular
and petrographic microscopes in search for nickel-iron spherules
and inclusions and structures of special interest. Since none of
the sandstone and quartzite samples collected at the crater show
any macroscopic evidence of shock or impact metamorphism, it was
hoped that some of the inclusions deeply embedded in the Aouelloul
glass might contain high-pressure phaseP or bear evidence of shock.
Approximately 600 wafers of Aouelloul glass were examined
microscopically. Thin sections were made of 20 selected wafers,
and polished sections of an additional 30 wafers. Nickel-iron
spherules were found in several wafers of a single Aouelloul
glass specimen, which also contains a partly fused sandstone
inclusion 4-5 rmn lorg.
Figures 1 and 2 show the occurrences and the shape of the
nickel-iron spherules in the Aouelloul glass. They range from
about 0.2 _, the limit of resolution of the optical microscope,
to 50 g in diameter. Those spherules larger than 20 U are only
partly spherical, with many protuberances. Those smaller than
20 _ are _imost perfectly spherical. Figure 1 shows two of the
largest spherules recovered so far. Each has a jagge_ side thus
giving the impression that they were torn apart from a larger
molten _lobule and then quenched.
17o !
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Figure l.--Photomicrograph of polished wafer showing two partly
spherical nickel-iron spherules. Incident light.
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Figure 2.--Phctomicrograph of small ntckel-iron sphe_ule concentrated i:
in _ narrow band of glass. Incident Iight, polished wafter.
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The nickel-iron spherules are clearly concentrated in narrow
lenses or layers of bluish-gray to gray glass. The gray glass
ranges from wisps or stretched lenses a few microns in width to
bands as much as 1 ..n wide that extend through the length of the
entire specimen. This discrete distribution of the spherules is
_he principal reason why they are so difficult to find. Each gray
lens or band is in turn embedded in a thin sheath of colorless
glass within the normally brown Aouelloul glass (fig. 3). Under
X 1,000 magnification, literally thousands of nlckel-lron spherules
Iare visible lh a band of gray glass. Most cf these are less than
0.5 _ in diameter. Viewed in incident light, the spherules sparkle I
llke the stars in the Milky Way. ._
Bc
More than 50 spherules have been studied optically. Of these, I
i0 are larger than 20 p, and more than half are larger thav 5 p.
Unetched polished sections of these spherules are pale yellowish
white in reflect6d light and are isotroplc. These properties are
consistent with nlckel-lron. Nital etching of two large spherules
revealed clrcular and slightly polygonal grain boundaries of
kamaclte within the spherule. No other phases were detected.
Several spherules were extracted from the glass for X-ray
study. They are strongly magnetic, nearly perfectly spherical,
silvery white, and bright and shiny. One of these measuring
about 35 N in diameter was mounted on the tip of a blank X-ray
spindle and X-rayed in a Debye-Scherrer camera. The pa_tern shows
a small mmber of rather sharp spots in both the front and back
ceflecting regions, indicating that the spherule contains a small i
number of crystals. The pattern, however, can easily be identified i
as kemacite or _-iron with a unit cell of a = 2.865 A + 0.005. i
Eleven spherules, all larger than § N, were analyzed by an
electron microprobe using analyzed ksmacite from the Canyon Dtablo
iron meteorite with 7.0 percent Nt as a standard. The. results
were not corrected for absorption and fluorescence, because the
matrix effect is similar to that of the standard used. The analyst,
172 i
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IFigure 3.--Photomicrographof an Aouelloul glass wafer with a hole
in it showing the discrete occurrenceof the nickel-ironspherules
in three _enses (black areas) within a sheath of clear glass (white
areas bordering the black) in the matrix brown glass (gray). Each
dark l_ntlcular area .ontains thousands of nlckel-lron spherules.
Transmittedlight.
I
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show that the spherules consist mostly of iron, with a nickel con-
tent ranging from 1.7 to 9.0 percent (table 1). These analyses are
similar to those of nickel-iron spheroids recovered from the Meteor
Crater of Arizona which rar_e from 2 to 24 percent Ni (Me_..i, Littler
and Chao, 1965). The analyses are consistent with a meteor_.tic
origin for the spherules. We therefore conclude that the occurrence
of nickel-iron in the Aouelloul glass is proof that the Aouelloul
crater is a genuine meteorite crater.
Table l.--Ni content of Ni-Fe spherules from the Aouelloul _lass
Spherule No. Diameter (_) Wt p.ercent Ni
1 39 1.9
2 50 2.2
3 26 2.6
4 10 7.O
5 6 2.6
6 18 3. I
7 13 4.8
$ 21 2.9
9 25 2.2
10 9 1.7
11 10 9.0
E
Note.--Excitation voltage 2.5 kv, specimen current 0.01 _a.
Not corrected for absorption and fluorescence. Precision of the
analyses i8 within 5 percent of the amount present.
Can we be sure that Aouelloul glass is not a tektite of pos-|ible lunar origin, since tektites also contain nickel-iron spherules
of comparable nickel content (Chao, Dwornik and Littler, 1964)? As
pointed out by Chao in his study of nickel-irou spherules and the
variation o£ iron content in tektites (Chao, _963), i_on must be
ox/dis@d before it can be dissolved in a silicate _,lt. Furthermore,
17&
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mBrett (1966) has reported that the matrix glass inun¢|latelysur-
rounding nickel-enrlched nickel-iron spherules in terrestrial im-
pact glasses commonly shows pronounced enrichment of iron, pro-
bably sassed by oxidation in the atmosphere and diffusion before
the glass was completely cooled. Although the lack of iron en-
richment in the glass does not prove vacuum conditions during,its
formation, which would be required for a lunar origin, the presence i
of such enrichment i_ strong evidence for formation i_ an oxy_en-
Irich environment (Brett, 1966).
Electron microprobe _1,aly_esof the iro_ content along a traverse I
across the gray glass, clear glass, and the brown matrix glass were
made. The standards used consisted of an analyzed moldavite with i
1.35 percent Fe, an analyzed australite wlth 2.73 percent Fe, and
an Ivory Coast tektite wlth 5.06 percent Fe. Because of the com-
parable amount of iron and _imilarlty in matrix, no correction for
abr_rption and fluorescence, etc., was made. Table 2 shows clearly
that the various p_.ts of the gray glass in _,:_ichthe nickel-iron
spherules were embedded contain n,ore iron than th,.brown m.trix
Aouelloul glass. In one spot analyzed, the gray _lass contained
twice as much iron a_;the brown glass. The iron content of the
brown matrix glass, i.8-2.0 percent, agrees well with data on
four Aouelloul glass samples, analyzed by X-ray flouresce'ice(Chao,
Merrill, Cuttitta, and Annell, I_66). the Iron content of the
sheath of clear glass around the gray glass is below thc limit
of detection.
In order to determine whether the enrichment of Iron in tne
spheru',e-bearing gray glass is due _o discrete disseminated nickel-
Iron spherules or to d£ssolved iron, optlcsl and X-ray studies were
made. Several bands of the spherule-bearln_ gray glass with a sheath
cf colorless glass and attached brown matrix glaL's were carefully cL :.
out and crushed into small frasments. Chips of gray glass that
under X 150 magnification showed no nickel-iron spherules and gray
175
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ITable 2.--Fe content of gray glass (containing Ni-Fe spherules), clear
glass_ and matrix Aouelioul $1ass
i
Spot position analyzed Percent Fe
In gray
glass i. 20_ to right of spherule 8 2.8
i
2. Between spherules 8 and 9 4.0 _
3. 20_ to left of spheruie 9 3.2
4. 5 _ 2.6
5. 30 _ 2.0
In c lear _:
glass 6. 70 _ < .2 _
_. 95 _ < .2 '_
In brown
Aoue iiou i :_
glass 8. 125 a 1.9
\ 9. 155 _ 2.0 -_
iO. 195 a i. 8
11. 260 a i. 8
\ 12. 325 a 1.8
Note.--Excitation voltage 25 kv, specimen current 0.01 _a. Not
F corrected for absorption and fluorescence. Precision of the analyses
is within 5 percent of the amount present.
IThe distances listed for 4 through 12 are traverse distance
from spherule 9 toward viewer and across the boundaries of the gray
>_ glass, clear glass, and the brown matrix Aouelloul glass. •
glass with visible spherules were mounted on top of separate blank
spindles and X-rayed for 24 hours with a microfocus X-ray diffrac-
_ tion unit. The specimen with spherules yielded a film that showed
_ a weak but clear reflection at d = 2.02 A for kamacite; the other
_ showed no reflections.
_ Under the microscope, the boundaries between the gray glass,
the colorless glass, and the brown matrix glass are very sharp.
: Two types of colorless glass are present: One has an index of
refraction of 1.465 + 0.002 and is nearly pure silica; the other
has an index of 1.473 + 0.001. The matrix brown glass has an
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iindex of 1.479 + 0.001. Some of the gray glass tends to splinter
into elongated lenses and rods. They show notable birefringence,
which indicates compression, a feature consistent with impact
origin. Other gray glass fragments are completely isotropic and
show no strain. Discrete nickel-iron particles are disseminated
irregularly in the gray glass; certain parts are almost free of
them. The gray glass has a much higher index cf refraction (1.504
+ 0.001, fig. 4). This rise in index could not be due to the
presence of discrete nickel-iron particles. It must be the result
of incorporation of dissolved oxidized iron from the meteorite i
This fact and the enriched nickel content in one of tlle Isource.
spherules (9 percent Ni) with respect to normal kamacite of iron !
meteorites, indicate that the fusion event took place in an oxidiz-
ing environment SUCh as the earth's atmosphere (Brett, 1966).
The brown Aouelloul glass contains many partially digested
and undigested sandstone inclusions. It must have been molten during
the cratering event. Since its gross chemical composition is
nearly identical with that of the underlying Zli sandstone (Chao,
Merrill, Cuttitta, and Annell, 1966), we believe that this glass
is derived from the Eli sandstone. We also believe that it was
fused by a meteoritic impact and, thus, that much of the iron
content in the Aouelloul glass is of meteoritic origin. The
gray glass is derived from addition of r,ickel-iron to a silica
glass fused perhaps from either the Zli sandstone or the OuJeft
quartzite (Chao, Merrill, Cuttitta, and Annell, 1966). These
discrete lenses of hlgh-silica glass were en_.11fed by the more
abundant brown glass during the violent event of the formation i
of the Aouelloul crater.
The Aouelloul glass is similar in texture to some tektites.
Like these it contains numerous lechatelierite inclusions. In
co_osition, however, it is nearly identical with the Zli sandstone _
which underlies the crater. Its geographic distribution is re-
stricted to the immediate vicinity of the Aouelloul crater. We
conclude from the evidence presented that the Aouelloul glass is an
t_actite of terrestrial origin and is not a tektite.
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Figure 4.--Photomicrograph of a fragment of spherule-bearlng gray
glass (a) with an index of refraction N of 1.504, surrounded by ++
clear glass (b) with N = 1.473, and clear glass (c) with N = 1.463. +
Black spots in the gray glass (a) are nickel-iron spherules. Trans-
mitted polarized light, grain in,nersed in oll with N = 1.491.
P
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LARGE-SCALE PLANE WAVE SHOCK EXPERIMENTS
DESIGNED FOR SAMPLE RECOVERY
I 1
By T. J. Ahrens, D. D. Keough,
and D. J. Milton
Several petrographic features ascribed to shock during impact
events have been reproduced by subjecting rock speclmens to explo- I
sive shock loading in the laboratory. In a typical experiment !
(Milton and De Carli, 1963), specimens of gabbro the size and shape
!of a small coin were enclosed in a steel container and shock loaded
by impacting the assembly with a steel flying plate accelerated by
a plane-wave generator. The pyroxenes of the gabbro remained crys-
talline, whereas the plagioclase underwent a solid-state transfor-
mation to glass (maskelynite). The product closely resembles the
rare meteorites of the shergottite class and plutonic rocks from
the Clearwater Lakes and Ries craters that are presumably shock
metamorphosed. The principal difference between the experimentally
shocked gabbro anA shergottite is the intense brecciatlon of the
gabbro, th_ result of interaction of shock waves originating at
interfaces and boundaries of the specimen and its container. A
problem more serious than poor correspondence to the natural
environment is that considerable uncertainty is introduced into
calculation of the pressure and temperature history of the multiply
shocked laboratory specimen.
It would be advantageous to perform experiments on a semi-
infinite rock target (such as a smooth-surfaced outcrop) in which
the shock can dissipate without reflections. Another advantage of
a large-scale in situ experiment is that the rock may be subjected
to shock pressures of longer duration than the several microseconds
now possible in the laboratory. The longer thm scale of such
-- • i i
ipoulter Laboratories, Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif.
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experiments would more realistically simulate the shock loading
associated with the impact of meteorites with planetary surfaces.
Planarity of the shock front is critic_! in the design of the
_ experiment. We expect that if a sufficiently p]anar shock wave
is induced into a homogeneous rock, radial material flow should
not take place, so that a crater would not form and shock-metamor-
phosed rock would remain in place for post-shot sampling.
An experimental assembly designed at Poulter Laboratories of
the Stanford Research Institute produces a planar shock wave and
an associated relatively planar particle velocity flow field over
an area of nearly half a square meter. Such an_assembly is expected
to deliver a peak shock pressure on the order of 250 kilobars for
perhaps I0 microseconds with a reasonable weight of explosive. The
explosive configuration should allow the pressure profile induced
in a given rock type to be later measured in the laboratory (using,
for example, a tombstone-sized sample of rock) and to he calculated
using a one-dimensional time-dependent computer code. Techniques
have been developed and are currently being employed at Poulter
Laboratories for measuring shock-wave profiles in rocks and other
solids (Berstein and Keough, 1964; Keough and others, 1964; Keough,
1964). The artificial viscosity type of computer code used to
describe the shock propagation in space and time resulting from
the interaction of a detonating high explosive with a solid such
as a rock was described by Erkman (1965).
The assembly (figs. 1, 2) is an adaptation of the '_nousetrap"
plane wave generator. A sheet-metal geodesic surface covered by
: sheet explosive serves as a line initiator (Erkman, 1959). The
i detonation wave originates at the apex and reaches all points on
the opposite edge of the geodesic surface simultaneously as a llne
wave, which detonates a plane sheet of explosive. The detonation
i of this sheet throws an aluminum plate against a pad of explosive
in contact with the target. The mousetrap angle between the flyer
plate and the explosive pad (fig. 1) is chosen so that the sum of
r 182
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Figure 2o--Prototype exploslve assembly on firing mo, md_ Calaveras
Test Site.
i
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time required for the shock front to reach a point on the flyer
plate and the time of fllght of ti_ point of the plate is constant
for all points. Thus the explosive pad is detonated slmultaneously
over its entire face by simultaneous impact of the flyer plate,
and a planar shock wave is transmitted into the target.
Two assemblies have been tested at the Calaveras Test Site
of SRI. In the first (figs. i, 2), sheet explosive 0._.inch thick
was used to cover the geodesic surface and to drive a 1/16-1nch
aluminum flyer plate against a 2_,X24Xl/2-inch pad of Composition
S explosive resting against a Plexlglas plate. The flash produced
as the shock wave reached the air trapped between the explosive
pad and the Plexlglas was recorded by a smear camera as viewed
through 15 sllts (fig. 3b), in positions corresponding to the dark
llnes of figure 3a. The smear camera also recorded the flash from
a segment of the sheet exploslve between the geodesic surface and
the flyer plate (this portion of the smear photograph is omitted
in fig. 3c). In addition, eight pin contacts were placed on the
sheet exploslve just above the fl--er plate to record the time
of detonation electronically. The slope of the streaks in the
smear-cemera record (fig. 3c) indicates the closure time, which
depends on the mousetrap angle. In this case, the angle was 0.9 °
O. 15° smaller than it should have been for s lmultaneous detona-
tion of the Composition B explosive pad. The spacing and the
irregularities of the streaks indicate other deviations from
sinmltaneity of detonation in the explosive pad. Serious departure i
occurred in the upper few inches of the pad. The cause may have
been either air resistance to the flyer plate where its path is
longest or interference by the shock wave propasated in the air
from the explosive of the geodesic surface. Over the larger part i
of the explosive pad_ however, the detonation was (allowing for
the effect of the mousetrap angle error) instantaneous within
1 mlcroseeond. The sane limits were indicated for detonation of
the sheet explosive above the flyer plate by the smear photograph
and the pin switch record.
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iIn the second experiment, a heavier (1/8 inch) flyer plate
accelerated by a thicker (0.4 inch) sheet of explosive was used to
overcome the air resistance, the geodesic was turned over so that
the flat explosive-covered surface lay against the styrofoam
support, and the mousetrap angle was corrected. In this experiment,
detonation instantaneous within ! I microsecond occurred over the
entire explosive pad. This gives a satisfactorily planar wave,
and the design of the explosive assembly is regarded as complete.
A site on Bear Ridge, Fresno County, in the Sierra Nevada has iJ
been selected for the field experiments. Glaciated outcrops of [
granodiorite provide smoothly curved convex surfaces on which
experiments can be placed about 30 feet from any visible vertical !
joints. Horizontal sheeting isunusually wide spaced in the area--
the first major sheet fracture is probably at least 15 feet down.
Since the outcrops are rough on a scale of I or 2 inches, it will
be r:ecessary to grind the target area _o a plane.
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INFLUENCE OF STRESS HISTORY ON LOW-TEMPERATURE
THERMOLUMINESCENCE OF HALITE
By Carl I{. Roach
INTRODUCTION AND AC_iNOWLEDGMENTS
A study of thermoluminescence characteristics of rocks from !
several geological environments was started by the U.S. Geological I
Survey in May 1961 to investigate the extent to which thermolumines- !
! '
cence could be used to determine the temperature, radiation, pres- 1
J
sure, and chemical history of rock-forming minerals. It was soon
discovered that some rocks exposed at rock quarries, terrestrial
meteorite craters, and along large fault systems where they had
been exposed to unusual shock or stress histories had different
thermoluminescence characteristics than the same rock bodies in
nearby localities that had been subjected to less stress. This
relationship made it desirable to study the influence of stress
history on thermoluminescence properties of common rock-forming
minerals. Although several different rock types have been studied,
this report will discuss only the results of a study of the influence
of stress history on low-temperature thermoluminescence of halite
(rock salt).
Laboratory triaxial testing procedures were used to stress
samples of halite at low strain rates, and laboratory shock-loading
techniques were used for obtaining high rates of strain. Through
cooperative arrangements with the Advanced Research Projects Agency,
U.S. Department of Defense, and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
thermolumlnescence studies were made of the effects on surrounding
halite (rock salt) of two underground nuclear explosions conducted
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
This research program was conducted on behalf of the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, U.S. Department of Defense, whose support
the author greatly appreciates.
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The author is especially indebted to Mr. Lorin R. Stieff
(Headquarters, U.S. Air Force) and to Mr. Theodore George (Advanced
Research Projects Agency) for handling all field support and logistics
requirements for the study of the Gnome and Salmon underground nuclear
explosions. The Laue back-reflection X-ray photographs were graciously
provided by Dr. Richard Barton, Colorado School of Mines, and most of
the low-temperature thermoluminescence glow curves were prepared by
Mr. Gordon R. Johnson, U.S. Geological Survey. Mr. T. S. Sterrett
!
supervised the drilling operations for obtaining the subsurface cores.
THEORY OF THERNOLUMINESCENCE
!
Thermoluminescence is the light, or radiation, emitted by some
minerals as they are heated from a convenient low temperature (usually
room temperature or lower) to a higher temperature that is below the j
temperature of incandescence (Curie, 1963; Leverenz, 1950). The
thermal energy supplied during heating causes electrons to move from
electron traps, where they are in a metastable excited state s to
luminescence centers where the electrons undergo deexcitation and
assume a lower energy state. The light emitted is a result of the
drep in energy level that occurs as the electrons move from electron
traps to luminescence centers.
Thermoluminescent minerals may undergo excitation by receiving
thermal, optical, high-energy ionizing radiation, mechanical, or
chemical forms of energy. Excitation by these methods may provide
enough energy to raise some electrons into the conduction band and
allow them to migrate through the crystal and eventually become
trapped in electron traps. Electron traps are formed by several
types of crystal imperfections that have the ability to localize an
electron at an excited energy level. At least six types of primary
imperfections may serve as electron traps: (i) phonons, (2) free
electrons and positive holes, (3) excitons, (4) vacant lattice sites
and interstitial atoms, (5) foreign atoms in either interstitial
or substitutional positions, and (6) structural dislocations (Gray,
190
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1957). Each of these crystal imperfections, or combinations thereof,
may be important in electron trapping. Electron trapping is a fun-
damental process for storing energy in electronically active solids,
but the physical details of the process are not completely known.
Most thermoluminescent minerals have some of their electron
traps loaded as they exist in their natural environment. The
percentage of electron traps that are loaded, or occupied, is
controlled by the geological or physical history of each mineral, i
IIn applying thermoluminescence techniques to the study of shock- I
or stress-induced changes in solid-state characteristics of rocks,
!
the investigator is concerned with the degree to which the mechanical
and thermal energy associated with a high-energy shock or stress !
wave will change either the total number of electron traps or the
number of filled, or occupied, electron traps. Thermoluminescence
measurements of equivalent shocked and unshocked samples is the
method used to determine how a shock event will alter the number of
occupied electron traps in a rock or mineral. The degree to which
a shock event will alter the total number, or population, of electron
traps in a rock or mineral can be estimated by first filling all
traps by means of irradiation methods and then comparing thermolumines-
cence measurements of the shocked and unshocked samples.
THERMOLUMINESCENCE MEASUREMENTS
Thermoluminescence is studied most conveniently by the "glow
curve" technique. A glow curve is a graph showing intensity of
thermoluminescence, in relative units, as a function of temperature
while _he sample is being heated. The U.S. Geological Survey is
currently obtaining glow curves by heating samples through two
ranges of temperature: "high-temperature" glow curves are obtained
by heating samples from room temperature to 400°C, and "low-tempera-
ture" glow curves are obtained by heating the samples from the
boiling point of liquid nitrogen (-195.8°C) up to the temperature
of melting ice (0°C). Only low-temperature glow curves are dis-
cussed _n this report, because the hlgh-temperature thermolumlnescence
191 J
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of halite has not been found to vary diagnostically with shock.
Low-Temperature Glow Curves
Low-temperature glow curves are made by lowering the tempr
erature of the specimen to the temperature of liquid nitrogen
(-195.8°C), loading or filling the electron traps by X-ray excitation,
and heating the specimen to 0°C.
The sample holder used to obtain low-temperature glow curves
Iis a cylindrical brass chamber consisting of two parts that can be
joined in such a way as to allow the chamber to be evacuate4 (fig.
I). The sample holder is used in the following manner: The specimen
is inserted into the sample holder, the two pieces are joined, and
the chamber is evacuated to a pressure of about I00 microns of
mercury. Next, the evacuated chamber containing the specimen is
immersed in a dewar flask that is nearly filled with liquid nitrogen.
The temperature of the specimen is monitored by an iron-constantan
thermocouple that is inserted into the bottom of the sample holder
and is encased in ceramic tubing outside the holder for protection
during handling. After the thermocouple reading indicates that
the sample has been at liquid-nitrogen temperature for about 2
minutes, the sample is subjected to X-radiation through the mica
window at the top of the chamber. The time of exposure of X-
"j
radiation varies considerably with the mineral being studied.
Halite was X-rayed at 80 kilovolts and 15 milliamps for 15 seconds, i
After X-ray excitation, a photomultiplier tube (RCA No. 6655A),
iwith a peak response in the visible near-ultravlolet region, ismounted vertically above the mica window; then the dewar is removed,
exposing the base of the sample holder to a Jet of heated air. The
air Jet is supplied by a blower-type resistive heater that is
mounted at a fixed position beneath the chamber. The light, or
radiation, emitted during heating is detected by the photomultlplier
tube, amplified, and fed into the Y-axls input of an X-Y recorder.
The electrical potential of the iron-constantan thermocouple in t
the sample holder drives the X-input of the same recorder. Thereby,
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Figure 1.--Sa=ple holder for obtainin8 low-temperature glow curves.
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the intensity of thermolumlnescence is automatically plotted against
the rise in temperature of the sample, producing a low-temperature
glow curve (fig. 2). Although the apparatus is simpie in design,
the reproducibility of glow curves is very good.
Glow curves of halite samples studied to date have one prom-
inent peak that occurs at about -95°C (fig. 2). A secondary peak
on most glow curves occurs near 0oC, and minor peaks of much lower
intensity occur between the main peak and liquid nitrogen tempera- i
Iture. Since all these peaks behave in the same way relative to
stress history, only the main peak is used as an indicator of |
[intensity of stress on the halite. Thin wafers of halx;:e with
parallel sides were used for thermoluminescence measurements. The !
parameter used for comparing thermolumlnescence of solid wafers
i
was determined by dividing the peak intensity of thermolumlnes-
cence of the main peak by the area of the wafer. !
Auto luminographs
Previous research by the author has revealed that high-energy
shock will induce enough thermolumlnescent traps in halite so that
its low-temperature thermolumlnescence will expose a nearby film.
Photographs obtained by utilizing the light emitted from minerals
during the thermoluminescence process are known as autoluminographs
and have been previously described by Baskerville and Kunz (1904),
by llmori and lwase (1931), and by Brown (1933) Autoluminographs
are especially valuable because they allow one to determine the
distribution of thermoluminescence with respect to microscopic
!crystallographic features. Since it is of great importance to
learn as much as possible about the physical characteristics of
shock-induced thermolumtnescence, an apparatus was developed for
obtaining high-resolution low-temperature autoluminographs of thin
wafers of halite•
The photographic technique for obtaining the autoluminographs
is as follows: Thin wafers of halite are cooled to the boiling
point of liquid nitrogen (-195.8°C), X-rayed for 60 eeconds at a
194
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Figure 2.--Low-temperature glow curve of halite from Project Gnome,
Carllbad, N. Mex.
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distance of I0 inches from the source of X-rays, placed in a
light-tight chamber, and heated to room temperature in much the
same manner as for obtaining low-temperature glow curves. The
thermoluminescence emitted from the samples during heating exposes
a Polaroid film, and therefore produces a photograph of the thermo-
luminescent area. The photograpnic equipment consists of a Polaroid
model MP-3 copy camera with a 75=mm Biotar f-l. 5 lens mounted back-
ward on the lens board, and staudard-ler.!th extension tubes between i
the lens and the light-tight sample hold:.,.,o obtain varying magnifi- I
cations. The f- opening is varied to su1*. the intensity of thermo- i
luminescence. Polaroid type 47--3000-_peed print film is used. ! "
Selected polaroid prints can be photographed to obtain clear nega- J
tives from which duplicate prints aze obtained. !
EXPERII4ENTAL STUDIES OF S_£OCK- AND STRESS-INDUCED
LOW-TEMPERATURE THERMO..U_INESCENCE IN HALITE
, Experimental studies were conducted to determine, under known
conditions, if the low-temperatur_ thermolumine_cence characteristics a
' of halite could be significantly altered by a shock or stress event.
In a typical laboratory experimer-t, a cylindrical core of previously
unshocked halite from the site of the Salmon underground nuclear
• explosion near Hattiesburg, Miss,, was used for a shock-loading
e_.perlment. The core sample had a diameter of 5.0 inches and a
length of 10.0 inches. A No. 6 electric blasting cap was tied
securely to one end so that the length of the blasting cap was
parallel to the axis of the core sample (fig. 3). The core sample !
was shock loaded b_ detonating the elctrtc blasting can after
' the core had been immersed in a container of sand to confine the
exp los ioI_.
After detonation of the electric blasting cap, the core wa_
sawed in a direction normal to the core axis to obtain disks at
varying distances from the shocked end of the core sample. These
disks, as sawed, were approximately 1/4 inch thick. "i_,edisks
were trimmed to obtain a square plate, 1 square inch in area,
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from the central part of the original core. The central part of the
disk was selected for study to eliminate the outer edges of the
core cylinder, which may have been shocked or stressed during drill-
ing operations when the core was obtained. The thin plates were
then hand lapped on fine emery paper to avoid harsh treatment during
preparation of the wafers. The wafers were hand lapped slowly on
the emery paper to an average thickness of about 0.1 inch. Low-
temperature glow curves were obtained from each thin wafer of the
shocked halite in the manner previously described. Comparison of
glow curves of the shocked samples with glow curves of unshocked
samples revealed that shock derived from the detonation of the
electric blasting cap induced significant amounts of low-tempera-
ture themoluminescence in the halite near the point of origin of
_hock (fig. 3). The shock-induced thermoluminescence did not exte_d
beyond about 3 1/2 inches from the point of origin of shock. Results
bf numerous experiments not discussed here show that if homogeneous
Specimens are used for shock-loading experiments of this kind, the
shock-induced thermoluminescence decreases exponentially a_i contin-
uously with distance from point of origin of the shock. However,
if the shock-loaded specimen contains prominent physical irregulari-
ties such as open fractures, stylolitic seams, or thin layers of
contrasting mineralogy, the shock wave may interact with these
physical features in such a way as to modify slightly the shock-
induced thermoluminescence gradient. These relations suggest
that the shock loading experiment was scaled properly inasmuch as
the shock-induced thermoluminescence did not extend to the end of
the core. Had the shock wave been reflected from the free surface
t
at the end of the core specimen, perturbation effects would have i"
been introduced. This shock-loading experiment provided direct
evidence that a high-energy shock wave alters the low-temperature
chermoluminescence of halite from the Salmon site, and suggested
that an underground nuclear explosion in the rock salt at the
Salmon site would alter the low-temperature thermoluminescence of
the adjacent halite. Similar shock-loading experiments on natural
198
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halite specimens from other localities and on artificially grown
halite crystals produced similar results.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Laboratory in Denver, Colo.,
conducted triaxial compression tests on eighteen 5-inch-diameter
pre-shot cores of rock salt from the Dribble (Salmon) site (U.S.
Bur. Reclamation, 1962). These tests were conducted for the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission to determine the shear-strength character-
latics of the _alt in terms of the equation of Mohr's envelope. A i
low-temperature thermoluminescence measurement was made on a speci-
men obtained from each of the 18 cores to determine if the stress
history associated with the trlaxial compression tests affected the
thermolumlnescence properties of the halite, and if affected, whether
the changes in low-temperature thermoluminescence were proportional
to the nmgnitude of the princlpa] stresses generated during the
compression tests. The triaxial compression and low-temperature
thermolumlnescence data for the salt cores are stmmmrlzed in table
I. Inasmuch as the average background low-temperature thermolumin-
escence of unshocked and unstressed Dribble halite is about 6.5 units,
all triaxial compression tests induced some low-temperature thermo-
" luminescence in the Dribble halite. However, no simple and con-
sistent relationship was found between the mount of low-temperature
thermolumlnescence of the halite and the magnitude of either the
lateral or axial pressure to which the halite was subjected. Auto-
luminographs revealed that the induced low-temperature thermolumin-
escence had an extremely variable distributlon within the stressed
cores and seemed to be most concentrated along fractures where fail-
ure occurred or at places where certain crystals were favorably
oriented to receive the maximum stress under a given set of pressure
conditionu (fig. 4). The size of the thermoluminescence specimen
Was very small relative to the volume of the cores tested triaxially.
and therefore a simple and consistent relationship was not found
between the amount of stress-ind_tced low-temperature thermolumin-
escence and the pressures generated during the triaxial tests. The
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Figure 4.--Autoltuninographs of Dribble halite subjected to triaxial
compression by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
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Table I.--Triaxial compre=sion and low-temperature thermoluminescence
data for USBR test cores of Dribble halite
Specimen No. Lateral S3 Axial SI Thermoluminescence Remarks
(depth in feet) (s_ (psi) (.relative units)
2392 0 3,487 ii
2359 0 3,586 17
2438 0 3,630 19
2663 500 8,272 65
2366 500 8,627 106
2253 500 8,627 78
1683 i,500 13,501 68
!
2669 1,500 13,359 16
2269 i,500 13,572 49
1697 2,500 17,877 23 Sheath ruptured.
2680 2,500 17,877 12 Do.
2294 2,500 17,877 12 Do.
_ 2689 3,500 20,474 i00 Do.
2337 3,500 20,616 i0 Do.
1701 3,500 20,901 34
2346 5,000 22,661 21 DO.
1726 5,000 23,373 13 Do.
2695 5,000 23,088 38 Do.
m m n •
S3 = unit lateral pressure on specimen.
SI = actual unit axial pressure on specimen.
random orientation of halite crystals within the cores and highly
anisotropic distribution of surfaces of failure mean that many of
the thermolumlnescence specimens were taken from positions poorly
located for studying the relationship between low-temperature
thermolumlnescence and the magnitude of the principal stresses to
which the cores were exposed. Stress-induced low-temperature
thermoluminescence studies of single crystals of halite are planned
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to see whether a simple relationship does in fact exist between
maximum pressures of triaxial compression tests and the stress-
induced low-temperature thermoluminescence of halite.
Unconfined compressive tests were conducted on specimens of
Dribble (Salmon) halite to determine the minimum stress difference
necessary to initiate stress-induced low-temperature thermolumines-
cence. These tests indicated that, under unconfined compressive
conditions, a stress difference of about 750 psi was sufficient to I
i
initiate stress-induced low-temperature thermoluminescence and also i
I
to exceed the yield strength of the halite. The yield strength of 1
halite can be defined as the maximum stress difference at the begin-
ning of large deformation by plastic flow. i
These experimental studies indicate that both shock waves and
\
relatively slow rates of applied stress accompanying triaxial
compression tests significantly alter the low-temperature thermo-
_ luminescence of halite. From these results, it would be expected
that stress waves generated by underground nuclear explosions in
_ halite would induce low-temperature thermoluminescence in the
halite near the explosion, and that its magnitude would tend to
decrease exponentially with distance from the point of origin of
_ shock.
PROJE__ GNOME
On December ]0, 1961, a nuclear device was detonated in rock
salt in an underground tunnel at the Gnome site, about 25 miles
southeast of Carlsbad, N. Mex. (fig. 5). The total yield of this i
nuclear device has been estimated at 3.0 ± 0.75 kilotons (Weart,
1962). The nuclear detonation, known as the Gnome event, was the
first experiment of the Plowshare Program for the peaceful uses of
atomic energy. The technical objectives were to test the feasioility i
of recovering heat and certain isotcpes from an underground nuclear i
explosion in rock salt, and to measure resonance neutron activation.
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Figure 5.--Index map showing location of Gnome site.
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The author participated in Project Gnome to determine if strong
shock waves associated with the detonation of an underground nuclear
explosion would significantly alter the low-temperature thermolumi-
rescenoe of enclosing halite, as was suggested by previously conducted
shock-loading and triaxial testing experiments on halite.
Geologic Setting
The nuclear device was detonated at the end of an 1,100-foot-
long tunnel, 1,184 feet below the ground surface (fig. 6). The
detonation took place in the Salado Formation, of Permian age, |
which consists principally of rock salt (halite) with minor amounts I
of interbedded anhydrite and polyhalite. The rocks penetrated by
the Gnome shaft are briefly described in table 2.
The upper part of the Salado Formation is known as the leached !
member, and is approximately 60 feet thick in the vicinity c" the
Gnome site. The leached member consists mainly of reddish-brown
to gray-green clay and silt with minor amounts of interbedded gypsum
and anhydrite. The Salado Formation is separated from the overlying
Rustler Formation by a disconformable contact.
The remainder of the Salado Formation consists of well-bedded
halite with minor amounts of interstratified thin beds of argilla-
cecushalite, polyhalite, anhydrite, and clay. The halite ranges
in color from clear through pink to reddish orange. The orange color
is mainly dependent on the amount of polyhallte that is disseminated
in the halite. Some of the beds of halite contain appreciable amounts
of disseminated and banded clay that ranges in color from reddish
brown to greenish gray. Several thin beds of dark-reddish-brown
polyhalite, which contrast markedly with the adjacent lighter colored
beds of halite and are continuous over a large area, are very useful |
I
as marker beds in the Gnome area. One such polyhallte bed (marker
bed 121) is 9.0 feet below the point of detonation of the nuclear
device and is especially useful in placing the stratlgraphic posl-
tion of post-shot samples of halite with respect to the point of
origin of shock of the nuclear detonation. The Vaca Trlste Sandstone
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Figure 6.--Ceolosic section showing rocks penetrated by the Gnome ._
shaft and tunn._l, l_:ltft.ed £r_ Card, Cooper, and otherl (1962).
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Table 2.--Generalized stratlgraphlc section of rocks exposed in the
Gnome shaft
[Modified from Gard, Cooper, and others, 1962]
Depth below Thick-
Age Uni__._t Lithology surface hess
(feet) (feet)
=
Recent Alluvial bolson Unconsolidated 0- 43 43.0
depos its. sand.
Pleistocene(?) Gatuna Formation Friable sandstone 43- 92 49
and conglomer-
ate.
Late Permian Dewey Lake Thin-bedded 92- 294 202. I
Redbeds. silts tone.
Do. Rustler Formation:
Forty-niner Chiefly gypsum 294- 361 67
Member. and anhydrite.
Magenta Dolo- Silty dolomite 361- 382 21 i l
mite member.
Tamarisk Member Chiefly anhy- 382- 496 114
drlte and
gypsum.
Culebra Dolo- Dolomite 496- 524 28
mite Member.
Lower member Chiefly clay 524- 651 127 !
and silt,
with some
gypsum and
anhyd r i ._e.
Do. Salado Formation:
Leached member Chiefly clay- 651- 709 58
stone and |
siltstone. !
Unleached part Chiefly impure 709-1,202 493
halite rock,
with some
anhydr ire,
polyhalite, and
silts tone.
(Bottom of shaft.) i
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Member of Adamq (1944) is a good marker bed about 160 feet above the
shot point and serves as a :onvevlent reference point for locating
samples vert_ally above the nuclear detona_.ion. The Union anhydrite
of local usage, about 45 feet below the shot point, serves as a good J
marker bed for locating post-shot samples vertically below the shot
point.
In the vicinity of the Gnome site, individual beds in the
Salado Formation strike N. 89° E, and dip less than I/2° N. The
constant attitude of the Salado beds facilitates greatly the lateral I
!correlation between pre- and post-shot drill-hole samples. Inasmuch
as lateral facies and attitude variations within the overlying Rustler
Formation would complicate the accurate correlation of pre- and post-
shot samples, all samples selected were from the Salado Formation.
\
Low-temperature thermolumlnescence measurements have been made for
several of the rock units above the Salado Formation, but the data
obtained are inconclusive because pre- and post-shot samples\
cannot be accurately correlated.
Shock- Induced Low-Temperature Thermoluminescence
r
of Rock Salt at Gnome Site _
Me.thods of stud_ "
Low-tenrperature glow curveu of stratlgraphically equivalent
pre- and post-shot samples of hallte were compared to de._ermine if
hlgh-energy shock derived from the Gnome event caused significant
changes in the thermoluminescent characteristics of the halite in £
the Salado Formation. All samples used were obtained from drill
core of pre- and post-shot drill holes. Pre-shot samples were
obtained from the S.l_ 1 pre-shot drill hole (figs. 7-9). The S.R.
1 recovery hole was drilled about 2 1/2 to 3 years prior to the
Gnome event for the purpose of evaluating geologic conditions at _
Cround Zero. Post-shot samples of halite were obtained from four
post-shot drill holes (fig. 7).
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JSamples for thermoluminescence studies were obtained by sawing
disks from the drill cores in the manner previously described. OnJy
relatlvely pure halite specimens were selected, and these samples i
were taken from each relatively pure halite layer in the core. I
I
_!esults of study ' __
Background low-temperature thermoluminescence of the halite in
the Salado Formation was determined by obtaining a glow curve of i
ieach sample taken from drill core of the S. P_ I pre-shot drill hole.Some difficulty, however, was encountered in trying to obtain tom- |
_letely unstressed samples, because all core available for these
studies had prevlously been split, by other investigators, from its
original diameter of 3 1/2 inches by the use of core splitters. It
had previously been established that significant amounts of low-
temperature thermoluminescence could be induced in the halite by
moderate to severe crushing action. Samples from the core segments
that had not been stressed during the drilling activities or the
Core-splitting operation were selected for pre-shot studies.
Autolumlnographs were prepared for each sample from the pre-sho!
hole to determine if any low-temperature thermoluminescence had been
artificially induced in the samples by the core-drilling or core- _
handling operations. The autoluminographs indicated that some pre-
shot eamples had anomalously high thermoluminescence that could be
attributed to preparation of the samples. Autolumlnographs showed !i
low-temperature thermoluminescevce (1) adjacent to the original core
surface (probably induced by the stress created during drilling
operations) (f_. 10), (2) immediately adjacent to some of the
core-_iittlng surfaces; and (3) in the holes, or negative crystals,
filled with the fine halite powder created during grinding or polish-
_tg (the fine powder created during pollshing operations is hlghly
stressed). Pre-shot samples whose autoluminographs indicated anomal-
oiasly high themoluminescence of these types were excluded from
consideration when natural pre-shot background thermoluminescence of
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Figure lO.--Autoluminograph of pre-shot halite showing low-temperature
thermoluminescence along edge of core that was induced by stress
created by diamond core bit, Project Gnome.
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halite at Project Gnome was determined. Autoluminographs of normal
pre-shot samples indicate that the true background thermoluminescence
is not intense enough to expose the film. Studies of unshocked or
unstressed halite from other localities indicate that the above
procedure was completely justified.
The amount of low-temperature thermoluminescence induced by
shock of the Gnome event was determined by comparing the intensity
of the main peak of glow curves of pre- and post-shot dri11-hole i
t
samples near Ground Zero (figs. 8, 9). Within about 200 feet radial i
I
distance of the Gnome shot point, all samples have significant amounts
)of shock-induced low-temperature thermoluminescence (fig. 8). Samples
of radioactive halite were not studied, since the purpose of this i!
investigation was to study only shock-induced low-temperature thermo-
luminescence characteristics. Also, all samples within i00 feet of
the shot point were eliminated to avoid any shock-induced thermolumi-
nescence resulting from the mining operation. Shock-induced low-
temperature thermoluminescence of halite from these two post-shot
drill holes tends generally to decrease exponentially with distance
from point of origin of shock. Minor reversals in this thermolumi-
nescence gradient may be related to interference effects associated
with boundaries between beds with contrasting bulk density or impedance.
Some relatively low thermoluminescence was due to the presence of
weakly thermoluminescent minerals in the halite. The most distant
samples of halite in the S.R. 2A and S.R. 3A post-shot drill holes
are about 200 feet radially from Ground Zero, and are about eight
times as thermoluminescent as the average comparable pre-shot samples.
The maximum distance to which thermoluminescence was induced
was determined by studying glow curves of core samples obtained from
the U.S.G.S. 6 and U.S.G.S. 7 post-shot drill holes that were located
150 and 500 feet horizontally from the Gnome explosion point (fig. 9).
Since the depth interval from 700 to 1,100 feet was not cored in th_
U.S.G.S. 6 drill hole, post-shot samples were not available from
that part of the Salado Formation in this drill hole. HoweJer, the
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gruatest amount of shock-induced thermolum_nescence in the U.S.G.S.
b drill hole was concentrated at about the same elevation as the shol:
point (depth 1,184 feet), and should have decreased exponentially
above the shot point as it did below the shot point. Toward the
bottom of the U.S.G.S. 6 drill hole (fig. 9), the intensity of
thermoluminescence of the halite approached but was still above the
average intensity of pre-shot halite. Therefore, some shock-induced
thermoluminescence was registered at a radial distance of approximately
325 feet from the explosion point. Glow curves of 32 post-shot samples i
of halite collected from the top 800 feet of the Salado Formation in i
!
core from the U.S.G.S. 7 drill hole indicate that the shock-induced
Ithermoluminescence in the halite did not extend as far as 500 feet
horizontally from the Gnome explosion point. Extrapolatzon of the i
data indicated that the shock-induced thermoluminescence probably
extended outward at least 350 feet from the Gnome shot point.
Autoluminographs of highly shocked samples of halite show that
sufficient amount_ of thermoluminescence were induced in the halite
to make minute details of crystalline structure easily visible
(fig. ii). Autoluminegraphs of pre-shot halite from Gnome are either
completely dark and featureless or show evidence of stress-induced
thermoluminescence created by drilling or sample-preparation operations.
Single-Crystal X-ray Studies
Single-crystal X-ray studies showed that those post-shot samples
of halite that had low-temperature thermoluminescence induced by the
Gnome nuclear explosion also had their crystalline structure altered.
Comparison of back-reflection Laue patterns of pre- and post-shot
samples of a halite bed i00 feet above the Gnome shot point sho_-ed
that the Laue spots of the post-shot halite were greatly smeared, an
indication that the nuclear explosion caused severe crystal strain or
distortion (fig. 12). The back-reflection Laue pattern of the stra-
tigraphically equivalent pre-shot halite sample contained round,
relatively sharp spots, indicating that this sample had a more nearly
_ ideal structure and had not been exposed to much stress. Laue
Y
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Figure 11.--Autolumlnograph of post-shot halite s_zple 100 i_et ]
vertlcally above Gnome shot point.
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patterns showed that post-snot samples of halite 150 feet laterally
from the Gnome shot point were also strained in comparison to their
pre-shot condition (fig. 13). The maximum distance at which shock-
induced crystal distortion can be observed by single-crystal X-ray
methods is not known at present.
Conclusions
This prellmlnary study indicates that shock derived from the
Gnome nuclear explosion induced significant mouu_s of low-_emper_ture !
thermolumtnescence in the halite adjacent to the point of origin of
shock. The maximum distance to which the low-temperature thermolumi- I
1
nescence was induced in the halite could not be precisely determined
owing to the lack of some properly spaced post-shot samvles. The !
available data seem to Justify the conclusion that shock of the Gnome\
explosion did induce thermoluminescence in the adjacent beds of halite
for a distance of about 350 feet radially from the point of origin
of shock.\
Single-crystal back-reflection Laue X-ray techniques also offer
potential for studying shock or stress history of halite.
_ PROJECT DRIBBLE, S_N EVENT
On October 22, 1964, a nuclear device was detonated at a depth
_ of 2,700 feet in the Tatmn salt dome in I_nar County, about 25 miles
SC_:thwest of Hatttesburg, Miss. (figs. 14, 15). This nuclear
detonation had an energy yield ef about 5 kilotons and was known as ..
the Salmon event of Project Dribble, conducted by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission. |
!_ The author participated in the Salmon event to determine if
_tress waves associated with an underground nuclear explosion in a
salt dome would significantly alter the low-te_erature thermo-
_mtnescence characteristics of the enclosing halite, as was previously _
found in the horizontally stratified rockm at the Project Gnome site.
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Figure 14.--Index map showing location o£ Tat_n salt dome.
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Geologic Setting
Thu Tatum dome is one of 9 -hallow salt domes in southeastern
Mississippi, and one of more than 50 shallow salt domes in the
Mississippi salt basin (Braunstein, 1958). It consists ot a salt
stock with a proved thickness of more than 3,000 feet, an average
diameter of about 5,000 feet, and a caprock composed of an upper
limestone unit and a lower anhydrite unit with an average aggregate
thickness of 650 feet (fig. ]5). The dome is ore:lain by Miocene to
Recent unconsolidated sediments to an average depth of about 600 feet,
and has not apparent surface expression. According to D. H. Eargle,
J. F. Stanford, and B. O. Davis (unpub. data), the Tatum dome prob-
ably _as one of the most recently active of the nine domes in south-
eastern Mississippi and has penetrated rocks as young as O!igocene
(formations of the Vicksburg Group).
Tatum Salt Dome
Studies by R. A. Black, W. S. Twenhofel, and D. H. Eargle of
the Geological Survey show that the salt dome is irregular in shape
and flares at the top. Such salt overhangs are fairly common among
salt domes (Murray, 1961, chap. 5), but the extension of caprock so
far (850 feet) beyond the limits of salt is unusual. The top of
the salt is remarkably flat, having a relief of less than 3_ feet;
the top of the caprock has a maximum relief of about 900 feet, and
the thicknesses of the upper limesto1_e and lower anhydrite parts of
the cap range from 7 to 205 feet and from 60 to 465 feet, respectively.
The most prominent internal structure in the salt is a near-
vertical interlayering between comparatively fine-grained salt
with anhydrite inclusions and inclusion-free, coarser grained,
lighter colored salt. The layers range in thickness from about I/4
inch to 6 inches. Steeply inclined layers of inclusions generally
have a low-angle cross foliation defined by overlapping sheets of
anhydrite inclusions two or three crysta]s thick. Elongate salt
grains in adjacent inclusion-free layers have their long axes in or
near this cross foliation. Offsets of the steep plane of layering
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para]le] to the cross foli,_i,,)n<:re ra'e.
_teep la-ering _T_th_ s,JJt i: _: t]y trt,_'_ted at the _aprock
contact, and both anhydrite and limestone zones of the cap are
characterized by a flat layering. Layering iv, anb.ydri,e,is
dominantly a banding of light and daL-k anhydrite resulting fret,
gran;J]ation and recrystallizatJon in the light bands. Elongate
anhydrite grains in both the partly recrystallized bands and the
dark bands are orieDted parallel to the plane of layering. Recrys-
tal!ized bands sometimes bifurcate and commonly have irregular wavy
contacts and lenticular shapes. Subherizontal banding of this type
is called katatectic banding by ,Julius Schlocker (written commun.,
]963), and commonly grades into zones of extremely irregular,
in_ensely deformed, and largely recrystallized anhydrite, or is
truncated by irregular bands with a complex internal structure.
Layering in the limestone cap results item cariations in proportions
of different minerals; this banding is also intensely deformed in
places and brecciated carbonate layers are recemented by celestite
and strontianite.
Shock-Induced Low-Temperature Thermoluminescence
of Rock Salt at the Salmen Site
Methods of study
Low-temperature glow curves of equivalent pre- and post-shot
samples of halite were compared to determine wbether high-e1_ergy
shock derived from the Salmon event caused significant changes in
the thermoluminescent characteristics of halite in the Tatum dome.
All samples used were of core from pre- and post-shot drill holes.
Pre-shot samples were obtained from tl,eSTA-I and STA-IA pre-shot
drill holes. All post-shot halite sa_nples were obtained frown _he
Salmon post-shot 2 drill hole (PS-2), about I00 feet north of station
-IA, the ground zero emplacement drill hole (fig. 16). Pre- and
post-shot halite specimens selected for low-temperature thermo-
luminescence measurements were obtained by sawing disks from the
drill cores in the manner described previously. Specimens selected
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Figure 16.--Surface locations of drill holes at Salmon site,
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fo_ study were of relatively pure halite, from parts of the core
_hat _Jere as far as possible from manmade breaks in the core.
!_esults of study
Autolurinographs of pre-shot samples of halite from the Tatum
dome were black, or only faintly -isible, indicating that the back-
ground low-temperature thermoluminescence of completely unstressed
halite was not intense enough to expose the film. Autoluminographs
of halite samples that had been stressed mechanically (fig. 4) or
by high-energy shock that accompanied the Salmon event had sufficient i
!
amounts of low-temperature thermoluminescence to make minute details |
of crystalline _ructure easily visible.
The amount of low-temperature thermoluminescence induced in
halite by shock accompanying the Salmon event was determined by i
comparing the intensity of the main peak of glow curves of pre-
and post-shot drill-hole samples at various distances from the
Salmon explosion point (fig. 17). The low-temperature thermo-
luminescence of halite in the WP-I pre-shot drill hole ranges from
5 to 9 relative units and averages 7 units. Post-shot halite samples
having at least i0 relative units of low-temperature thermolumin-
escence are thought to have been affected by stress waves associated
with the Salmon event.
All halite samples from the 8epth of the Salmon shot point
(2,700 feet) upward to a depth of 2,369 feet (345 feet radial dis-
tance from the shot point) have shock-induced low-temperature
thermoluminescence (fig. 17). Throughout this interval the low-
temperature thermoluminescence increases fairly continuously to a
high of 190 relative units at a depth of 2,654 feet (46 feet above
the depth of the Salmon shot point). Autolumlnographs of the halite
samples throughout this interval reveal that the shock-induced
low-temperature thermoluminescence is fairly evenly distributed
throughout the specimens.
From a depth of 2,654 feet to the total depth (3,024 feet)
in the post-shot 2 drill hole, the amount of shock-induced low-
Figure 17.--Low-temperature thermolumlnescence of pre- and post-
shot halite, Salmon event, Project _ribble.
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1
temperature thermoluminescence in the halite decreases very erratic-
ally to a value near, but still greater than, the normal value for
unstressed halite. Autoluminographs of samples in this depth inter-
val show that the shock-induced thermoluminescence is very erratic-
ally distributed among the component halite crystals in each specimen.
A thin isolated zone of shock-induced low-temperature thermo-
luminescence was found at a depth of 2,273 feet, which corresponds
to a radial distance from the shot point of 437 feet (fig. 17).
A thin completely isolated zone of halite having higher than !
normal amounts of low-temperature thermoluminescence was found
immediately below the anhydrite caprock at a depth interval of I
1,466 to 1,476 feet (fig. 17). Although this interval of halite is
far above the strongly affected halite, it may have had its thermo- i
luminescence characteristics modified slightly by the compley inter-
action of stress waves encountering the anhydrite-halite contact
that separates the two rock types having different shock impedances.
\ Shock experiments performed on pre-shot Dribble halite cores indicate
that contacts between anhydrite and halite can cause small amounts
l
!_ of low-temperature thermoluminescence te be induced in the halite
i adjacent to anhydrite, even though it is not connected with the
stress-induced thermoluminescence next to the explosion point. It
is possible that the level of thermoluminescence was related to
stress generated by slight movements along the anhydrite-halite
contact in relatively recent geologic t_,e. More detailed study of
the thermoluminescence characteristics of halite adjacent to the
caprock is necessary before the anomalous thermoluminescence in that
i zone can be fully explained, i
Cone lusions
i The results of this study show that stress waves associated
_ with detonation of the 5-kiloton Salmon nuclear device induced
significant amounts of low-temperature thermoluminescence in the
halite adjacent to the point of origin of shock. Maximum shock- !
_i_ induced thermoluminescence in the Salmon 2 drill hole
post-shot was
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Iat a radial distance of about II0 feet and at an upward angle of
about 24° from the Salmon shot point. From the point of maximum
intensity, the amount of shock-induced thermoluminescence decreased
!
rapidly and nearly continuously upward to a radial distance of 345 I
feet, whereas it decreased rapidly and very erratically downward i
to the total depth of the drill hole, which was about 340 feet
radially from the shot point. Shock-induced low-temperature
thermoluminescence was definitely found at a radial distance of i
i437 feet and was tentatively identified at the anhydrite-halitecontact at the base of the caprock, a radial distance of about
1,225 feet from the shot point.
!INTERPRETATION AND GEOLOGICAl, APPLICATION OF RESULTS
Triaxial and unconfined comp:....sion tests on core specimens Z
have shown that stress-induced i_ 7-temperature thermoluminescence
is initiated in halite where the maximum _ :_= difference exceeds
the yield strength of the halite. For deformation with slow rates
of strain) stress-induced low-temperature thermoluminescence of
halite appears to be closely associated with the stress domain of
plastic deformation.
Field stud._es have shown that halite stressed under conditions
of high rates of strain achieved by use of chemical or underground ;_
nuclear explosions develops stress-induced low- temperature thermo lumi-
nescence whose distribution and intensity are closely related to the -
distribution and intensity of plastic deformation in the halite
adjacent to the explosive sources of energy. The maximum radial
distance of 437 feet at which shock-induced low-temperature thermo-
luminescence was found in halite adjacent to the Salmon underground
nuclear explosion is essentially equal to the 135-meter (4%3-foot)
distance that Lawrence Radiation Laboratory scientists directly
measured and compute# for the location of the plastic-elastic
boundary near the Salmon cavity (Dr. Leo Rodgers, oral commmn.,
1965). Also, the approximate 350-foot radius of shock-induced
low-temperature thermoluminescence found in Gnome halite agrees
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very well with the location of the plastic-elastic boundary near
the Gnome aav ty as directly measured and computed by Lawrence
Radiation L._._ratory personnel. Although the radius of shock-
iPduced low-temperature thermoiuminescence near the Gnome nuclear
e×plo:;ion is known to have extended slightly beyond 350 feet,
this distance compares very close]y with the radial distance of
122 meters (400 feet) where the mathematical relation between
measurements of peak radial acceleration and radial distance _
from the detonation was found to change slope (Weart, 1962). This
Ichange in slope between these two parameters may occur at theplastic-elastic boundary. !
The above relations strongly suggest that low-temperature |
!
thermoluminescence techniques can be very useful in delineating _ _-.
or mapping the three-dimensional extent of halite that is plastic-
ally deformed adjacent to underground nuclear explosions. The
physics of plastic deformation adjar-ent to ]arge underground
chemical and nuclear explosions is poorly understood as compared
to that of the hydrodynamic and elastic zones, and therefore the
thermoluminescence techniques discussed in this report should
contribute toward developing a better understanding of the fun-
damental mechanisms of plastic deformation in halite. Preliminary
studies also indicate that thermoluminescence techniques can
probably be successfully used to study plastic deformation in other
common rock types.
Studies at the Gnome and Dribble sites and numerous laboratory
shock and stress experiments show that the amount of stress-
induced low-temperature thermoluminescence at any particular
point in a body of plastically deformed halite is very sensitively
affected by the presence of physical irregularities such as open
t fractures, stylolitic seams, and boundaries or contacts between
layers of contrasting mineralogy. Such irregularities in the halite
represent boundaries separating two media having contrasting shock
impedances and therefore interfere with the transmission of shock
or stress waves through the rock body. These data indicate that
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thermoluminescence technique_ have great potential application in
that field of rock mechanics dealing with the transmission of
strong shock o_ stress waves through a rock body. The experimental
data available indicate also that thermoluminescence techniq_les
have great potential application in other fields of rock mechanics
where slow rates of strain are involved, such as slow creep and
plastic deformation associated with the occurrence of large earth-
quakes, plastic deformation in rocks associated with the occurrence
of large earthquakes, plastic,defo_-macion in rocks associated with
large lateral fault systems like the San Andreas fault system in
California, and plastic delormation in contact metamorphic rocks
adjacent to some igneous intrusions and in regionally metamorphosed
areas.
\ The results of solid-state investigations from which data for
this report were obtained indicate that thermoluminescence techniques
have great potential application to the broad field of rock mechanics
as well as to many related geological problems.
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N67-19400GEOLOGY OF THE MOSES ROCK i_fRUSION
SAN JUAN COUNTY, UTAH
'_ By Thomas R. McGetchin
INTRODUCTION AND REGIONAl, SETTING
The Moses Rock intrusion is being studied as a possible terres-
trial analog to the subsurface geology of some of the lunar rilles.
It is one of five known intrusive pipes or dikes of kimberlite
(micaceous serpentine breccia) on the Colorado Plateau; all are
!
•.Jithin the Navajo Indian Reservation, in southeast Utah and north-
, east Arizona. Three (Moses Rock, Mule Ear, Garnet Ridge; are just
south of the San Juan River along Comb Ridge, a pronounced topog-
raphic feature formed by differential weathering of rocks in the
Comb monocline. This fold forms the eastern border of the Monument
upwarp, which is a m_Jor structural feature of this part of the
Colorado Plateau. The intrusions are localized within 2 or 3 miles
of the axis of this fold.
The intrusion at Moses Rock has not been described in detail
previously but was _;entioned by ShoeTnaker (1962). The pipe at
Mule Ear has been mapped in detail by Shoemaker and Moore (unpub.
map) ; the pipes at Garnet Ridge, approximately 13 miles south ef
Moses Rock, were described by Malde (1954), =nd Malde and Thaden
(1963). The only published map of the dike at Red Mesa is a _[
small-scale sketch map by Shoemaker (1962, p. 297). A scrpertine
intrusion at Buell Park, n_.ar Fort Defiance .4nnortheas= Arizona,
occurs on the west fl._nk of the Defiance monocline fAllen and Balk,
1954).
Previous geological reports of the inlnediate vicinity are by
Gregory (1938), Baker (1935, 1936), and O'Sullivan (1965). References
to very early surveys in the region may be found in Bartlett (i962).
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MOSES ROCK
The intrusion at Moses Rock is about 7 miles east-southeast
of Mexican Hat, Utah, in red beds of the Permian Cutler Formation.
Dotailed stratigraphic sections were measured at the contacts of
the Hoses Rock dike and nearby to establish correspondence between
specific stratigraphic horizons and _locks contained in the breccia
within the dike.
The Moses Rock intrusion lies at the east end of Monument Valley. i
J
The Cutler rocks there dip gently eastward between the open Raplee i
anticline and the Comb monocline. In the monocline they locally |
attain dips of 40°. Two types of intrusive rocks are present:
serpentine breccia (kimberlite) and minet[e, a potassium-rich i
lamprophyre (see Wi]liams, 1936). Both types occur in dikes trending
generally north.
STRUCTURE OF THE DIKE
mB
The Moses Rock breccia dike strikes generally north an4 dips
steeply westward. Its total length is unknown because the south
end is buried beneath Recent _and dunes, but it is well exposed
for more than 4 miles of its length, particularly at the north end. _
Its width is approximately 1,000 feet. the relative topographic
relief depends on the relative resistance of dike rock and the
4
rocks now e posed at the contacts. The north end of the dike cuts i
the :ela_iv_ly resistant Halgaito Member, and its surface expression
is a trench; the south end cuts the relatively incompetent gypsiferous
Cedar Mesa Member and forms a ridge.
Figure i is a generalized geologic map at a scale of i inch =
1,000 feet; it is generalized from detailed maps at a scale of i
inch = 200 feet. The locations of 29 detailed geologic sections
(I inch = 200 feet) are shown in figure 2; some of these appear _
in figure 3.
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Figure 3.--Geologic sections through Mo_es Rock diatreme. Horizontal
and vertical scale: I inch = 200 feet. See figure 2 for location
of sections; see figure i for explanation of geologic symbols.
Marker horizons within Cutler Formation are numbered.
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The dip of the dike contacts ranges from vertical to about
70_ W. A well-developed fracture system in the country rock paral-
lels the contact. The density of fractures (fractures per linear
foot) decreases approximately as an inverse power of the distance
from the dike contact. Fracture density parallel to the regional
joint trend (which near the dike strikes about N. 80° W., dips
nearly vertical) also decreases away from the contact but not as
abruptly. Fractures in the red sandstone and siltstone wallrocks i
are commonly bleached along zone q typically 2-3 ram !
at the contact
!
wide. Fractures paralleling the contacts generally disappear )
I200-300 feet from the contact; where present, bleaching effects
on fractures disappear generally within about i0 feet of the contact, i E$
and everywhere within 50 feet.
A similar fracture pattern is present near the minette dikes.
The fracture density decreases with distance in the same way; bleach-
ing effects are more marked. The data are insufficient to make any
definitive statement about the effect of lithology on the fracture
density, although the measurements on Alhambra Rock suggest that the
limey-siltstone red beds were more easily fractured than the limestone.
Deformation of the wallrocks is generally very slight. Beds
are locally uparched, but most are largely undeformed and are simply
truncated at the contact. Metamorphism and alteration at the
contact are restricted to the bleached zones described abcve.
INTRUSIVE MATERIAL
The dike comprises lithologically distinct_ but gradational,
breccia units, which are mixtures of three components: (i) kimber-
lite--serpentine breccia containing olivine, pyroxene, garnet, calcite, i
and small, generally angular, rock and mineral fragment_; (2) inclu-
sions of Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rock fragments, not
exposed locally; and (3) inclusions of sedimentary rocks, which 4
can be usefully subdivided into limestone and clastic sedimentary I
irock debris derived from Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata now exposedat the surface in nearby river canyons or known _rom drilling records.
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Units have beem mapped withir the intrusion on the basis of the
relative abundance of these materials and the size of inclusions,
which varies considerably from place to place (see fig. i).
To determine the nature of these breccias, approximately 500
pounds of samples was obtained from the surface and from six sub-
surface localities at which the everLurden was removed (fig. 2).
The composition of the material and size f_equency distributions of
the various components were deterrin,_d for all the r_aterial. Data
on the subsurface samples are presente i in figure 4 and table i. Not
all map units were sampled, but the range of compositions is rep-
resentative, except that the unit called "is" (or "ism") is almost
4
entirely clastic sedimentary debris with very little kimberlite or i
basement debris.
Dense kimberlite occurs as small dikelike bodies within the
intrusion at at least four known localities. The degree of d11ution
of kimberlite with various types of debris ranges from almost none
to at least six parts debris to one part kimberlite (table i).
The dilution probably exceeds i0 to i in much of the dike. The
bulk samples suggest that the degree of dilution of kimberlite
with debris increases as the size of the basement (and limestone)
fragments increases.
The size frequency distributions of the clastic sedimentary
material in the bulk samples (fig. A C, D) are characteristic of
curves for material commlnuted in ball mills (or other mechanical
processes such as impact; see Meloy, 1963; Moore and others, 1963). i
Curves for limestone and basement _nclusions are not as clearly r_
-_mv
characteristic of conmLinution and may reflect greater resistarce i
!to grinding and perhaps some differences in their history within
I
the vent. Size frequency curves for basement inclusions collected 1
in surface samples may reflect and represent the populations--at
least with respect to size distribution.
The size of the basement inclusions varies great]y from place
tc place. The largest observed basement inclusions are ellipsoidal
235
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Figure 4.--Size distcibution and composition of six bulk samples cf
intrusive material. See figure 2 for location of samples. For
eac:h saTnple four diagrams are given. Diagrams for entire sub-
surface sample are A, size distribution of all components; B, debris
components in various size fractions. Diagrams to:: each debris i
component in subsurface sample and for basement-rock fragments I
i
observed in sample totaled to I00 percent and treated i_,dependently i
of each other are C, compos:ition of various s._ze fractions; D, i
cumulative composition.
Exp lanat ion
B diagrams :
k, serpentine fragments and olivine, pyroxene, and garnet crystals
not obviously derived from crystalline rock fragments
ss, sandstone and siltstone mostly derived from Cutler Formation
is, limestone debris derived from Paleozoic rocks underlying the
Cu_ler Formation
bx, rock fragments derived from the Precambrian crystalline basement
C and D diagrams:
_---.---_ Basement crystalline rocks observed in surface sample E
Basement crystalline rocks in subsurface sample
[5---_ Limestone fragments derived from Paleozoi¢ rocks underlying
the Cutler Formation in subsurface sample
O-°--<9 Clastlc sedimentery rock fragments and debris; most1" red• sandstone and siltstone derived from Cutler Formation
in subsurface sample
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Figure 4.--Sample 133.
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_/ Table l°--Composition of bulk samples of the intrusive material
Sample No. 151 109 114 139 119 133
A, Weight percent of all material in subsurface bulk sample i
i
Kimber lite 13.4 28 20.7 27 50 95.0 *
Precambrian basement
rock - - 13.8 8 3.8 2 ii .7 i
Limestone 8.7 42 7.5 28 32 3. i
Clastic material - - - 64. I 22 68.0 43 7 1.2
I
Total - - 100.0 i00 i00.0 i00 I00 I00.0 i
I
!
B, Intrusive material normalized to kimberlite 1
(dilution of kimberlite)
Kimberlite I.00 I.00 i.00 I.00 i.00 I.00 1
Precambrian basement
rock - I.03 0.29 0.18 0.07 0.22 0.01
Limestone- - - .65 1.46 .36 1.04 .64 .03
Clastic material - - - 4.72 .79 3.29 1.59 .14 .01
Total ....... 6.40 2.54 3.83 2.70 I.00 .05
C, Largest fragments observed
Part of bulk subsurface sample (g):
Precambrian base-
ment rock ..... 2,079 2,788 1,341 34 66 I
Limestone ...... 2,095 4,795 2,832 2,455 IL 9.8
Local occurrence, maximum dimenslon (cm): i
Precambrian base-
ment rock ..... 37 40 27 13 14 3.5
Limestone ..... 60 35 22 30 12 4.5
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blocks of biotite agate gneiss, about 4 feet in diameter. Basement
inclusions are largely unaltered, although corm_only weathered. De-
tailed collections of basement inclusions were made at'28 localities.
Large blocks in the intrusion were derived from the Paleozoic
and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks lining the vent and are as much as
several hundred feet long (see fig. 3). Block and fragment size
varies continuously from these large blocks to silt-sized grains
represented in the bulk samples. It was possible to identify the
specific stratigraphic horizons from which breccia blocks within
Ithe dike were derived and to determine the displacement of the
blocks accurately. In general, very large block,_,are displaced
downward relative to their original stratlgraphla position; however,
within certain zones very large blocks have been transported upward
hundreds of feet. i
!
Large blocks are generally angular; smaller blocks, more
spherical. Metamorphism and alteration of included blocks, including
those derived from red beds and limestones, are minor or absent;
deformation is minor.
The history of individual blocks is of interest since Jt is
largely determined by _he fluid density and velocity of the fluid-
i
ized flow system within the intrusion. Whether a block introduced
into the flow will sink or rise depends on its s_ze, density, shape _
and orientation (if it is nonspherical). Once introduced into the i
flow it is subjected to transport,abrasion and comminutlon. Large I
#
blocks may initially subside relative to the walls, but as co_ainu-
tion and abrasion proceed the debris will eventually be carried
upward. One would llke to know the size of the largest block which
the medlma was capable of transporting upward. Thus, it is of in-
terest to examine the size of blocks as a function of stratigraphic
displacement. Ideally "size" is defined as the dimneter of an
equivalent sphere to account for nonspherical shapes as is connnon
practice in fluid mechanics. However, in outcrops only two dimen-
sions are usually seen, and the true size and shape of blocks
244
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imust be estimated or inferred. To avoid introduction of additional
bi_is, the maximum exposed dimension of a block was used as an index
of its size, and this was plotted against stratigraphic displacement
for the Moses Rock intrusion. The data plotted in figures 5A-5C
provide the basis for the conclusions drawn in the four sections that
follow.
Estimated Equilibrium Block Size
Since blocks are observed stra£igraphlcally displaced both
upward and downward, it seems clear that suffici__ntly large blccks ij
sank in the flow. Knowledge of the equilibrium size (with some I
independent means of estimating the fluid density and drag coeffi,Tient)
would permit evaluation of the fluid velocity locally. The important
field observation, therefore, is the size of tbe largest block dis-
placed upward.
At Garnet Ridge, Cane Valley, and Mule Ear diatremes, the
blocks displaced upward are smaller than the blocks re_olved on
the maps. However, at Mule Ear, crystalline basement blocks
(nearly spherical) 20 feet in diameter were observed (E. M.
Shoemaker, oral commun.); at Garnet Ridge crystalline basement
boulders 5 to 6 feet in diameter are present.
The best data available are at Moses Rock: there, blocks
from the Rico Formation 200 feet across are displaced upward about
500 feet; numerous Pennsyl_anian (Hermosa Group) limestone blocks
up to I00 feet across are displaced upward 800 to 2,500 feet.
The largest basement crystalline blocks (spherical blocks of
biotite granite gneiss) are 4 to 5 feet in di_neter. The large
limestone blocks are commonly tabular in form, thus the size of the
equlvalent sphere varies almost from their maximum to their minimum
dimension depending on their orientation (flat side or edge to the
flow). However, the dimneter of the "equillbrimn sphere" at the
Moses Rock dlatreme appears to be of the order of 100 feet.
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Figure 5A.--Hax_uum exposed dhnenston of blocks plotted against
strattgraphtc displacement of each block--entire body, See
figures I and 4 for explanation of geologic symbols.
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Ftsure SB.--Hsxhnwn exposed dimension of block8 plotted asainst
stratigrmphic displacmmnt of each block--central part. See
fLsures 1 and 4 for expl_t£on of 8eologLc s)mbols.
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4Maturity of Flow or Duration of Eruption
Differences between diatremes probably reflect differences
in duration of the eruption as well as differences in flow history.
At Mule Ear, the eruption lasted long enough to ream out the vent.
Differences also exist within individual intrusions. Compare, for
example, two areas within the Moses Rock intrusion: the central
portion sketched in figure 5B contains large blocks displaced short i
distances downward and only rare and small basement inclusions; by
contrast, at the north end (see fig. 5C), blocks are displaced
greater stratigraphic distances, both up and down. The interpreta-
tion here is that the eruption was of relatively short duration in
the central portion, whereas at the north end channels formed and
flow through the vent continued for some time.
Size-Depth Relationship for Upward Displaced Blocks
At Moses Rock, for fragments derived from stratigraphic units
below the present surface, the deeper the source, the smaller the
maximum block size (see fig. 5C). This observation is the empirical
basis for interpreting the relative depth of origin of the basement
inclusions where the stratigraphy is not known. If a similar size-
depth relationship holds, the vertical section represented by the
basement inclusions can be reconstructed.
Thickness of the Overburden
No locks stratigraphically above the Cutler Formation were 7
%
observed in the Moses Rock intrusion. Large blocks of Burro Canyon iconglomerate and Mancos Shale are present in the Mule Ear diatreme
(E. M. Shoemaker and H. J. Moore, unpub, map, 1957). Assuming i
the Mule Ear and Moses Rock diatremes to be roughly contemporaneous, !
and, since they are only 2 miles apart, the ground surface at the t
time of their emplacement was at least 3,000 feet above the present
surface. 4
))
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#EMPLACEMENT OF THE MOSES ROCK INTRUSION
The inferred history of emplacement of the Moses Rock
intrusion is illustrated in figure 6.
The surface expression of the Moses Rock dike was probably
a long rift with several well-developed maar-type craters along it,
each surrounded by an ejecta blanket. The material in this ejecta
=
is probably represented by the various intrusive units, now exposed
J
at depth. The stratification of this material therefore reflected _
the changing composition of the intrusive material with time. Thus, !
l
these beds should reflect the sequence described above but in
inverted stratigraphic sequence. The basal layer should be nearly
pure kimberlite tuff, becoming diluted with other debris including
progressively larger blocks as one moves upward through the section.
The distribution of material around the vent (or exterior
ballistics) is determined by the ejection velocity and angle,
size of the block, and atmospheric conditions.
The original surface expression of this intrusion was probably
very similar to certain rilles on the surface of the Moon, for
example, the Hyginus rille, the Stadius crater chain, and in
particular, the prominant rille in the eastern part of the floor
of the crater Alphonsus, as shown in the Ranger IX photographs.
Nothing can be said regarding possible similarity of the intrusive
or extrusive material; however, the forms are suggestive of a
possible similar type of violent eruptive volcanism. _
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#Fracture propagates upward. Intru-
sive material is initially largely
gaseous, with small amount of serpen-
tine and little or no wallrock debris.
At this stage, fluid pressure exceeds
the local lithostatic load, plus
the effective strength of the rocks.
i
Fracture opens forcibly by fluid
over-pressure within the fissure;
sills and dikes emplaced locally
along weaknesses, and local deforma-
tion at the walls may occur. Intru-
sive material is gas with serpentine
entrained with small amounts of
basement rock fragments; very little
sedimentary wallrock debris present.
As flow continues, the dike widens
slightly and probably vents locally
at the surface, the fluid velocity
increases. The fluid pressure drops
/_" as a result. When this pressure
_/_'_' .ll_ IF drop becomes extreme the walls fail
._//_JBP" tlI_ and blocks are introduced into the
flow which rise or sink depending
on the local flui4 velocity and
l orientation of the block. As these
blocks become co..ninuted, the debris
is mixed with the intrusive serpen-
tlne and gas. The fragments of
crystalline basement rocks entrained
are small Initially, but larger blocks
(See p. 252 for key to patterns.)
are entrained as the eruption progresses.
Figure 6.--Inferred sequence of events during emplacement.
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As the eruption matures, the mix-
b /,/ - / ture of serpentine, breccia blocks
-/_.../
_z _,-----"_/ /_"_ "i,1"/ __ from various sources, and debris)"///_mfl l l ll
produced by comminution of the
i!i- IIIII IllllI ,IIV breccia blocks, entrained in upward [, ! flow may be considered as a gas- }
i"i!_ "'_iI _ solid fluidized system--or perhaps
fluidized slurrie where the fluid
_ density is great. The upward move-
J
ment of such a heterogeneous medium
!is not uniform, rather the flow
becomes restricted preferentially
___ _*_n'i_ into channels. (In industrial :" f// _ _ .,,!!1/_' fluidized systems such channe s are
i'_._.___'" i/!f_"" a cc_mnon problem; they are referred
Ill'l __iiii...,.: :.,,.,_ 1,_ to as "ratholes".)Within these
become large. Basement inclusions
_ _!'\'L_""_"_'li"ii_"i} .i¢-_i"iiii!/,il,i-_//IJ_'_ are large and spherical; wallrockIIII : )h/ blocks are large and ocally dis-
placed upward from their original1
position; serpentine content of the
!!.: /:'_;..'.1• breccia is low owing to the dilution
.- _xc k
v.-_" by material derived from the vent
, walls
: isf key horizon
The sequence of events appears un- _
ambiguous ; however, it may represent
a single eruption or a series of
, eruptions separated slightly in
time.
Figure 6.--Inferred sequence of events during emplacement--Continued. _
%
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